Oregon State Bar
Meeting of the Board of Governors
September 25, 2020
Zoom Videoconference
Open Session Minutes

President Liani Reeves called the open session meeting to order at 1:00 p.m. on September 25, 2020. The
meeting adjourned at 6:35 p.m. Members present from the Board of Governors were Colin Andries, Adrian
Brown, Jenny Cooke, Chris Costantino, Kate Denning, Eric Foster, Kamron Graham, John Grant, Bik-Na Han,
Joseph Hesbrook, Ryan Hunt, Eddie Medina, Rob Milesnick, Joe Piucci, Liani Reeves, Kyra Rohner, Michael
Rondeau, Traci Rossi, David Wade, and Tasha Winkler. Staff present were Judith Baker, Cassandra Dyke,
Courtney Dippel, Danielle Edwards, Susan Grabe, Helen Hierschbiel, Amber Hollister, Karen Lee, Kay Pulju,
Kateri Walsh, and Mike Williams. Nena Cook, Betty Lou Morrow from PLF, Molly Jo Mullen, PLF Board
President and Mae Lee Browning, ONLD Chair. Also present were Danny Lang, David Robinson, Hertsel
Shadian, Rhonda Antell, Ann Fisher, Judy Parker, Ted Coran, Stacy Tela-Kerber, Robert Kline, Peter Werner,
Charlie Williamson, Rebecca Cambreleng, Julia Fraser, Neil Jackson, Lara Johnson, Tim Williams, Jorden
Piraino, Susan Glen, Nathan Sosa, Matt Jarvis, and Ronn Elzinga.
1. Call to Order
President Reeves called the meeting to order and welcomed guests in attendance. She invited guests to
provide comments on the bar’s regulatory proposals, and noted she was allocating thirty minutes to
receive input on the issue. She requested that each speaker limit their remarks to three minutes per
person and asked persons interested in speaking to email her directly to be placed on the public
comment list.
President Reeves noted that the Board meeting was being recorded, and asked individuals to refrain
from using the chat function. She informed guests that the Board has adopted ground rules for meetings,
which can be found on the Board’s webpage under Board Resources. [Exhibit A]
2. 2020 Strategic Areas of Focus
A.

Bar Member Election and Removal Legislation
1. Governance Structure Options

President Reeves opened a discussion on proposed legislative options to change governance structure of
the Oregon State Bar.
Ms. Reeves noted that on May 22, 2020 the BOG voted to direct Legislative Counsel’s Office to draft
amendments to the Bar Act to modify the Board member appointment and removal process. At its prior
meetings, the BOG considered a number of approaches to regulatory change. [Exhibit B] The legislative
concept, as currently drafted, would replace the current Board member election process with Supreme
Court appointment. The current draft would also eliminate the current recall process and instead allow
the Supreme Court to remove Board members based on bylaws that would be enacted by the BOG.
2.

Comments

President Reeves invited comments on the regulatory proposals.
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OSB member and Oregon Trial Lawyers Association (OTLA) member Rob Kline spoke against the proposal
to provide for Supreme Court appointment of Board members, saying he believed the proposal was
undemocratic. He expressed concerns about lack of transparency and indicated he wished the Board had
sought member input at an earlier date.
OSB member from Eugene and President-Elect of the Oregon Trial Lawyers Association (OTLA) Lara
Johnson urged the Board to vote against the proposed legislation, based on her concerns about the lack
of transparency and lack of input from bar members. Ms. Johnson stated the process has been
insufficient, and that members should have been included earlier in dialogue. Ms. Johnson suggested
that a change of this magnitude should be submitted to the entire membership for its feedback.
OSB member from Gresham and Past-President of the Oregon Trial Lawyers Association (OTLA) Neil
Jackson expressed his opposition to the appointment change, because the change will alienate rural
members. Mr. Jackson expressed his belief that the OSB should remain independent from the Supreme
Court. Mr. Jackson does not believe the change will impact litigation pending against the bar or limit the
bar’s potential anti-trust liability.
OSB member Peter Werner expressed his opposition to the proposed change. He also stated that the bar
failed to comply with Public Meetings Act requirements in providing notice of the meeting. He explained
he was unable to access information attached to the meeting agenda on the bar’s website.
OSB member from Bend and President of the Oregon Trial Lawyers Association (OTLA) Tim Williams sent
an email to BOG member Kyra Rohner outlining his opposition to the proposed change. Mr. Williams
stated that the change may result in unintended consequences and could lead to an abuse of power by a
future Supreme Court. He expressed support for a democratic process that preserves lawyer’s ability to
elect representatives to the Board.
President Reeves noted that all persons who had requested to speak had done so, and invited Board
members to provide comments.
Board Member David Wade thanked everyone for coming to the meeting. He noted that the current
proposal originated in the Policy & Governance Committee of the BOG, when he served on the
Committee, and was not proposed by President Reeves. Mr. Wade noted that the Bar’s statutory
mission, as provided in the Bar Act, requires that the Bar act in the public interest, not in lawyers’
interest. Mr. Wade noted that the current election process is undemocratic because only lawyers have
the right to vote, where as the Supreme Court is democratically elected by Oregonians.
Mr. Wade noted the BOG is not a legislature does not have constituents; instead, Board members have
fiduciary duties to make sure that the bar is able to execute its statutory mission to act in the public
interest. Mr. Wade noted each BOG member has their own reasons for opposing or supporting the
current proposal. Mr. Wade noted that his own rationale is informed by his personal concerns regarding
anti-trust liability and exposure to Keller litigation. He explained that he was sharing his personal opinions
and not the attorney-client privileged advice of the bar’s counsel.
Mr. Wade noted that based on his fiduciary duty, he believes the proposed changes should be made. He
explained that the Supreme Court already appoints the Board of Bar Examiners, the Disciplinary Board,
and the Unlawful Practice of Law Committee, as well as approving ethics changes and no one has raised
concerns about the existing appointments and processes. In his view, this change would only further
confirming that the Supreme Court supervises the bar.
OSB Member Ann Fisher stated that while she understands Mr. Wade’s position, she believes the Board
should have shared additional information with the membership. She further suggested that the
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concerns outlined by Mr. Wade are not urgent and there is additional time to discuss them with the
membership.
Board member Colin Andries expressed his opposition to the proposal to provide for Supreme Court
appointment of Board members, but supports allowing the Board to vote to remove Board members. He
explained that if there is a problem Board member who does something wrong there is no way to
remove them until recall. It is problem that could happen in the future. Mr. Andries expressed
opposition to Supreme Court appointment because he believes it would be a prophylactic that does not
guarantee non liability. In lieu of the proposed change Mr. Andries stated the bar should avoid anticompetitive conduct, and invite the input of public members.
Board member John Grant spoke in opposition to proposed changes to Board election and in favor of
changes allowing the Board to remove members. He echoed Mr. Wade’s comments noting that the
Board is not tasked with representing the membership because Board members have fiduciary,
regulatory and have statutory duties. Mr. Grant asserted that Board members do not serve to support
the views of the lawyers who elect them; instead, they must serve the public interest. Mr. Grant stated
OTLA has threatened the bar with anti-trust liability, and there is a present need to consider the
proposed changes.
Mr. Grant submitted it is important for the bar to be independent of the judiciary and the lawyers to
guard the legal system against tyranny. Mr. Grant noted that the OSB’s Futures Task Force highlighted
the gaps in our legal system and how it is failing to provide access to justice. Mr. Grant suggested the
Board take more time to engage in a broader and more in-depth conversation about these issues prior to
making a change.
OSB Member and former President of OTLA, Ronn Elzinga, expressed his opposition to the proposed
appointment of the Board by the Supreme Court. He asserted that the Supreme Court is not a truly
democratically elected body because all of the sitting justices were initially appointed to their seats by
Oregon’s Governor, rather than elected by the public. Mr. Elzinga denied that OTLA threatened to bring
anti-trust litigation against the bar, and insisted his letter to the bar had been misconstrued.
Board member Kamron Graham expressed opposition to Supreme Court appointment and support of
providing the Board authority to vote to remove a member of the Board. Ms. Graham expressed that the
decision was difficult and she could appreciate all viewpoints. She agreed that the process should have
been more transparent to the membership.
Board member Traci Rossi noted that she is a public member of the BOG and expressed appreciation for
Mr. Wade’s comments.
Board member Eddie Medina noted that he is currently opposed to modifying the election process for
Board members, and supports a change to provide Board members the ability to vote to remove other
Board members. He stated he would like to engage in further discussion to determine if there are other
avenues to explore.
Board member Jenny Cooke expressed opposition for the proposal and questioned how the proposed
change would help serve the public interest. Ms. Cooke submitted that Mr. Wade’s comments were
designed to scare the bar with potential liability. She thanked members for joining the conversation.
Board member Adrian Brown noted the complexity of the issues before the Board. She submitted that
the conversation has not been rushed, and that the Board engaged in a lot of very intense conversations
regarding this issue. She invited additional input from the membership, and noted that in the current
system, a low percentage of OSB members participate in BOG elections. Ms. Brown noted that while the
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Board’s intent has been good, it should have communicated more fully with the membership. She
submitted that the Board should take more time to solicit feedback from the membership.
Board Member Joseph Hesbrook noted he is a public member of the Board who is not as familiar with
the legal system. He expressed concern about the potential liability to the bar, and noted his desire to
avoid litigation.
Board member Kate Denning noted that while she has not arrived at a final decision, she agrees that
there are issues the Board must address. She expressed her support for updating the removal provision.
Board member Kyra Rohner expressed her opposition to Supreme Court appointment of Board members
because it would politicize the bar, and would not fully represent the views of rural Oregonians. Ms.
Rohner invited the membership to share their ideas, and proposed that the bar look for other solutions.
She noted she is taking anti-trust issues seriously, but is not convinced that other solutions cannot be
found.
Board member Joe Piucci expressed his opposition for providing for Supreme Court appointment of the
Board, and his support for amending the Board member removal process. He noted that this has been a
learning process for him as a newer Board member, and has concerns about the Board’s process in
considering the changes.
Board member Tasha Winkler expressed her opposition to the proposal, and noted that there could be
unintended consequences on both sides
Board member Eric Foster expressed his support for the proposed changes. He noted that the fact that
the election process has stayed the same since the 1970’s shows that change is hard. He expressed
concern that if the Bar is unwilling to change it will not stay with the times and serve the public.
Board member Rob Milesnick expressed his opposition to Supreme Court appointment of Board
members based on the process utilized and the substance of the proposal, and support for the proposed
changes to the Board member removal process. Mr. Milesnick acknowledged that the Board needs to
discuss the lack of communication between board members and the membership. Mr. Milesnick
expressed concern that Supreme Court appointment could erode the perception of impartiality by the
court. Mr. Milesnick submitted the Bar must maintain a level of separation between the Court and the
BOG. He suggested that it might be prudent to look at models adopted in other states, or to explore
appointment by other entities other than the Court, such as the Governor.
Board member Ryan Hunt expressed his opposition to the appointment of Board members by the
Supreme Court, as it would put the formation of the Board in the hands of the few.
Board member Bik-Na Han expressed opposition to Supreme Court appointment of Board members and
support for providing that the Board has power to vote to remove Board members. Ms. Han expressed
concern that if the Supreme Court had appointment and removal authority the court might not fully
understand the reasons for a proposed removal. Ms. Han noted that those who support the proposal are
also trying to do what is right for the OSB.
Board member Michael Rondeau stated that he is leaning towards opposing the proposal for Supreme
Court appointment of board members. He expressed appreciation for Ms. Brown’s comments regarding
increasing transparency and seeking further input from the membership.
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Immediate Past-President Chris Costantino noted that while she does not have a vote, she had first-hand
experience with lack of process for removing a Board member. She noted the lack of a removal process
ties the Board’s hands, and needs to be addressed.
Ms. Costantino submitted that President Reeves’ leadership this year has been stellar and the Board has
been doing good work.
President Reeves stated that she was in support of the proposed governance changes from beginning
because the Bar is charged with serving the public interest. Ms. Reeves note that ensuring Board
members hail from all across the state ensures the Board has the benefit of a diversity of ideas; however,
the Board is not a representative body. Ms. Reeves submitted that Supreme Court appointment is
important so that the Board has adequate government oversight. She welcomed the input of lawyers to
help the Bar meet its mission and apologized for not being better at communicating with the
membership about this proposal.
CEO Helen Hierschbiel thanked all who attended and provided thoughtful comments to the Board. She
also thanked the Board for its thoughtful and extensive discussion and President Reeves for her
leadership through this very complex issue.
President Reeves announced a short recess.
President Reeves read the statement of OSB member Marilyn Harbur into the record, opposing the
proposal to provide for Supreme Court appointment of Board members.
The Board reconvened in open session after the recess.
Motion: To direct staff to work with Legislative Counsel to amend the current legislative concepts to allow the
Board to vote to remove Board members pursuant to the Board of Governors bylaws. Colin Andries
moved and John Grant seconded. Those in favor were Eric Foster, Traci Rossi, Eddie Medina, Michael
Rondeau, Colin Andries, John Grant, Bik-Na Han, Kamron Graham, Kate Denning, Jenny Cooke, Joseph
Hesbrook, Kyra Rohner, Adrian Brown, Joe Piucci, Rob Milesnick, Tasha Winkler, and David Wade. The
vote was unanimous. The motion passed.
Mr. Wade noted that he does not believe this change will assist the bar because he does not believe the
Board will vote to remove one of its own members. Mr. Wade noted the Washington State Bar
Association had a situation arise and they did not vote to remove the board member. Mr. Wade
suggested that as an alternative, the Supreme Court should have removal authority.
Motion: To direct the bar staff to work with Legislative Counsel to amend the current legislation concepts to
remove provisions providing for the appointment of Board member by the Supreme Court. Colin
Andries moved and Joe Piucci seconded. Those in favor were Eddie Medina, Michael Rondeau, Colin
Andries, John Grant, Bik-Na Han, Kamron Graham, Kate Denning, Jenny Cooke, Joseph Hesbrook Kyra
Rohner, Adrian Brown, Joe Piucci, Rob Milesnick, and Tasha Winkler. Those against were Eric Foster,
Traci Rossi and David Wade. The motion passed.
Motion: To direct bar staff to work with legislative counsel to amend the legislative concept to remove the
provision that the Supreme Court approves the Oregon State Bar Bylaws. Eric Foster moved and Joe
Piucci seconded.
Mr. Wade expressed concern that the Bar continues to have anti-trust exposure and this is one way of
limiting the bar’s exposure, by providing for Supreme Court overview of the Bylaws.
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Ms. Denning and Ms. Cooke requested additional information about the proposal. The board discussed the
Court’s current authority to review bar rules.
Mr. Piucci and Mr. Andries expressed interest in delaying a vote on this matter. Susan Grabe provided
background about the legislative process.
Ms. Hierschbiel noted the Board could opt to discuss and vote on this issue at its November meeting.
Mr. Andries stated that in May 2020, the Board supported this concept.
Ms. Brown noted that the proposal was not controversial and she would appreciate discussing the legal
consequences to the board, and how it impacts our mission and responsibilities with counsel.
President Reeves announced that the Board of Governors will now meet in executive session pursuant to
ORS 192.660(2)(f), which allows the Board to meet in executive session to consider information or records
that are exempted by law from public inspection. The Board of Governors will consider a written attorneyclient communication that is exempted from public inspection by ORS 192.355(9)(a). The Board of
Governors will also meet in executive session pursuant to ORS 192.660(2)(h), to consult with its General
Counsel regarding the legal rights and duties of a public body with regard to current litigation or litigation
likely to be filed.
The board went into Executive Session at 3:15 pm.
The Board returned to open session at 3:21 pm.
Motion: Eric Foster withdrew his motion; and Joe Piucci withdrew his second of the motion. The motion was
withdrawn by consent of the moving parties prior to a vote.
President Reeves clarified that based on the motion, the portion of the legislative concept providing for
Supreme Court approval of the bylaws will remain unless the Board later directs otherwise.
3. President’s Report [Liani Reeves]
Liani Reeves reported that ONLD and BOG will have a joint social on October 29, 2020 focused on
Intergenerational Issues. Board members David Wade and Liani Reeves will present, with Immediate PastPresident Chris Costantino serving as moderator. Ms. Reeves reported a virtual awards ceremony is
scheduled for November 6, 2020 at noon.
Ms. Reeves noted that the November meeting of the Board will be held remotely. She thanked Board
members for their feedback.
4. 2021 President-elect candidates statements
President-elect candidate Kamron Graham addressed the Board regarding her interest in appointment as
2021 President-elect. She submitted her letter of intent. [Exhibit C]
5. Approve HOD Agenda [Liani Reeves]
President Reeves opened a discussion on the approval of the 2020 House of Delegates Agenda.
A.

Approval of Resolutions and Agenda Order
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1.

BOG Resolution No. 1

Mr. Grant presented BOG Resolution No. 1. He noted that the resolution is based on the HOD’s request
that the BOG review the Bar’s fee structure and seek to address equity issues. The board presented an
initial proposal to the HOD last year, which it approved. This resolution presents the final new fee structure,
that would be revenue neutral because of increase fees on 50-year members and 1st and 2nd year
members, and would be based on income.
Motion: To approve BOG resolution #1 for inclusion on the HOD Agenda. David Wade moved and Colin Andries
seconded the motion. The board voted unanimously in favor. The motion passed.
David Wade will present this motion to the HOD.
2.

BOG Resolution No. 2

Mr. Grant presented BOG Resolution No. 2, to increase fees for active, active pro bono, and inactive lawyers.
The resolution is to increase member fees by $45 for active members and increase member fees by $25 for
inactive, retired and active pro bono members. These increases will be offset by the BOG’s $20 reduction in
CSF assessment. The net change, therefore, would be an increase of $25 dollars for active members and $25
for inactive, retired, and active pro bono members (who do not pay the CSF assessment).
Mr. Grant notes that the fees increase is necessary based on the bar’s finances. The bar has not sought a fee
increase in 5 years. The Bar has managed significant revenue reductions by furloughing bar staff and
eliminating staff positions. This means the majority of cost-savings have fallen on bar staff. Bar staff has
borne the brunt of the impact of the pandemic.
The Bar is also experiencing a $200,000 budget short fall because the PLF voted to entirely remove its
financial support of Bar Books.
The Budget & Finance Committee discussed whether the Board should commit to holding fees steady for a
fixed time period and decided not to, because the future is too uncertain. Bar staff is proactively seeking to
reduce costs and find other revenue sources; however, we need to retain the flexibly to seek to adjust fees
as necessary.
Mr. Andries noted it was his understanding that the Board told the House of Delegates last year that we
were planning on doing the fee increase. Mr. Grant confirmed that was correct.
Mr. Andries expressed his agreement that the OSB should not commit to a time frame for future fee
increases with the way this year has been. He noted normally he is in favor of doing so, but suggested that
because the pandemic it is a sound fiscal decision to not to set a timeline.
Motion: To approve BOG Resolution #2 for inclusion on the HOD agenda as amended by the Budget & Finance
Committee to provide for a $45 fee increase in 2021 (as opposed to a $60 increase as indicated in the
draft HOD agenda). David Wade moved and Colin Andries seconded. The board voted unanimously in
favor. The motion passed.
John Grant will present this resolution to the HOD.
Motion: To give a 20% discount in fees to low income lawyers, those that make less than $40,000 a year. David
Wade moved and Adrian Brown seconded. Those in favor were Eddie Medina, Michael Rondeau, Colin
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Andries, John Grant, Bik-Na Han, Kamron Graham, Kate Denning, Joseph Hesbrook Kyra Rohner, Adrian
Brown, Joe Piucci, Rob Milesnick, and Tasha Winkler. Jenny Cooke abstained. The motion passed.
Mr. Grant clarified that this proposed reduction in fees will not need to be approved by the House of
Delegates because it does not involve a fee increase. The Board may act on its own authority.
Mr. Wade noted that the net effect of these changes will likely be neutral. The discount in fees will be
recovered by increased fees for new members, collecting fees from 50 year members and increasing fees
for inactive and active pro bono members.
3.

HOD Delegate Resolution No. 1

Danny Lang presented Delegate Resolution # 1 Remote appearances which recommends that the court
permit remote appearances.
Ms. Han noted that remote appearance may not be feasible in criminal matters, as initial appearances are
often used to verify the identity of the person who is charged.
Mr. Grant expressed support for the resolution, but noted the restriction to video conferencing might be
problematic from an equity and inclusion standpoint. He suggested that Mr. Lang amend the resolution from
“via video conferencing” to “via video or teleconferencing.” Mr. Lang accepted the proposed amendment.
Ms. Reeves noted that the present resolution would only encourage the use of remote appearance
technology but would not seek to direct the court how to conduct operations.
Motion: To approve Delegate HOD Resolution #1 Remote Appearances, as amended, regarding court
appearances via video or teleconferencing, for inclusion on the HOD Agenda. John Grant moved and
David Wade seconded. Those in favor were Colin Andries, Adrian Brown, Kate Denning, Eric Foster,
Kamron Graham, John Grant, Eddie Medina, Rob Milesnick, Joe Piucci, Kyra Rohner, and David Wade.
Bik-Na Han abstained.
The Board did not take a position on the resolution.
4.

HOD Delegate Resolution No. 2

Mr. Lang presented on HOD Delegate Resolution No. 2 related to Bail Reform.
Ms. Hollister noted that the resolution, as drafted, may implicate Keller.
Bik-Na Han expressed concerns about the resolution as drafted and asserted that it was not an issue that
should be on the HOD Agenda.
Ms. Brown suggests this idea might be better presented to OCDLA or to the ODAA.
Motion: To exclude HOD Delegate Resolution No. 2 from the HOD agenda because it falls out of the scope of
the mission and bylaws of the Oregon State Bar. John Grant moved and Eric Foster seconded.
Those in favor were Colin Andries, Adrian Brown, Kate Denning, Eric Foster, Kamron Graham, John
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Grant, Bik-Na Han, Eddie Medina, Kyra Rohner, and David Wade. Those against were Joe Piucci. Rob
Milesnick abstained. The motion passes.
Kyra Rohner noted that bail issues will be taken up the by Chief Justice’s advisory committee and Mr. Lang
may wish to direct his input to that committee.
The Board did not take a position on the resolution.
5.

HOD Delegate Resolution No. 3

Danny Lang presented HOD Delegate Resolution No. 3, which recommends that the Court allow supervised
paralegals to be at counsel table.
Ms. Reeves clarified that this Resolution would recommend that paralegals could sit at counsel’s table, but
would not enable them to engage in the practice of law.
Motion: To approve HOD Delegate Resolution No. 3 for inclusion on the HOD Agenda. David Wade moved
and Joseph Hesbrook seconded. Those in favor were Colin Andries, Adrian Brown, Kate Denning, Eric
Foster, Kamron Graham, John Grant, Eddie Medina, Rob Milesnick, Joe Piucci, Kyra Rohner, and David
Wade. Those against were Bik-Na Han. The motion passes.
The Board did not take a position on the resolution.
6.

HOD Delegate Resolution No. 5

Danny Lang presented HOD Delegate Resolution No. 5 regarding the Judicial Review of Agency Proceedings:
The resolution recommends an amendment of the rules of appellate procedure to eliminate decisions that
affirm without opinion, and require that judges explain their decisions.
Ms. Cooke questioned how a rule could force judges to annunciate their reasoning when the statute lets
them AWOP.
Ms. Hollister noted that the this resolution may implicate Keller. Further, under ORS 9.139(3)(c) the HOD
does not have the power “to direct, modify or rescind any other action or decision by the board that is
subject to control, approval or review by the Supreme Court.” It is unclear whether the resolution, as drafted,
implicates ORS 9.139(3)(c).
Eric Foster expressed that the resolution as written exceeds the bound of the HOD’s authority.
Motion: To exclude HOD Delegate Resolution No. 5, as drafted, from the HOD Agenda. Eric Foster moved
and Jenny Cooke seconded. Those in favor were Colin Andries, Adrian Brown, Kate Denning, Eric
Foster, Kamron Graham, John Grant, Eddie Medina, Rob Milesnick, Joe Piucci, Kyra Rohner, and David
Wade. Those against were Bik-Na Han. The motion passes.
The board discussed the resolution, and whether amendment is possible.
Mr. Lang agreed that the resolution should be amended to provide that the HOD recommends the proposed
change to the Oregon Rules of Appellate Procedure Committee.
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Motion: To approve HOD Delegate Resolution No. 5, as amended, to recommend to the Oregon Rules of
Appellate Procedure Committee to consider an amendment to the Oregon Rules of Appellate
Procedure. David Wade moved and John Grant seconded. Those in favor were Colin Andries, Adrian
Brown, Kate Denning, Eric Foster, John Grant, Bik-Na Han, Eddie Medina, Rob Milesnick, Joe Piucci,
Kyra Rohner, and David Wade. Kamron Graham and Joseph Hesbrook abstained. The motion passes.
Danny Lang accept the amendment.
Motion: To approve the remaining HOD Resolutions for inclusion on the HOD agenda. David Wade moved
and Kamron Graham seconded. The board voted unanimously in favor of the motion. The motion
passes.
[Exhibit D] HOD Agenda and [Exhibit D.1 BOG Resolution #2 Revised]
B.

Determine BOG Position on Delegate Resolutions and Identify Presenters/Speakers
See motions above.

6. BOG Committees
A.

Policy and Governance Committee [David Wade]
1. Section Program Review Goals and Process

David Wade presented the Section Program Review Goals and Process. He reported that at the November
Board meeting there will be a bunch of proposed changes coming the board’s way. [Exhibit E]
B.

Board Development Committee [Colin Andries]
1. BOG Public Member Appointment

Mr. Wade noted that the Committee will continue its recruitment for BOG public members; two candidates
recently withdrew from consideration and the application will be open until October 16. The Committee
seeks the Board’s assistance in recruiting public members.
2. Comments on BBX Appointments
Colin Andries presented the Committee’s comments on the BBX appointments. Mr. Adries noted that the
Supreme Court makes the appointments to the BBX, but the suggested candidates are deemed highly
qualified. [Exhibit F]
Motion: To recommend that the Supreme Court appoint the candidates to the Board of Bar Examiners. David
Wade moved Kamron Graham seconded. The board voted unanimously in favor. The motion passed.
C.

Budget & Finance Committee [John Grant]
1. Section Fund Balance Waiver for 2021

John Grant presented the Budget and Finance Committee’s motion to approve the Budget and Finance

Committee’s recommendation to grant a blanket waiver for all sections exceeding the two-year carryover limit
referenced in OSB Bylaw 15.4(b). The Committee discussed and approved the motion at its July meeting.
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Motion: To grant a waiver for all sections exceeding the two-year carryover limit referenced in OSB Bylaw
15.4(b). Budget & Finance Committee motion that does not require a second. The board voted
unanimously in favor. The motion passed. [Exhibit G]
2.

Fee Increase proposal to House of Delegates

John Grant presented the Budget and Finance Committee’s motion to approve the Fee Increase proposals to
the House of Delegates. He noted that the Board already voted on this proposal as part of its work on the
HOD Agenda and no additional vote was necessary.
D.

Public Affairs Committee [Eric Foster]
1.

Legislative update

Mr. Foster reported on the Public Affairs Committee and the bills and amendments that are currently
pending in the legislature. He noted that Oregon has been declared a fire disaster state so FEMA will be very
active providing relief. The state’s outlook for revenue is cloudy at best. On October 24, 2020, the Oregon
Council on Legal Education and Admission to the Bar will convene. OCLEAB is comprised of representatives
of the Board of Bar Examiners, the Oregon Supreme Court, and Law schools to discuss issues including
diploma privilege and diversity in the bar.
7. Professional Liability Fund [Nena Cook]
A.

June 30, 2020 PLF Financial Statements

Nena Cook and Betty Lou Morrow provided an update on the 2020 PLF Financial Statements. Ms. Morrow
provided an updated report based on August numbers, indicating the PLF’s financial performance has
improved significantly since June. [Exhibit H August Financials]
8. OSB Committees, Sections, Councils and Divisions
A.

ONLD Report (Mae Lee Browning)

ONLD Chair Mae Lee Browning presented information about the ONLD’s efforts help the new lawyers. She
reported that the ONLD is hosting an Intellectual Property CLE on October 22, 2020. At recent CLEs,
attendance has been strong. ONLD’s Wednesday meet ups have also been successful, and have helped some
new lawyers to find employment. The ONLD plans to launch a Steps to Success Program on the ONLD
webpage in mid-November. Finally, she noted the remote New Admittee ceremony will take place on
November 8, 2020. [Exhibit I]
B.

Client Security Fund Committee (Amber Hollister)
1.

CORAN(Vega-Flores) 2017-29

General Counsel Amber Hollister, staff liaison for the Client Security Fund Committee presented the
Client Security Fund’s recommendation that the Board grant Mr. Vega-Flores’s claim in CSF Claim No.
2017-29 Coran(Vega). [Exhibit J]
President Reeves invited Respondent Ted Coran to present his objections to the claim.
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Mr. Coran spoke in opposition of the Committee’s recommendation. He asserted that he did not engage
in dishonesty, despite the findings of ethical misconduct in the present matter. Mr. Coran submitted that
the change from appointed to retained was not a concern to the judge involved in the underlying case
because he did not take a fee from the state to represent Mr. Vega-Flores. Mr. Coran asserted Mr. VegaFlores received the representation he bargained for and he earned the fees that he was paid.
The board members discussed the Committee’s recommendation and the investigatory report.
Motion: To deny claimant Gustavo Vega-Flores’ claim in CSF Claim No. 2017-29 Coran (Vega). Eddie Medina
moved and David Wade seconded the motion. Those voted in favor Eric Foster, Eddie Medina, Colin
Andries, Bik-Na Han, Kamron Graham, Kate Denning, Joseph Hesbrook, Adrian Brown, Joe Piucci, and
Kyra Rohner, and David Wade. John Grant abstained. The motion passed.
2.

LONG(Mitchell) 2018-16 (Amber Hollister)

Amber Hollister presented the Client Security Fund claim of Mr. Mitchell and noted that Mr. Long objected to
the Committee’s recommendation to grant claimant Harold Mitchell’s claim of $12,000 in the matter of CSF
Claim No. 2018-16 Long(Mitchell). [Exhibit K]
Motion: To approve the payment of $12,000 to claimant Harold Mitchell’s in the matter of CSF Claim No. 201816 Long (Mitchell). Joe Piucci moved and John Grant seconded the motion. The board voted
unanimously in favor of the motion. The motion passed.
9. Closed Sessions – CLOSED Agenda
President Reeves announced that the Board of Governors will now meet in executive session pursuant to
ORS 192.660(2)(f), which allows the Board to meet in executive session to consider information or records
that are exempted by law from public inspection. The Board of Governors will consider a written attorneyclient communication that is exempted from public inspection by ORS 192.355(9)(a). The Board of Governors
will also meet in executive session pursuant to ORS 192.660(2)(h), to consult with its General Counsel
regarding the legal rights and duties of a public body with regard to current litigation or litigation likely to be
filed. Finally, the Board of Governors will convene a judicial proceeding to consider the reinstatement of a
bar member, which is exempt from the public meetings law pursuant to ORS 192.690(1).
At 5:49 pm the Bar convened in executive session.
A. Executive Session (pursuant to ORS 192.660(2)(f) and (h) and ORS 192.690(1))
B. Judicial Proceedings (pursuant to ORS 192.690(1))
At 6:09pm the bar reconvened in open session.
10. Consent Agenda
A.

Report of Officers & Executive Staff
1. CEO Report

Ms. Hierschbiel informed the Board that the Bar is reducing its footprint at the Bar Center to further reduce
expenses. The Bar expects to have a new tenant in the Bar Center, beginning in December.
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Ms. Hierschbiel sought the Board’s direction on whether the bar should proceed with its Lawyer Referral
Service COVID-19 and Wildfire Disaster Pro Bono Panels. She explained the potential risks of proceeding with
the panels. The board discussed the dire need for the programs to help meet the public’s legal needs.
Motion: To approve operation of the LRS COVID-19 and Wildfire Disaster Pro Bono Panels. Mr. Foster moved
and Mr. Grant seconded the motion. Colin Andries, Adrian Brown, Jenny Cooke, Chris Costantino, Kate
Denning, Eric Foster, Kamron Graham, John Grant, Bik-Na Han, Joseph Hesbrook, Ryan Hunt, Eddie
Medina, Rob Milesnick, Joe Piucci, Liani Reeves, Kyra Rohner, Michael Rondeau, Traci Rossi and Tasha
Winkler voted in favor. Mr. Wade was opposed. The motion passed.
Ms. Hierschbiel reported that the Bar is working closely with the Oregon Judicial Department and legal
aid to create and launch a legal portal project. The project will provide an online triage portal for people
with legal issues, regardless of income level. The portal will be designed to focus on the needs of the
user. The portal may be hosted on the Bar' website or through a non-profit such as OLF. The Bar is wellpositioned to host the website because we already host public information and LRS pages. The group
plans to seek outside funding for the portal.
Ms. Hierschbiel reported that the Bar’s Aptify Database has enabled the successful launch of a new
program for Company Administrators. Over 400 firms have received Company Administrator credentials,
which allow them to update member information and assist members with fees and compliance issues.
In addition, the Bar successfully recruited over 200 lawyer volunteers to serve as mentors in the
mandatory New Lawyer Mentoring Program. The need for mentors is acute because of the high number
of 2020 Admittees.
Ms. Hierschbiel noted that she is leading a restructuring of the bar so that the bar’s structure is more in
line with the bar’s updated mission, to focus on the areas of regulation, improving access to justice, and
improving the quality of legal services. Restructuring will involve combining some programs and
departments, and will help the bar to do more with less during a period of ongoing budget pressure. The
restructure will also reduce the number of direct reports to Ms. Hierschbiel from 14 and enable the CEO
to have additional bandwidth to focus on strategy and outreach.
To date, the restructure has involved the creation of the Equity and Professional Development
Department, which will encompass the Diversity & Inclusion Department, CLE Seminars Program,
Member Services Department and Legal Publications Program. Karen Lee has been promoted to lead
the new department as the Chief Equity and Professional Development Officer. The bar recently hired
J.B. Kim to serve as the department’s Director of Diversity and Inclusion.
The restructure will also involve the creation of a new Regulatory Services & Admissions Department,
which will be led by Troy Wood as Regulatory Counsel.
Ms. Hierschbiel noted that some members of the Advisory Committee on Diversity & Inclusion (ACDI)
recently drafted a letter to the board outlining some concerns about the restructuring of the bar’s
Diversity & Inclusion Department. Ms. Hierschbiel and Ms. Lee are engaged in conversations with the
ACDI and are developing a plan to address the concerns identified. Ms. Hierschbiel encouraged board
members with questions or concerns to contact her directly.
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2.
3.
4.

DCO Report [Exhibit L]
CAO Annual Report [Exhibit M]
Disciplinary Board Annual Report [Exhibit N]

B.

Appointments to various Committees, Councils, and Boards [Exhibit O]

C.

Client Security Fund Appeals and Approvals (Ms. Hollister)
1. LONG (Taffese) 2018-08 [Exhibit P]
2. DEVENY (Karam) 2019-6 [Exhibit Q]
3. DEVENY(Saribekian) 2020-02 [Exhibit R]

D.

Approval of June 26, 2020 Minutes [Exhibit S]

E.

Approval of July 31, 2020 Minutes [Exhibit T]

Motion: David Wade moved and Adrian Brown seconded a motion to approve the consent agenda. The board
voted unanimously in favor of the motion. The motion passed.
Ms. Hierschbiel noted the minutes include both the open agenda minutes and the June 26, 2020 and July
31, 2020 executive session minutes, included on the closed agenda.
11. Good of the Order (Non-Action Comments, Information and Notice of Need for Possible Future Board Action)
A.

Articles of Interest
1. Arizona OK’s Outside Ownership of Law Firms [Exhibit U]
2. Supreme Court 2020-2021 Strategic Campaign [Exhibit V]
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OSB Board of Governors Meetings
Ground Rules
Adopted April 17, 2020

1. Listen respectfully. Do not interrupt. Seek first to understand, then to be understood.
Be curious.
2. Assume good intent. We are all doing the best we can. Seek to meet people where
they are.
3. Say what is true for you. Speak from “I” perspective.
4. Attack the problem, not the person.
5. No swearing.
6. Be mindful of and attempt to balance introvert and extrovert sensibilities. Give
yourself and others time to process and permission to not make sense.
7. Participate. Each person has a perspective that is valuable to the decision-making
process. Seek to share your perspective in the way that works for you. If you have not
spoken in a while, the chair may check in with you to make room for your voice.
8. Let others participate. Monitor the space you are occupying in the discussion. The
chair may defer calling on you if you have already spoken so that other voices and
perspectives can be shared.
9. Be present. Recognize that your multi-tasking may interfere with your attentive
presence and be a distraction to others. Limit outside work to the extent possible.
At the same time, do not police the activity of others.
10. Come prepared.
11. Stay on topic.
12. Speak up if someone is not following the ground rules, bylaws, BOG responsibilities.
13. Be on time, start on time, end on time.
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OREGON STATE BAR
Board of Governors Agenda
Meeting Date:
From:
Re:

August 20, 2020
Helen M Hierschbiel, CEO
BOG Member Election and Removal

Action Recommended
Discuss legislative options to change governance structure of the Oregon State Bar and
determine how to proceed.

Background
The Oregon State Bar (OSB) is a public corporation and an instrumentality of the Judicial
Department of the State of Oregon. The OSB Board of Governors (BOG) governs the state bar
and must “at all times direct its power to serve the public interest by:
(a)

Regulating the legal profession and improving the quality of legal services;

(b)

Supporting the judiciary and improving the administration of justice; and

(c)

Advancing a fair, inclusive and accessible justice system.”

In early 2019, when the Board of Governors resolved to include this mission within the
Bar Act, it also decided to undertake a review of the Oregon State Bar governance model to
ensure that the bar’s governance structure was aligned with this public service mission.
At present, the fifteen lawyer board members are elected by other lawyers within their
regions. The four public board members are appointed by the board. ORS 9.025. In the normal
course, board members leave the board when their terms end, they resign or die, or if they no
longer qualify to serve, as provided by ORS 9.025(5):
(5) The term of any member of the board of governors terminates on the date of the
death or resignation of the member or, if the member of the board is required to be a
member of the Oregon State Bar, the term terminates on the date:
(a) Of the termination of active membership in the Oregon State Bar for any reason;
(b) When the member discontinues to maintain the principal office of law practice in
the region in which it was maintained at the time of the appointment or election of the
member; or
(c) When the member assumes office as a judge of a municipal, state or federal
court, or fills a full-time judicial office.
(6) A member of the board of governors is not eligible during the member’s term of
office for service pro tempore as a judge of any municipal, state or federal court.
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Alternately, they may be removed through a recall process. The removal process for
lawyer board members is found in ORS 9.050, which provides:
(1) On petition signed by 25 percent of the members in any region for the recall of any
governor elected from that region, the chief executive officer of the Oregon State Bar
shall serve notice as soon as possible on the governor informing the governor that the
petition has been filed. If the governor does not resign within 10 days after the date the
notice is served, the chief executive officer shall distribute ballots to each active
member of the bar within the region eligible to vote, submitting the question whether
the governor shall be recalled. If a majority of the members voting at the election vote
in favor of the recall, the governor is recalled.
(2) On the affirmative vote of two-thirds of the entire membership of the board of
governors, the board shall refer the question of the recall of any governor from any
region to a vote of the members of that region. The chief executive officer shall serve
notice as soon as possible on the governor informing the governor that the board has
approved a recall election. If the governor does not resign within 10 days after the
notice is served, the chief executive officer shall distribute ballots to each active
member of the bar within the region eligible to vote, submitting the question whether
the governor shall be recalled. If a majority of the members voting at the election vote
in favor of the recall, the governor is recalled.
(3) The board of governors shall approve the ballot and any information submitted to
the members in connection with a recall vote.

In the unusual circumstance that the State Professional Responsibility Board authorizes
formal charges against a board member, the bylaws provide for suspension and a temporary
replacement of the member, as follows:
Subsection 18.600 Applicability to BOG and SPRB
The service of members of the Board of Governors and the State Professional
Responsibility Board against whom charges of misconduct have been approved for
filing by the State Professional Responsibility Board is suspended until the charges
filed against them have been resolved. If a member is suspended as a result thereof,
the member may not resume service on the board or committee until the member is
once again authorized to practice law or as otherwise provided by ORS 9.025(5)(a).
Charges of misconduct include those authorized to be filed pursuant to BR 3.4.
***
Section 18.602 Board of Governors Replacement
Upon the suspension of a member of the Board of Governors pursuant to Bar Bylaw
18.6, the board will promptly notify all members from the affected region. Sixty days
after the date of suspension, the board will seek the advice of the members of the
House of Delegates from the region whether to appoint a temporary replacement for
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the suspended member, and if so, the name of a suggested temporary replacement
who is qualified. If a name is suggested, the board will appoint the suggested
candidate as the temporary replacement effective at the next regularly scheduled
board meeting. The temporary replacement will serve under the same terms and
conditions as the suspended member until the suspension is lifted or the term of the
board member ends

Removal of public members is set forth in OSB Bylaw 2.302, which provides:
Public members of the Board are subject to removal by the Board upon the following
grounds and for the following reasons: A public member no longer meets the initial
qualifications for appointment set forth in Subsection 2.300 of the Bar’s Bylaws; or a
public member commits an act substantially similar to the conduct proscribed by ORS
9.527 or fails to perform the duties of the office. If at least ten members of the Board
propose that the public member be removed, the public member is given written notice
of the proposed removal, together with the reasons therefore. The written notice must
be given at least 15 days before the next regularly scheduled board meeting. Thereafter,
on a vote of at least ten members of the Board, the public member is removed and the
position is vacated.

In short, the OSB governance model as currently structured, provides accountability to
the lawyers of Oregon, not to the public.

Options to Consider
On May 22, 2020, the Board of Governors decided to ask Legislative Counsel’s Office to
draft amendments to the Bar Act that would: 1) change the BOG election process into a
nomination for appointment, made by the Oregon Supreme Court; and 2) eliminate the recall
process, and; 3) allow the BOG to recommend Court removal of BOG members, as provided in
the bylaws.
In addition, the Board asked for further discussion about governance options available
after receipt of the LC Draft. Attached is a summary of addition governance options available,
including the LC Draft.
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Lawyer
Member
Selection

Public Member
Selection

Removal of
BOG
Members

Current
Regions vs
Congressional
Districts

LC Draft

Court
appointed after
election

Court appointed
after BOG
recommendation

Current
regions

Removal
Only

Election

BOG
appointment

Supreme
Court
removal
per bylaws
BOG
removal
per bylaws
BOG
removal
per bylaws

Court appointed

Public
Election
Member
Appt PLUS
Removal
Regional
Election (6)
Restructure AND Court
Appointment (5
lawyers from
districts + 4
public at large)
Regional
Election (6)
Restructure AND Court
Appointment (3
lawyers at large
+ 4 public at
large)
California
Appointment
Model
• Court (5)
• Legislature (2)
Status Quo Election

Size of Supreme
Board Court
Approval
of
Bylaws
19
Yes

Current
regions

19

Yes

Current
regions

19

Yes

Court
removal
per bylaws

Congressional
Districts (5
w/1 pending)

15

Yes

Court appointed

Court
removal
per bylaws

Congressional
Districts

13

Yes

Appointment
• Legislature (2)
• Governor (4)
BOG
appointment

By
appointing
entity
Recall only

None

13

Yes

Current
Regions

19

No

Court appointed
after BOG
recommendation
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September 14, 2020

Ms. Hierschbiel and Board of Governors,

Please accept this letter demonstrating my intent to run for Oregon State Bar President
Elect 2021. Since day one, my goal has been to contribute value to OSB through leadership.
I have been a member of the OSB Board of Governors for nearly two years. It has been a
great and humbling honor to serve on this board. I have learned a great deal about
governance of the bar and its mission. I have become acquainted with the intricacies of our
board committees. And I have an understanding of the processes for evaluating decisions
and making change.
Over my tenure, I have been prepared for all committee and full board meetings, never
missing a meeting in my two years. I have volunteered for extra committees, attended
additional committee meetings, and made the investment to learn as much as I can.
I am familiar with the issues we face internally and externally and what challenges lay
ahead. In the next few years, the bar will face financial challenges. There may be a growing
number of lawyers leaving the practice of law and potentially fewer entering, reducing our
membership. We will need to find ever more effective means to support diversity and
inclusion. Also, the bar will be tasked with meeting the increasingly different needs of rural
and urban lawyers. There will be changes in the practice of law due to the global pandemic.
As we have experienced in 2020, there are also yet unknown future challenges yet below
the horizon.
In addition to my service on BOG, I have decades of experience working on or with nonprofits, serving on boards and facilitating meetings. I have been very active in the legal
community serving on OWL Foundation (Co-Chair of Development and 2021 President
Elect), Oregon Law Foundation (Grants Committee Chair), Queen’s Bench Board
(Secretary), OGALLA (Co-Chair, Chair and Treasurer), as well as serving on numerous work
groups and committees. In Washington State, I was on the WSBA Board of Governors
(Chair of Donor Relations).
I come to this position with a large and diverse network of contacts within the legal
community. I also have strong relationships with non-profit leaders serving diverse
communities in Oregon.
A president must focus on what is best for the Oregon State Bar while providing leadership
and management for the Board of Governors. This is not always an easy or popular task.
There may be unpopular, yet necessary, decisions, discussions with significant conflict, and
criticisms about actions taken.
An OSB President must listen and learn both from those they may agree with and those with
other viewpoints. A president needs to be fully aware that their experience is not the
experience of others in the profession. They need to be consistently prepared and flexible.
Always, the focus needs to be on providing effective leadership and upholding the
responsibilities and duties of the office. I can bring these values and skills to the positon.
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I have a vision for the OSB - to address the challenges that face us. In the near future, we
will need to examine the current practice of law – from law school through retirement – and
assist with its growth. This can mean everything from assessing the bar exam through
keeping people engaged in the practice of law and in Oregon. Access to justice continues to
be an issue as legal needs change across the state and loss of jobs and homes will lead to
even greater need. The next few years will be rebuilding years for the State of Oregon and
OSB will need to respond, plan and ensure the justice system is accessible for all.
Diversity and inclusion need to be integrated into everything that we do. There is great
effort and work being done now and there needs to be leadership that ensures it continues
as a priority. The OSB will be well into the Diversity Action Plan goals by 2022, which is
about the time a multi-year plan can start to lose momentum or a time for goals to be
adjusted. I will keep the focus on the DAP and keep diversity and inclusion on the forefront.
I understand myself as a public servant and someone who can provide strength, leadership
and an even keel during extraordinary times. I can do so with a full commitment and can
offer humility, accessibility and willingness to meet new challenges coming toward us.

Thank you for your consideration,

Kamron L. Graham, J.D.
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OREGON STATE BAR
2020 House of Delegates Meeting AGENDA
Video Conference October 30, 2020
Liani Reeves, OSB President
Reports
1. Call to Order

4. Report from the Court
Chief Justice Martha Walters,
Oregon Supreme Court

Liani Reeves,
OSB President

2. Adoption of Final Meeting Agenda
Liani Reeves,
OSB President
3. Report of the President

5. Report of the Board of Governors
Budget & Finance Committee and
Notice of 2021 Annual Fees
John Grant, Chair
BOG Budget & Finance Committee

Liani Reeves,
OSB President

6. Overview of Parliamentary Procedure
Lori L. Brocker,
Parliamentarian
Resolutions
(Delegate Resolution No. 2)
7. Increase 2021 Fees for Active Members
Danny Lang, HOD, Region 3
Under Two Years and for Active 50-Year
Members to the same fee as that for
11. Lawyer Support by Paralegals
other Active Members; Increase Fees
(Delegate Resolution No. 3)
for Inactive, Retired, and Pro Bono 50Danny Lang, HOD, Region 3
Year Members to the same fee as that
12. Adequate Funding for Legal Aid
for Inactive, Retired and Pro Bono
(Delegate Resolution No. 4)
Members; Implement a fee reduction
Vanessa Nordyke, HOD, Region 6
for Active Membership based on
Ed Harnden, HOD, Region 5
income.
Ross
Williamson, HOD, Region 2
(BOG Resolution No. 1)
BOG, Region No.
13. Judicial Review of Agency Proceedings
8. Increase 2021 Fees for Active Members
to include Basis of Decision
by $60 and Inactive and Pro Bono
(Delegate
Resolution No. 5)
Members by $25; Establish fee for
Danny Lang, HOD, Region 3
Active Members with income less than
$40,000.
14. Support for Public Defense Providers
(BOG Resolution No. 2
(Delegate Resolution No. 6)
BOG, Region No.
Shannon Flowers, HOD, Region 6
9. Remote Court Appearances Via Video
15. In Memoriam
Conferencing for Routine Court
(Board of Governors Resolution No. 3)
Appearances
, BOG, Region 5
(Delegate Resolution No. 1)
, BOG, Region 5
Danny Lang, HOD, Region 3
, BOG, Public Member
16. Veterans Day Remembrance

10. Encourage Security/Bail Reform
22

(Board of Governors Resolution No. 4)
, BOG, Region 5
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7. Increase 2021 Fees for Active Members Under Two Years and for Active 50-Year Members to the

same fee as that for other Active Members; Increase Fees for Inactive, Retired, and Pro Bono 50Year Members to the same fee as that for Inactive, Retired and Pro Bono Members; Implement a
fee reduction for Active Membership based on income.

(Board of Governors Resolution No. 1)

Whereas, the House of Delegates directed at its November 2018 meeting that the Board of Governors
review and consider issues of equity in the existing fee structure; and
Whereas, the Board presented the results of its deliberation to the House of Delegates at the 2019
meeting, and;
Whereas, the House of Delegates approved at the 2019 meeting the Board taking steps necessary to
move from a system of discounts on fees based on years of membership in the bar to a system of
discounts based on income and ability to pay, and bring to the House for its final approval at the 2020
HOD meeting any increase in fees based on such a structure pursuant to ORS 9.191; now, therefore, be
it
Resolved, that the 2021 Oregon State Bar member fees for Active Members Under Two Years and for
Active 50-Year Members be the same fee as that for other Active Members; the member fees for
Inactive, Retired, and Pro Bono 50-Year Members be the same fee as that for other Inactive, Retired and
Pro Bono Members, and; a reduced fee be established for Active Members With Income Under $40K.

8. Increase 2021 Fees for Active Members by $60 and Inactive and Pro Bono Members by $25;
Establish fee for Active Members with income less than $40,000.
(Board of Governors Resolution No. 2)
Whereas, the OSB Board of Governors is charged by ORS 9.080(1) with the executive functions of
the Oregon State Bar, which includes assuring there are adequate resources for bar operations; and
Whereas, the annual membership fee is established by the Board of Governors and any increase
over the amount established for the prior year must be approved by a majority of delegates voting
thereon at the annual meeting of the House of Delegates, pursuant to ORS 9.191(1); and
Whereas, the annual membership fee has not been increased since 2016; and
Whereas, the Board of Governors has determined that an increase is required to maintain the
current level of programs and services; now, therefore, be it
Resolved, that the 2021 Oregon State Bar membership be for active members be increased to the
following:
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Membership Fee Breakdown:

Set by BOG

2020
2021
Change
General
$ 487.00 $ 547.00 $ 60.00
AAP
45.00
45.00
LRAP
10.00
10.00
Total $ 542.00 $ 602.00 $ 60.00
CSF
Total Fees

50.00
30.00
$ 592.00 $ 632.00 $

(20.00)
40.00

9. Remote Court Appearances Via Video Conferencing for Routine Court Appearances
(House of Delegates Resolution No. 1)
Whereas, the OSB Sustainability Section favors Conservation of Resources;
Whereas, the OSB Mission is to serve Justice by promoting respect for the rule of law, by
improving the quality of legal services and by increasing access to justice;
Whereas, the 2020 Orders issued by the Chief Justice encouraged movement into a “remote
environment” as an appropriate remedial measure necessary to address the COVID-19
pandemic;
Whereas, advances in audio and video technology have facilitated real time remote
communication;
Whereas, persons cited to personally appear in Oregon Courts are currently required to appear
in person, even if ill with communicable diseases;
Whereas, required in person Court Appearances do not allow optimal “Social Distancing” in the
Courthouse elevators, Courthouse corridors, and Courtrooms;
Whereas, there is a need to minimize health risks to our communities, that include Judges,
Staff, Litigants, Case Participants, Interpreters, and Members of the Public who come into our
Courthouses;
Whereas, remote appearances promote sustainable environmental benefits from reduced
consumption of fossil fuels through the avoidance of unnecessary travel via motor vehicles;
Whereas, unnecessary travel to make in person Court appearance also involves interference
with employment obligations of both Civil and Criminal Case participants;
Whereas, the Oregon Judicial Branch realizes cost benefits by the implementation of the most
efficient methods of conducting Court appearances by reducing avoidable congestion in Court
Parking Facilities, Courthouse Facilities, and Security Checkpoints, now;
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Therefore, be it resolved the House of Delegates encourages the use of technology to
effectuate remote Court appearances, via video conferencing, as the normal protocol for
Routine Court appearances; with in person appearances being the protocol when matters to
be considered require in person Court appearances.
Financial Impact
None stated.
Presenter:
Daniel Robert Lang, HOD, Region 3

10. Encourage Security/Bail Reform
(Delegate Resolution No. 2)
Whereas, Pre-Trial incarceration includes all persons entitled to “The Presumption of
Innocence”;
Whereas, Pre-Trial incarceration imposes substantial cost impacts to State and Local Agencies;
Whereas, Pre-Trial appearances in Courtrooms has disparate adverse impacts upon Minorities
and Low-Income Persons;
Whereas, Pre-Trial incarceration often results in loss of employment due to absence from work;
Whereas, Pre-Trial incarceration increases the risk of loss of employment that implicates
additional adverse societal impacts such as loss of affordable housing and increased welfare
costs needed for State paid financial assistance to dependent family members;
Whereas, Pre-Trial incarceration in close quarters foreseeably exposes all such confined
persons, jail staff, and Court staff [including persons with High Risk Factors] to serious
communicable diseases;
Whereas, advances in technology have made remote Court appearances feasible;
Whereas, electronic ankle bracelet monitoring also provides a less intrusive alternative to
incarceration hardships; and,
Whereas, for all the foregoing Humanitarian concerns, Access to Justice concerns and for
Financial Hardship concerns; now,
Therefore, be it resolved that the Oregon State Bar Encourages Legislative action upon
Security/Bail Reforms needed to address the foregoing avoidable adverse impacts upon
Oregonians.
Financial Impact
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None stated.
Presenter:
Daniel Robert Lang, HOD, Region 3

11. Lawyer Support by Paralegals
(Delegate Resolution No. 3)
Whereas, a Degree in Paralegal Studies or other equivalent Training is available to provide
Standards of Competency;
Whereas, modern Lawyers increase efficiency by reliance upon Paralegal Staff for utilization of Trial
Binders, presentation of Trial Exhibits, and coordination of Witnesses for Courtroom appearances;
Whereas, during Courtroom Trials, Motions, and Hearings, the assistance by a supervised Paralegal
improves the effectiveness of the Lawyer;
Whereas, supervised delegation to Paralegals of the foregoing Courtroom functions also provides
for greater efficiency, lowers the cost of litigation, and results in greater Access to Justice;
Whereas, during Courtroom proceedings Lawyers will benefit from support personally provided by
supervised Paralegals; now,
Therefore, be it resolved that the House of Delegates recommends reforms to allow OSB Member
Lawyers to be personally assisted in Oregon Courtrooms by Lawyer supervised Paralegals seated
adjacent to the Counsel Table.
Financial Impact

None stated.
Presenter:
Danny Lang, HOD, Region 3
12. Support of Adequate Funding for Legal Services to Low-Income Oregonians
(Delegate Resolution No. 4)
Whereas, providing equal access to justice and high quality legal representation to all
Oregonians is central to the mission of the Oregon State Bar;
Whereas, equal access to justice plays an important role in the perception of fairness of the
justice system;
Whereas, programs providing civil legal services to low-income Oregonians is a fundamental
component of the Bar’s effort to provide such access;
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Whereas, since 1998, pursuant to ORS 9.572, the Oregon State Bar has operated the Legal
Services Program to manage and provide oversight of funds allocated by the State of
Oregon for legal aid. This is done in accordance with the Bar’s Standards and Guidelines,
which incorporate national standards for operating a statewide legal aid program;
Whereas, Oregon’s legal aid program do not have sufficient resources to meet the civil legal
needs of Oregon’s poor;
Whereas, Oregon currently has 2 legal aid lawyers for every 14,000 low-income Oregonians,
but the national standards for a minimally adequately funded legal aid program is 2 legal aid
lawyers for every 10,000 low-income Oregonians;
Whereas, the health and financial impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic are disparately
impacting people from Black, Indigenous, and other people of color (BIPOC) communities,
and low-income communities;
Whereas, assistance from the Oregon State Bar and the legal community is critical to
maintaining and developing resources that will provide low-income Oregonians meaningful
access to the justice system.
Resolved, that the Oregon State Bar;
(1) Strengthen its commitment and ongoing efforts to improve the availability of a full range
of legal services to all citizens of our state, through the development and maintenance of
adequate support and funding for Oregon’s legal aid programs and through support for the
Campaign for Equal Justice.
(2) Request that Congress and the President of the United States make a genuine
commitment to equal justice by adequately funding the Legal Services Corporation, which
provides federal support for legal aid.
(3) Work with Oregon’s legal aid programs and the Campaign for Equal Justice to preserve
and increase state funding for legal aid and explore other sources of new funding.
(4) Actively participate in the efforts of the Campaign for Equal Justice to increase
contributions by the Oregon legal community, by establishing goals of a 100% participation
rate by members of the House of Delegates, 75% of Oregon State Bar Sections contributing,
and a 50% contribution rate by all lawyers.
(5) Support the Oregon Law Foundation and its efforts to increase resources through the
interest on Lawyers Trust
Accounts (IOLTA) program, and encourage Oregon lawyers to bank with financial
institutions that are OLF Leadership Banks, meaning that pay the highest IOLTA rates.
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(6) Support the Campaign for Equal Justice in efforts to educate lawyers and the community
about the legal needs of the poor, legal services delivery and access to justice for lowincome and vulnerable Oregonians.
(7) Encourage Oregon lawyers to support civil legal services programs through enhanced
pro bono work.
(8) Support the fundraising efforts of those nonprofit organizations that provide civil legal
services to low-income Oregonians that do not receive funding from the Campaign for Equal
Justice.
Financial Impact
None stated.
Presenters:
Vanessa Nordyke,
OSB#084339
House of Delegates, Region 6
OSB Past President 2018

Ed Harnden, OSB#721129
House of Delegates, Region 5
OSB Past President 2001

Ross Williamson, OSB#014548
House of Delegates, Region 2

13. Judicial Review of Agency Proceeding to include Basis of Decision
(Delegate Resolution No. 5)
Whereas, “The Mission of the Oregon State Bar is to serve justice by promoting respect for the
rule of law, by improving the quality of legal services and by increasing access to justice.”
Oregon State Bar Bylaw 1.2 – Article 1, Purpose of Bar and Definitions; Section 1.2 Purposes;
Whereas, Chief Justice Martha L. Walters, in her Address to the 2018 House of Delegates,
recognized the importance of Public Trust in Oregon Courts;
Whereas, Administrative Agency Proceedings in contested cases often implicate Orders that rely
upon determinations by Agency Staff, Officials, and Members of Boards, who are often not
Members of the Oregon State Bar, and do not always have equivalent Legal Education, Training,
and Experience;
Whereas, Civil Procedure Discovery methods are often not readily available during
Administrative Agency Proceedings;
Whereas, Administrative Agency Managers and Appointees are not subject to Public Trust
scrutiny that is implicated by Judicial Elections;
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Whereas, Judicial Review of Administrative Agency Proceedings implicate significant Appellate
Legal Fees and Costs that financially restrict Access to Justice for 80% of Oregonians in Civil
Cases; and have an even greater adverse disproportionate impact upon Racial, Ethnic, and
Other Minorities;
Whereas, deference to Administrative Agency Determinations, that involve a Rule, Policy, or a
Decision, often adversely impact Fundamental Due Process Rights, guaranteed by the Fifth
Amendment and the Fourteenth Amendment of the Federal Constitution;
Whereas, the lack of transparency in Appellate Judgments of “affirmance without opinion”
[“AWOP”] adversely affects Public Trust in Oregon Courts and the Rule of Law;
Whereas, improved Access to Justice and Public Trust in Oregon Courts will benefit by issuance
of an Appellate Court Opinion [instead of affirmance without Opinion] of an Order in a
contested case involving Judicial Review of Administrative Agency Proceedings;
Whereas, an Appellate Court issuance of an Opinion [instead of affirmance without opinion] is
needed to satisfy the Remedy Clause of the Oregon Constitution [Article 1, Bill of Rights –
Section 10]; now,
Therefore, the House of Delegates recommends amendment to the Oregon Rules of Appellate
Procedure to provide for issuance of an Appellate Court Opinion in a contested case involving
Judicial Review of Administrative Agency Proceedings.

Financial Impact
None stated.
Presenter:
Daniel Robert Lang, HOD, Region 3

14. Support for Public Defense Providers
(Delegate Resolution No. 6)
Whereas, the Constitutions of both Oregon and the United States require that all people facing a
possible deprivation of their physical liberty in court proceedings, such as those accused of criminal
offenses, juveniles accused of conduct that would constitute crimes if committed by an adult, and those
who are subjects of civil commitment proceedings, have the right to assistance by ethical and
competent legal counsel;
Whereas, Oregon statutes guarantee a right to counsel for parents defending against a petition to
terminate their parental rights, for parents in juvenile dependency proceedings in which parents may
lose custody of their children whenever the nature of the proceedings and due process so require, and
for children in juvenile dependency proceedings when requested.
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Whereas, those same constitutions and statutes require that the counsel provided the person be paid
for by the government, if the person is indigent and cannot afford their own legal counsel;
Whereas, the Sixth Amendment Center published in January 2019 a comprehensive study of Oregon’s
indigent defense system and determined that Oregon’s fixed-fee contract system pits appointed
counsels’ financial self-interest against the due process rights of their clients and is prohibited by
national public defense standards;
Whereas, there is a salary and resource disparity between trial level legal counsel for the person and
legal counsel for the State;
Whereas, trial level legal counsel for the person are government contractors and legal counsel for the
State are government employees funded through direct appropriations;
Whereas, court-appointed appellate counsel and appellate counsel representing the State are both
employees of the State yet a significant salary disparity exists between those attorneys;
Whereas, legal counsel for the person has an ethical and professional obligation pursuant to the state
and federal constitutions, as well as Oregon Rules of Professional Conduct 1.1 (“A lawyer shall provide
competent representation to a client”), 1.3 (“A lawyer shall not neglect a legal matter entrusted to the
lawyer”) and 1.7 (“A lawyer shall not represent a client if the representation involves a current conflict
of interest”) to provide adequate and conflict-free representation;
Whereas, the American Bar Association has acknowledged for over a decade that resource parity, salary
parity, and caseload standards are essential to its “Ten Principles of Public Defense”;
Whereas, the House of Delegates has long supported a strong public defense system and increased
financial resources for public defense providers; now, therefore, be it
Resolved, that the Oregon State Bar, through its Board of Governors and staff, continue to participate
actively with courts, prosecutors, the Oregon Department of Justice, the Legislative Assembly, the Office
of Public Defense Services, the Oregon Criminal Defense Lawyers Association, and other public safety
and child welfare stakeholders, to obtain equal resources and commensurate compensation for public
defense providers, and work toward developing caseload standards that ensure those public defense
providers can meet their constitutional and ethical obligations.

Financial Impact
None stated.
Presenters:
Shannon Flowers
OSB# 073898
Michelle Bartov
OSB# 164975

John Schlosser
OSB# 104959
Justin Morton
OSB# 111282
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Zach Walsh
OSB# 135128
Matthew D. Lyon
OSB# 053131

15. In Memoriam
(Board of Governors Resolution No. 3)
Resolved, that the OSB House of Delegates and members assembled stand for a moment of
silence in honor of the members of the Oregon State Bar who have died since the 2019 House of
Delegates Meeting.

Presenters:
, BOG, Region 5
, BOG, Region 5
, BOG, Public Member
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16. Veterans Day Remembrance
(Board of Governors Resolution No. 4)
Whereas, military service is vital to the perpetuation of freedom and the rule of law; and
Whereas, thousands of Oregonians have served in the military, and many have given their
lives; now, therefore, be it
Resolved, that the Oregon State Bar hereby extends its gratitude to all those who have served
and are serving in the military, and further offers the most sincere condolences to the families
and loved ones of those who have died serving their country.
Presenter:
, BOG, Region 5
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Resolution No. XXX: Increase 2021 Fees for Active Members by $45 and Inactive, Pro Bono
and Retired Members by $25 (Board of Governors Resolution No. 2)
Whereas, the OSB Board of Governors is charged by ORS 9.080(1) with the executive functions
of the Oregon State Bar, which includes assuring there are adequate resources for bar
operations; and
Whereas, the annual membership fee is established by the Board of Governors and any increase
over the amount established for the prior year must be approved by a majority of delegates
voting thereon at the annual meeting of the House of Delegates, pursuant to ORS 9.191(1); and
Whereas, the annual membership fee has not been increased since 2016; and
Whereas, the Board of Governors has determined that an increase is required to maintain the
current level of programs and services; now, therefore, be it
Resolved, that the 2021 Oregon State Bar membership be for active, inactive, pro bono and
retired members be increased to the following:

Membership Fee Breakdown:

Set by BOG

Active
2020
2021
Change
General
$ 487.00 $ 532.00 $ 45.00
AAP
45.00
45.00
LRAP
10.00
10.00
Total $ 542.00 $ 587.00 $ 45.00
CSF
Total Fees

50.00
30.00
$ 592.00 $ 617.00 $

Inactive
General

2020
2021
Change
$ 125.00 $ 150.00 $ 25.00

Pro Bono
General

2020
2021
Change
$ 125.00 $ 150.00 $ 25.00

Retired
General

2020
2021
Change
$ 125.00 $ 150.00 $ 25.00
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(20.00)
25.00

Section Program Review Goals and Process
I.

Background

In 2019, the Board Of Governors initiated an “All Program Review” process to help ensure that
the limited resources of the Oregon State Bar are effectively used to support the Bar's mission,
functions, and strategic goals. This section program review is one part of that larger ongoing
process. The primary focus of this review is the overall bar section program; however, there
likely will be implications for individual sections as well.
II.

Section Program Review Goals
A. Better align the OSB’s section program with the Bar’s mission and functions.
1) Establish a mission or purpose statement for the section program that is aligned with the
Oregon State Bar mission.
2) Educate and engage with all sections about the sections’ evolving role within the bar and
how sections help serve the OSB mission and functions.
3) Support increased diversity on Executive Committees and awareness when planning
activities and programs. (See 2018-20 Diversity Action Plan Membership Sphere, Goal 3,
Strategy 2, Action Item 2.)
4) Clarify section communication policies to address bar speech issues related to blogs,
newsletters, websites, and social media.
5) Clarify Bar policy covering what section activities and content require a Keller review (e.g.,
CLE activities and content).
6) Explore ways to adapt the BOG and bar staff liaison structure to support the sections and
their alignment with the Bar’s mission.
B. Determine the appropriate level of OSB support to sections in the following areas:
1) CLE Delivery. Consider appropriate level of staff support to sections to address changing
methods in section CLE delivery and financial pressures on the bar.
2) Law Student Scholarships & Stipends. Determine whether or not sections should provide law
student stipends or scholarships, and if so under what parameters.
3) Charitable Contributions. Reconsider charitable contributions and analysis of appropriate
organizations. (See OSB Bylaw 15.401 and the existing list of approved charities.)

III.

Process
•
•
•
•
•

Review background information and determine whether additional information needed.
(complete)
Establish goals and process for program review. (complete)
Review goals with sections. (in progress)
Consider OSB bylaw amendments related to sections to further goals and functions.
Consider Standard Section bylaw amendments to further goals and functions.
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•
•
•
•
•

Consider alternative section CLE programming support.
Share proposed bylaw changes with section leaders and request feedback.
Review and discuss feedback
Determine what changes, if any, to adopt.
Final report and recommendations for the BOG by the February 12, 2021 BOG meeting.
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OREGON STATE BAR
Board of Governors Agenda
Meeting Date:
From:
Re:

September 25, 2020
Colin Andries, Board Development Committee Chair
Comments on Board of Bar Examiner Appointments

Action Recommended
Ratify the Board Development Committee’s input on Board of Bar Examiners (BBX)
appointments.

Background
Since 2015 and as provided in OSB bylaw 28.2, the Board of Governors has an opportunity to
provide input to the BBX as they select candidates to recommend to the Supreme Court for
appointment as board members and co-graders. Through the years the BOG has encouraged the BBX to
increase the diversity of its members by suggesting they include more lawyers from private practice,
from medium or large firms, and from locations outside the Portland and Salem metropolitan areas.
The BOG also highlighted the importance of including members with diversity of practice experience and
demographic backgrounds. The BBX embraced this feedback and incorporated these factors into their
selection process.
During its July 31 meeting, the Board Development Committee reviewed the attached memo
from the BBX and discussed what feedback the BOG should provide. The BDC unanimously agreed to
recommend a list of highly qualified candidates to the BBX.
Based on the BBX and BOG meeting schedule, the BDC offered its feedback to the BBX using the
attached draft letter addressed to Judge Lucero. The BDC is now requesting the BOG ratify the feedback
or direct the BDC to communicate any additional comments the BOG wishes to provide the BBX.
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Oregon Board of Bar Examiners
To:

Board of Governors - Board Development Committee

Memo Date:

July 21, 2020

Meeting Dates:

July 28, 2020

From:

Troy Wood, Admissions Manager

Re:

Proposed Nominees for Membership on the Board of Bar Examiners

Action Recommended
Rule for Admission (RFA) 2.05 requires the Board of Bar Examiners (BBX) to appoint four lawyer
members and two public members prior to September 30 of each year. The terms of these
members begins on October 1 of each year. Lawyer members are to serve three-year terms
and public members are to serve one-year terms. On September 30, 2020, the terms for the
following members will be concluded:
Lawyer Members:

Caroline Wong, Kelly Skye, Cass McLeod-Skinner and Misha Isaak.

Public Members:

Dr. Randall Green and Rich Kolbell, Ph.D.

At July 21, 2020 special meeting, the BBX voted to consider the following individuals as
nominees for membership on the BBX:
Lawyer Members:

Caroline Wong, Kelly Skye, Cass McLeod-Skinner, Misha Isaak,
Jacqueline Alarcon, J.R. Ujifusa, Addie Smith, Anthony Rosilez,
Marlo Nedwicke, Paul Smith, Christy Doornink, Stacy Rodriquez,
Ryan Corbridge and Stefan Alexander.

Public Members:

Dr. Randall Green and Rich Kolbell, Ph.D.

Pursuant to Section 28.2 of the Oregon State Bar Bylaws, the BBX hereby solicits the input of
the Oregon State Bar’s Board of Governors (BOG) regarding the above candidates.
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Background
The candidates were selected from a list of current members of the BBX, a list of co-graders
approved by the BOG earlier this year and a list volunteers interested in serving on the BBX that
was provided by the OSB’s Membership Services Department. In making these selections, the
BBX considered the lawyer’s career experience, their area of legal expertise, their demographic
and geographic diversity and their experience grading or assisting the BBX in other matters.
Here is the list of nominees from the BBX:
CAROLINE WONG
Portland
Asian Female
BBX Service:

Admitted 2001
Multnomah County DA
Experienced BBX Member
Member since 2011

KELLY SKYE
Portland
White Female
BBX Service:

Admitted 1993
Multnomah County Circuit Court Judge
Experienced BBX Member
Member Since 2014

CASS McLEOD-SKINNER
Admitted 2007
Terrebonne
Executive Director, Board of Chiropractic Examiners
White Female
Experienced BBX Member
LGBTQIA+ Community Member
BBX Service:
Member since 2014
MISHA ISAAK
Admitted 2008
Portland
Private Practice, Trial/Appellate Litigator
White Male
Experienced BBX Member
LGBTQIA+ Community Member
Other BBX Service:
Member since 2014
ADRIAN TOBIN SMITH
Admitted 2012
Salem
Legislative Office of Policy & Research
White Female
Has Co-Graded in the Past
LGBTQIA+ Community Member
BBX Service:
No service beyond co-grading
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GLEN H. UJIFUSA, JR.
Portland
Asian Male
Other BBX Service:

Admitted 2006
Multnomah County DA’s Office
Has Co-Graded in the Past
No other service

STEFFAN ALEXANDER
Portland
Black Male
Other BBX Service:

Admitted 2013
Multnomah County Circuit Judge
No Experience as Co-Grader
No other service

CHRISTY A. DOORNINK
Portland
White Female
Other BBX Service:

Admitted 2003
Private Practice, Workers Comp.
Experienced Co-Grader
Proctored Bar Exam

ANTHONY ROSILEZ
Salem
Hispanic Male
Other BBX Service:

Admitted 1996
Exec. Dir. –Teacher Standards and Practices Comm.
Experienced Co-Grader
No other service

PAUL SMITH
Salem
White Male
Other BBX Service:

Admitted 2000
Oregon Department of Justice
Experienced Co-Grader
No other service

STACY RODRIGUEZ
Cannon Beach
White Female
Other BBX Service:

Admitted 2000
Private Practice
First Co-Grader Assignment in August 2020
No other service

JACQUELINE ALARCON
Admitted 2011
Portland
Yates Family Law, PC
Hispanic Female
First Co-Grader Assignment in August 2020
LGBTQIA+ Community Member
Other BBX Service:
No other service
MARLO NEDWICKE
Portland
Declined to state
Other BBX Service:

Admitted 2001
SSA OHO
First Co-Grader Assignment in August 2020
No other service
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RYAN CORBRIDGE
Hillsboro
White Male
Other BBX Service:

Admitted 2007
Private Practice, Criminal Defense
First Co-Grader Assignment in August 2020
No other service

The BBX plans to select its members from the above list at its meeting on August 28, 2020.
Please let me know if you need any additional information from me.
Sincerely,

Troy Wood
Admissions Manager
Oregon State Bar
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September 25, 2020

Hon. Angela F. Lucero
Multnomah County Circuit Court
Multnomah Co Courthouse
1021 SW 4th Ave
Portland, OR 97204
Re:

Board of Bar Examiners appointment input

Dear Judge Lucero:
The Board of Governors (BOG) welcomes the opportunity to provide input on the
recommendations being made by the Board of Bar Examiners (BBX) to the
Supreme Court regarding appointments to the BBX.
The BOG is pleased to see the high level of interest among Oregon lawyers in
helping the BBX carry out its critical mission. We recognize the need to attract and
select well-qualified, energetic, and diverse applicants for service on the board.
The BBX continues to face significant challenges as it adapts to new admission
options and methods for administering the bar exam due to the COVID-19
pandemic. Acknowledging these challenges, the BOG encourages the BBX to be
thoughtful about the members who will serve on the board as it evaluates new
opportunities for admission to practice in Oregon.
Having thoroughly reviewed the list of candidates the BBX provided for
consideration, the BOG is confident each of these members would bring a fresh
and well-rounded perspective if selected to serve on the BBX. In light of this, listed
below are the candidates the BOG highly recommends:
Caroline Wong
Cassandra McLeod-Skinner
Adrian Tobin Smith
Glen Ujifusa, Jr.
Hon. Steffan Alexander
Anthony Rosilez
Jacqueline Alarcon
On behalf of the BOG, I wish to reiterate our appreciation for the work the BBX
performs. We look forward to future opportunities to build consensus and share
ideas on the critically important work of the BBX.

Sincerely,
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Colin Andries
Chair, BOG Board Development Committee

cc: Liani Reeves, Oregon State Bar President
Helen M. Hierschbiel, Oregon State Bar CEO
Troy Wood, Oregon State Bar Admissions Manager
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OREGON STATE BAR
Board of Governors Agenda
Meeting Date:
From:
Re:

September 25, 2020
John Grant, Budget and Finance Committee Chair
Section Fund Balance Waiver

Action Recommended
Approve the Budget and Finance Committee’s recommendation to grant a waiver for all sections
exceeding the two-year carryover limit referenced in OSB bylaw 15.4(b).

Background
At its September 27, 2019 meeting, the BOG approved a change to OSB bylaw 15.4 allowing the
bar to charge sections the full capita fee for administrative services when the section’s budget exceeded
two years of membership dues on December 31 of any year. Sections with a budget of less than two
years of membership fees in reserve would continue to receive a 50% subsidy on the administrative
services fee.
During the first year of implementation, 13 sections had a fund balance exceeding the two-year
threshold. The BOG granted a waiver to the 12 sections who requested one for 2020. The remaining
section, Construction Law, is the only section that paid the full $19 per member administrative
assessment this year.
The goal of implementing this bylaw was to encourage sections to spend down reserves and
provide programing to current members. However, due to the effects of COVID-19, sections were not
able to offer events and services as they originally planned and budgeted for 2020. It is expected there
will be some limitations for events in 2021 as well. Recognizing the limitations sections are faced with as
we all continue to adjust to the effects of COVID-19, the Budget and Finance Committee unanimously
agreed to recommend the BOG waive the two-year fund balance carryover limit and eliminate the need
for sections to request a waiver for the assessment fee subsidy in 2021. This is only for 2021 and does
not revise OSB bylaw 15.4 for future years.
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Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund
Combined Primary and Excess Programs
Statement of Net Position
8/31/2020

ASSETS
THIS YEAR

LAST YEAR

Cash

$1,142,054.72

$993,922.80

Investments at Fair Value

62,959,547.16

59,089,069.81

2,416,088.00

2,334,595.50

Due from Reinsurers

191,768.42

2,068,500.12

Other Current Assets

83,294.55

64,774.30

297,316.37

396,007.27

Assessment Installment Receivable

Net Fixed Assets
Claim Receivables
PERS Deferred Outflow of Resources
Other Long Term Assets
TOTAL ASSETS

111,531.53

111,531.53

1,457,710.93

1,479,492.46

0.00

2,500.00

$68,659,311.68

$66,540,393.79

LIABILITIES AND FUND POSITION
THIS YEAR

LAST YEAR

Liabilities:
Accounts Payable and Other Current Liabilities

$93,472.21

$182,184.30

Due to Reinsurers

$545,541.38

$464,834.26

PERS Pension Liability

7,273,471.30

6,053,037.98

Liability for Compensated Absences

448,783.67

423,621.72

Liability for Indemnity

11,507,787.74

11,253,157.69

Liability for Claim Expense

11,620,662.62

14,431,189.36

Liability for Future ERC Claims

3,200,000.00

3,100,000.00

Liability for Suspense Files

1,500,000.00

1,500,000.00

Liability for Future Claims Administration (AOE)

2,400,000.00

2,400,000.00

Excess Ceding Commision Allocated for Rest of Year

335,503.96

305,021.71

7,498,810.33

7,592,619.33

$46,424,033.21

$47,705,666.35

$18,737,747.83

$16,213,455.12

3,497,530.64

2,621,272.32

Net Position

$22,235,278.47

$18,834,727.44

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND POSITION

$68,659,311.68

$66,540,393.79

Primary Assessment Allocated for Rest of Year
Total Liabilities
Change in Net Position:
Retained Earnings (Deficit) Beginning of the Year
Year to Date Net Income (Loss)
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Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund
Primary Program
Statement of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net Position
8 Months Ended 8/31/2020

Page 3

YEAR

YEAR

YEAR

TO DATE

TO DATE

TO DATE

ANNUAL

ACTUAL

BUDGET

LAST YEAR

BUDGET

VARIANCE

REVENUE
Assessments
Installment Service Charge
Other Income
Investment Return
TOTAL REVENUE

$14,798,966.67

$15,026,000.00

$227,033.33

$14,986,814.00

$22,539,000.00

198,654.00

204,664.00

6,010.00

198,424.67

307,000.00

65,400.00

56,664.00

(8,736.00)

146,229.84

85,000.00

2,427,649.46

1,832,288.00

(595,361.46)

5,226,890.61

2,748,428.00

$17,490,670.13

$17,119,616.00

($371,054.13)

$20,558,359.12

$25,679,428.00

EXPENSE
Provision For Claims:
New Claims at Average Cost
Actuarial Adjustment to Reserves

$10,206,000.00

$12,437,000.00

(1,384,083.00)

177,237.65

Coverage Opinions

12,853.40

82,010.48

General Expense

17,444.63

82,809.22

Less Recoveries & Contributions

0.00

Budget for Claims Expense
Total Provision For Claims

(1,987.68)
$12,560,000.00

$18,840,000.00

$8,852,215.03

$12,560,000.00

$3,707,784.97

$12,777,069.67

$18,840,000.00

$1,755,112.02

$2,306,255.00

$551,142.98

$1,714,195.80

$3,491,186.00

Expense from Operations:
Administrative Department
Accounting Department

691,377.23

717,084.00

25,706.77

648,596.19

1,062,552.00

Loss Prevention Department

1,362,397.91

1,592,639.00

230,241.09

1,395,379.89

2,387,876.00

Claims Department

2,004,815.02

2,164,920.00

160,104.98

1,988,058.91

3,245,629.00

Allocated to Excess Program
Total Expense from Operations

(602,555.28)

(602,544.00)

11.28

(579,341.28)

(903,833.00)

$5,211,146.90

$6,178,354.00

$967,207.10

$5,166,889.51

$9,283,410.00

Depreciation and Amortization

$78,164.21

$99,336.00

$21,171.79

$82,865.46

$149,000.00

Allocated Depreciation

(14,666.64)

(14,664.00)

TOTAL EXPENSE

NET POSITION - INCOME (LOSS)

2.64

(14,333.36)

(22,000.00)

$14,126,859.50

$18,823,026.00

$4,696,166.50

$18,012,491.28

$28,250,410.00

$3,363,810.63

($1,818,074.00)

($5,181,884.63)

$2,545,867.84

($2,742,982.00)
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Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund
Primary Program
Statement of Operating Expense
8 Months Ended 8/31/2020

YEAR

YEAR

YEAR

CURRENT

TO DATE

TO DATE

TO DATE

ANNUAL

MONTH

ACTUAL

BUDGET

LAST YEAR

BUDGET

VARIANCE

EXPENSE:
Salaries
Benefits and Payroll Taxes
Investment Services

$397,889.06

$3,185,063.23

$3,499,520.00

$314,456.77

$3,155,655.17

$5,249,270.00

159,090.01

1,308,483.29

1,850,058.00

541,574.71

1,245,707.10

2,771,138.00

0.00

26,271.51

26,000.00

(271.51)

26,065.61

52,000.00

116.00

16,760.65

6,664.00

(10,096.65)

6,285.60

10,000.00

Financial Audit Services

0.00

25,000.00

25,000.00

0.00

25,000.00

25,000.00

Actuarial Services

0.00

8,712.50

13,000.00

4,287.50

26,887.50

26,000.00

4,422.20

52,482.05

28,536.00

(23,946.05)

35,878.28

42,800.00

0.00

14,404.03

0.00

(14,404.03)

0.00

0.00

9,499.39

59,766.69

43,584.00

(16,182.69)

44,277.69

65,375.00

Legal Services

Information Services
Document Scanning Services
Other Professional Services
Staff Travel
Board Travel
NABRICO
Training
Rent

132.23

1,713.22

4,664.00

2,950.78

3,717.45

7,000.00

0.00

2,872.80

34,664.00

31,791.20

35,827.64

52,000.00

0.00

250.00

0.00

29.99

6,734.04

25,704.00

7,618.37

12,900.00

18,969.96

(250.00)

19,808.09

38,500.00
598,100.00

50,946.75

411,373.98

398,736.00

(12,637.98)

389,701.48

Printing and Supplies

5,851.11

71,921.90

50,000.00

(21,921.90)

57,467.54

75,000.00

Postage and Delivery

745.78

6,699.61

9,200.00

2,500.39

8,365.35

13,800.00

11,612.27

24,712.09

21,200.00

(3,512.09)

28,093.23

31,800.00

4,103.22

32,925.52

34,336.00

1,410.48

34,009.37

51,500.00

20,455.46

231,100.03

347,712.00

116,611.97

236,865.72

521,560.00

Equipment Rent & Maintenance
Telephone
L P Programs (less Salary & Benefits)
Defense Panel Training
Bar Books Grant
Insurance
Library
Subscriptions, Memberships & C/C Charg
Allocated to Excess Program

TOTAL EXPENSE

0.00

158.59

0.00

16,666.67

119,442.77

133,336.00

2,760.10

25,915.80

25,064.00

0.00

16,294.86

17,728.00

1,433.14

22,770.69

26,600.00

14,923.43

164,643.02

186,192.00

21,548.98

116,624.15

279,300.00

(75,319.41)

(602,555.28)

(602,544.00)

(579,341.28)

(903,833.00)

$623,924.26

$5,211,146.90
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$6,178,354.00

(158.59)
13,893.23
(851.80)

11.28

$967,207.10

60,436.23

0.00

133,333.36

200,000.00

25,835.17

37,600.00

$5,166,889.51

$9,283,410.00

Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund
Excess Program
Statement of Revenue, Expenses, and Changes in Net Position
8 Months Ended 8/31/2020

Page 5

YEAR

YEAR

YEAR

TO DATE

TO DATE

TO DATE

ANNUAL

ACTUAL

BUDGET

LAST YEAR

BUDGET

VARIANCE

REVENUE
Ceding Commission

$659,693.73

$633,336.00

($26,357.73)

0.00

0.00

0.00

Installment Service Charge

53,121.00

49,000.00

(4,121.00)

48,229.00

49,000.00

Investment Return

50,209.31

64,000.00

13,790.69

92,746.48

96,000.00

$763,024.04

$746,336.00

($16,688.04)

$695,592.74

$1,095,000.00

$614,637.39

$627,776.00

$13,138.61

$605,854.90

$941,682.00

$14,666.64

$14,664.00

($2.64)

$14,333.36

$22,000.00

$133,720.01

$103,896.00

($29,824.01)

$75,404.48

$131,318.00

Profit Commission

TOTAL REVENUE

$604,392.26
(49,775.00)

$950,000.00
0.00

EXPENSE
Operating Expenses (See Page 6)
Allocated Depreciation

NET POSITION - INCOME (LOSS)
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Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund
Excess Program
Statement of Operating Expense
8 Months Ended 8/31/2020

YEAR

YEAR

YEAR

CURRENT

TO DATE

TO DATE

TO DATE

ANNUAL

MONTH

ACTUAL

BUDGET

LAST YEAR

BUDGET

VARIANCE

EXPENSE:
Salaries

$35,465.33

$283,722.64

$279,792.00

($3,930.64)

$270,848.64

$419,691.00

14,479.08

115,832.64

115,680.00

(152.64)

109,159.28

173,521.00

Investment Services

0.00

773.49

536.00

(237.49)

191.67

800.00

Office Expense

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

25,375.00

203,000.00

203,000.00

0.00

199,333.36

304,500.00

0.00

720.42

6,664.00

5,943.58

8,930.60

10,000.00

Benefits and Payroll Taxes

Allocation of Primary Overhead
Reinsurance Placement & Travel
Training

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Printing and Mailing

0.00

828.00

1,064.00

236.00

828.00

1,600.00

Program Promotion

0.00

2,495.00

7,712.00

5,217.00

5,990.00

11,570.00

Other Professional Services

0.00

5,302.50

6,664.00

1,361.50

3,075.00

10,000.00

Software Development

0.00

1,962.70

6,664.00

4,701.30

7,498.35

10,000.00

$75,319.41

$614,637.39

$627,776.00

$13,138.61

$605,854.90

$941,682.00

TOTAL EXPENSE
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Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund
Combined Investment Schedule
8 Months Ended 8/31/2020

CURRENT MONTH
THIS YEAR

YEAR TO DATE CURRENT MONTH
THIS YEAR

LAST YEAR

YEAR TO DATE
LAST YEAR

Dividends and Interest:
Short Term Bond Fund

$7,827.34

$93,379.46

$11,231.23

Intermediate Term Bond Funds

41,032.60

334,301.89

46,812.53

342,626.99

7,401.56

72,034.95

12,568.33

101,390.71

Domestic Common Stock Funds

0.00

139,779.02

0.00

133,491.66

International Equity Fund

0.00

0.00

0.00

9,565.99

Real Estate

0.00

72,103.22

0.00

81,803.12

Bank Loans

$146,908.64

Hedge Fund of Funds

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Real Return Strategy

0.00

0.00

0.00

24,088.33

$56,261.50

$711,598.54

$70,612.09

$839,875.44

$4,824.92

$111,728.00

$24,348.38

$96,619.31

(60,367.98)

898,057.13

293,160.82

793,933.95

Total Dividends and Interest
Gain (Loss) in Fair Value:
Short Term Bond Fund
Intermediate Term Bond Funds
Bank Loans
Domestic Common Stock Funds
International Equity Fund

27,200.39
1,274,449.05

(217,519.62)
1,494,072.55

(25,970.65)

26,874.43

(321,644.39)

2,146,144.96

(347,247.89)

955,391.33

636,172.20

(480,381.72)

Real Estate

0.00

(39,696.11)

Hedge Fund of Funds

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Real Return Strategy

0.00

0.00

0.00

374,531.45

$1,882,278.58

$1,766,260.23

($377,353.73)

$4,479,761.65

$1,938,540.08

$2,477,858.77

($306,741.64)

$5,319,637.09

Dividends and Interest

$1,896.01

$22,246.84

($28.24)

$13,760.11

Gain (Loss) in Fair Value

63,432.79

27,962.47

150.94

78,986.37

$65,328.80

$50,209.31

$122.70

$92,746.48

Total Gain (Loss) in Fair Value

TOTAL RETURN

0.00

86,266.22

Portions Allocated to Excess Program:

TOTAL ALLOCATED TO EXCESS PROGRAM
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Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund
Excess Program
Balance Sheet
8/31/2020

ASSETS
THIS YEAR
Cash

$447,918.59

LAST YEAR
$556,385.08

Due from One Inc

$34,241.00

$7,717.00

Assessment Installment Receivable

249,031.00

84,418.50

Due from Reinsurers and Beazeley
Investments at Fair Value
TOTAL ASSETS

191,768.42

2,068,500.12

2,115,459.43

19,818.69

$3,038,418.44

$2,736,839.39

LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY
THIS YEAR

LAST YEAR

Liabilities:
Accounts Payable & Refunds Payable

$0.24

Due to Primary Fund

$0.00

$1,151.36

Due to Reinsurers

545,541.38

464,834.26

Ceding Commision Allocated for Remainder of Year

335,503.96

305,021.71

$881,045.58

$773,166.23

$2,023,652.85

$1,888,268.68

133,720.01

75,404.48

$2,157,372.86

$1,963,673.16

Total Liabilities

$2,158.90

Net Position
Net Position (Deficit) Beginning of Year
Year to Date Net Income (Loss)
Total Net Position

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY

$3,038,418.44
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$2,736,839.39

Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund
Primary Program
Balance Sheet
8/31/2020

ASSETS
THIS YEAR
Cash
Investments at Fair Value
Assessment Installment Receivable
Due From Excess Fund

LAST YEAR

$694,136.13

$437,537.72

60,844,087.73

59,069,251.12

2,167,057.00

2,250,177.00

0.00

1,151.36

49,053.55

55,905.94

Net Fixed Assets

297,316.37

396,007.27

Claim Receivables

111,531.53

111,531.53

Other Current Assets

Other Long Term Assets
PERS Deferred Outflow of Resources
TOTAL ASSETS

0.00

2,500.00

1,457,710.93

1,479,492.46

$65,620,893.24

$63,803,554.40

LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY
THIS YEAR

LAST YEAR

Liabilities:
Accounts Payable and Other Current Liabilities
PERS Pension Liability
Liability for Compensated Absences

$93,471.97

$178,874.04

7,273,471.30

6,053,037.98

448,783.67

423,621.72

Liability for Indemnity

11,507,787.74

11,253,157.69

Liability for Claim Expense

11,620,662.62

14,431,189.36

Liability for Future ERC Claims

3,200,000.00

3,100,000.00

Liability for Suspense Files

1,500,000.00

1,500,000.00

Liability for Future Claims Administration (ULAE)

2,400,000.00

2,400,000.00

Assessment and Installment Service Charge Allocated for Remainder of Year

7,498,810.33

7,592,619.33

$45,542,987.63

$46,932,500.12

$16,714,094.98

$14,325,186.44

3,363,810.63

2,545,867.84

Total Net Position

$20,077,905.61

$16,871,054.28

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY

$65,620,893.24

$63,803,554.40

Total Liabilities
Net Position
Net Position (Deficit) Beginning of the Year
Year to Date Net Income (Loss)
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OREGON STATE BAR
Board of Governors Agenda
Meeting Date:
Memo Date:
From:
Re:

September 25, 2020
September 18, 2020
Mae Lee Browning, Oregon New Lawyers Division Chair
ONLD Report

The ONLD Executive Committee met via the Zoom platform on Friday, June 26,
Saturday, August 8, and Friday, September 25. These meetings were originally scheduled for
other locations, but were all held virtually. The June meeting was scheduled to be held in
Oregon City, the August meeting in conjunction with OLIO, and the September meeting at the
Bar Center, including dinner with the BOG.
The ONLD supported the August 7 to 9 OLIO Program, with most Executive Committee
members participating in the virtual discussions throughout the weekend.
The ONLD continues to hold virtual networking events in the form of weekly Wednesday
drop-in meetups with the Chair, or other Executive Committee members. Some of these weekly
chats have been extensively marketed to various regions, depending upon which Region
Representatives are hosting in any particular week. The ONLD will continue these weekly chats
through the calendar year. The ONLD Chair, along with OSB President Liani Reeves will extend a
special invitation to newly sworn-in members of the Bar to a virtual welcome meeting.
The CLE Committee is scheduling monthly, free CLEs through the end of the year, plans
to partner with CLE seminars on two or three other CLEs, and has partnered with CLE Seminars
to offer special ONLD $10 discounts to a handful of CLEs focusing on areas which are both
practical for new lawyers, and that can help Oregonians impacted by COVID. The free,
September 22 CLE is an introduction to IP, and, as of the writing of this memo, has
approximately 35 attendees.
The Membership Committee is attempting to hold virtual networking events. They are
now coordinating with various Affinity and County Bar groups to meet virtually.
The ONLD has made great strides in its Steps to Success Program, which is a series of
videos, articles, FAQs, etc. designed to help new lawyers who are starting their own practices.
This series will begin its roll-out in early November, with myriad attorneys contributing various
pieces to it. The series focuses on both the practical and philosophical aspects of opening one’s
own (or a small) firm. The ONLD is coordinating with both the PLF and the Solo and Small Firm
Section, along with many, many other attorneys and partners. For instance, the OAAP and the
OLF will be providing materials.
At the August meeting the ONLD approved a budget for 2021 that remains the same as
the 2020 budget, understanding that changes may need to be made. They formed both a
Nominating Committee and an Awards Committee.
The ONLD will be working with FEMA, the ABA YLD and Oregon State Bar staff on coordinating
the Oregon volunteer attorney response to the tragic wildfires that have affected so many
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BOG Agenda Memo — ONLD
September 18, 2020

Page 2

Oregonians. The first meeting of the planning group will likely have taken place by the time of
this meeting, and the ONLD can provide further information.
At the September 18 meeting the ONLD approved the Nominating Committee’s
recommendations for the following positions:
Chair-elect:

Yvana Mols

Treasurer:

Sean Pank

Secretary:

Erik Bonn

Region 5 Representative:

Ekua Hackman

Region 8 (at-large) Rep:

Grant Elder

Region 9 (at-large) Rep:

David Hayes

The Executive Committee will meet next on October 16. The Annual Meeting and
Awards Ceremony is scheduled for Friday, November 6. Both will be held virtually.
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OREGON STATE BAR
Board of Governors Agenda
Meeting Date:
From:
Re:

September 25, 2020
Amber Hollister, General Counsel
CSF Claim No. 2017-29 Coran (Vega)

Action Requested
Consider Client Security Fund Committee’s recommendation that the board grant
claimant Gustavo Vega-Flores’ claim of $10,000 in the matter of CSF Claim No. 2017-29 Coran
(Vega).

Discussion
Theodore Coran was court appointed to represent claimant Vega on February 14, 2015
on criminal charges. At some point, Claimant Vega asked Coran if he could retain him privately
so he could get better representation. Claimant Vega signed a fee agreement on May 9, 2015
and his family paid Coran a $10,000 retainer, converting the relationship from appointed to
retained. The fee agreement indicated that the fees are earned upon receipt.
At a later date, the prosecutor in Vega’s case overheard him talking to a family member
on the jail’s phone system regarding the retainer. He was concerned that Coran was double
dipping, and raised the issue with Coran. The prosecutor was concerned that court records still
showed he was serving as court appointed counsel. After the prosecutor complained, Coran
returned to the jail and obtained Vega’s signature on a declaration stating that the retainer was
his idea.
At some point, Coran informed the court that he had been privately retained by Vega
and was no longer appointed. Coran did not collect a fee for the court-appointment, and there
was no loss to the state’s public defense services. Coran did, however, collect and retain the
$10,000 flat-fee payment from Vega’s family.
When Vega became dissatisfied with Coran’s representation, he filed a bar complaint
against Coran alleging that he was improperly charged $10,000 when he was entitled to be
represented by Coran for free. After the disciplinary investigation was concluded, Vega
stipulated that he violated RPC 1.4(a) (failure to communicate); RPC 1.5(a) (charging a clearly
excessive or illegal fee); RPC 1.7(a)(2) (self-interest conflict); and RPC 1.8(a) (entering into a
business transaction with a client). The stipulation dismissed the allegation that Coran violated
RPC 8.4(a)(3) (dishonesty, misrepresentation). As part of the stipulation, Coran was suspended
for 30 days. He has since been reinstated and his membership status is active.
This claim was previously before the Board of Governors for consideration, but at that
time the above disciplinary matter was not yet concluded. The Board stayed consideration of
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the matter until the disciplinary matter was finalized. Once the stipulation was entered, the
matter was placed back on the Client Security Fund Committee’s agenda for review.
At its September 12, 2020 meeting, the Client Security Fund Committee reviewed
Mr. Vega’s claim and voted 8 to 4 to recommend that the board reimburse him for $10,000 for
his loss. The Committee calculated Mr. Vega’s loss based on the fact that was entitled to be
represented by Coran for free as court-appointed counsel, and that he signed a retainer
agreement without understanding that he would be getting no additional services for his
money. The Committee found that Mr. Coran’s conduct was dishonest because he did not
immediately inform the court that he had been retained, and he later sought to protect himself
by having Vega sign a self-serving declaration, which Vega claims was coerced.
The Committee acknowledged that the claimant did receive services that were more
than minimal or insignificant in return for his $10,000 fee, but found that was not dispositive
because he was already entitled to receive those services at no cost. See CSF Rule 2.2. The
Committee, voted to waive the requirement of CSF Rule 2.1.6 based on extreme hardship.
CSF Rule 2.6.
Staff recognizes that this is a difficult case worthy of close consideration. Staff
recommends that the board approve the claim, consistent with the CSF Committee’s
recommendation.
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OREGON STATE BAR
Board of Governors Agenda
Meeting Date:
From:
Re:

November 17, 2018
Amber Hollister, General Counsel
CSF Claimants Requests for Review

Action Recommended
Review the CSF Committee’s denials of the following applications for reimbursement, as
timely requested by the claimants, and take the following action:
1. Deny CSF Claim No. 2017-05 Denyse Schwengels-Loe (Jeffrey Milstein);
2. Deny CSF Claim No. 2017-10 Justin Frazier (Jeffrey Milstein);
3. Grant CSF Claim No. 2017-48 Stefan Yovan (Jefferson Campbell Jr.); and
4. Stay consideration on the appeal of CSF Claim No. 2017-29 Gustavo Vega-Flores
(Theodore C. Coran), pending the outcome of bar complaint.

Background
1. CSF Claim No 2017-05 Denyse Schwengels-Loe (Jeffrey Milstein)
Denyse Schwengels-Loe seeks reimbursement of $4,600 she asserts she paid to Jeffrey
Milstein to represent her in seeking recovery for injuries sustained in a dissolution/custody case
as well as a motor vehicle accident claim. She was referred to Milstein by the OSB Modest
Means Program.
In January 2015, the claimant hired Milstein. He represented her during 2015. In
August 2016, Milstein was suspended pursuant to BR 7.1 for failure to respond to a pending
disciplinary matter. He resigned Form B effective November 3, 2016.
CSF Investigator Rich Baum investigated the clam and determined that Milstein
provided substantial services in the dissolution matter in return for the funds provided. Court
records demonstrate that Milstein appeared in the dissolution matter in February 2015.
Opposing counsel, Salem attorney Virgil Royer, reported that Milstein appeared at every court
hearing, engaged in motions practice, filed a trial memorandum and appeared at trial. He
explained that Milstein’s performance in the dissolution/custody case was quirky, but
adequate.
It is unclear what steps Milstein took to represent claimant in the MVA matter. The
claimant alleges that an insurance company sent Milstein a letter accepting fault for the
accident, and Milstein lost the letter. In any event, no case was filed. After Milstein’s
suspension, claimant ultimately retained attorney Hala Gores to represent her. Ms. Gores filed
suit and obtained a settlement on claimant’s behalf. Claimant seeks recovery of $200,000 in
consequential damages the MVA claim.
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Based on the investigation, the CSF Committee unanimously determined that the
claimant did not qualify for reimbursement under CSF Rule 2.2, because Milstein provided more
than minimal or insignificant legal services for the funds paid, and the claimant was seeking to
recover damages beyond the amount paid. CSF Rule 2.2 provides:
“Reimbursement of a legal fee will be allowed only if: (i) the lawyer provided no
legal services to the client in the engagement; or (ii) the legal services that the
lawyer actually provided were, in the Committee’s judgment, minimal or
insignificant; or (iii) the claim is supported by a determination of a court, a fee
arbitration panel, or an accounting or other evidence acceptable to the
Committee that establishes that the client is owed a refund of a legal fee. No
award reimbursing a legal fee may exceed the actual fee that the client paid the
lawyer.”
The Committee also concluded that even if a refund of some amount was due, there was no
clear record of what that should be. The claimant was only able to provide $600 in receipts of
payments to Milstein; she explained that she paid the remaining amount to him in cash.
If the BOG agrees with the Committee’s conclusion that Milstein provided significant
work for Schwengels-Loe that ends the analysis. Otherwise, if the BOG concludes that Milstein’s
work was de minimis or insignificant, Schwengels-Loe would be entitled to a refund of,
arguably, the entire $4,600 or some lesser portion the BOG deems appropriate.
Staff recommends that the BOG deny the claim pursuant to CSF Rule 2.2, based on the
significant services provided by Milstein.
2.

CSF Claim No. 2017-10 Justin Frazier (Jeffrey Milstein)

Claimant Justin Frazier seeks recovery of $3,500 in legal fees he asserts he paid to
Milstein to represent him in pending criminal matters. In August 2016, Milstein was suspended
pursuant to BR 7.1 for failure to respond to a pending disciplinary matter. He resigned Form B
effective November 3, 2016.
CSF Committee member Doug Stamm investigated the claim. He found that after
claimant was picked up on an outstanding warrant, Milstein failed to appear in court on his
behalf, and the court appointed counsel to represent claimant. Claimant’s court-appointed
counsel resolved claimant’s criminal matters. The investigation uncovered no evidence that
Milstein performed any work for claimant.
However, the investigation uncovered no evidence supporting claimant’s assertion he
paid Milstein $3,500. Instead, financial records show Claimant’s grandmother Julia Wicht paid
Milstein $2,500. After the CSF Claim was filed, Ms. Wicht filed a small claims case against
Milstein to recover her $2,500. Ms. Wicht obtained a judgment for in her favor for the amount
of $2,500 plus attorney fees in the amount of $2,500.
The Committee denied claimant’s claim under CSF Rule 2.3, because he received
equivalent legal services at no cost from court appointed counsel in his criminal matters. Rule
2.3 provides:
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“In the event that a client is provided equivalent legal services by another
attorney without cost to the client, the legal fee paid to the predecessor lawyer
will not be eligible for reimbursement, except in extraordinary circumstances.”
The Committee also determined that claimant was not entitled to reimbursement because
there was no evidence that he paid any legal fees to Milstein; instead, all funds were paid by his
Grandmother Ms. Wicht. Therefore, the Committee determined that claimant did not suffer a
“loss.” CSF Rule 2.1.2 (requiring the client experience a “loss” caused by the lawyer’s dishonest
conduct). The CSF Rules allow a client to direct payment to a third party who paid fees, but
claimant is adamant that he should be paid directly.
Ms. Wicht, through her attorney Katelyn Skinner of Buckley Law, has requested that the
CSF Committee directly reimburse her client $2,500 for the legal fee she paid to Milstein. The
Committee determined it did not have discretion to pay Ms. Wicht directly, because only clients
may make claims for a loss of money. CSF Rule 2.1.1 provides that a claim must be “made by
the injured client or the client’s conservator, personal representative, guardian ad litem,
trustee, or attorney in fact.” Ms. Wicht is none of these; instead, she is Milstein’s judgment
creditor.
The Committee has discussed the possibility of revisiting its rules on third-party
payment in the next calendar year, given the circumstances presented in this case.
Staff recommends that the board deny claimant’s claim for reimbursement pursuant to
CSF Rules 2.1.2 and 2.3.
3.

CSF Claim No. 2017-48 Stefan Yovan (Jefferson Campbell Jr.)

Claimant Stefan Shawn Yovan seeks recovery of $17,607.18 in settlement funds taken
by his former attorney Jefferson Campbell Jr. Mr. Campbell was suspended in April 2016 for
failure to pay PLF, and resigned Form B effective July 14, 2016.
The facts of this claim span nearly a decade. CSF Committee Member Ann Ledgerwood
reports that claimant retained Campbell in 1999 to defend him in a civil lawsuit brought by
Lithia Medford, Inc. to rescind his purchase of a car from dealer. Claimant brought a
counterclaim for violation of the Oregon Unlawful Debt Collection Practice Act. The case was
tried to a jury and Yovan was awarded $500 in noneconomic damages and $100,000 in punitive
damages. The punitive damages award was affirmed on appeal. Lithia Medford, Inc. v. Yovan,
254 Or App 307 (2012). After payment of Campbell’s attorney fees and a payment to ODOJ for a
child support lien, $32,928 was placed in Campbell’s trust account, awaiting the outcome of a
dispute with ODOJ regarding remaining child support obligations.
In July 2015, Campbell filed an interpleader action to settle the dispute over the
remaining funds in trust. Campbell v. Yovan and State of Oregon, Jackson County Circuit Court
Case No. 15CV20146. In January 2016, Campbell reached an agreement with the ODOJ and
records show that Campbell disbursed all but $17,607.18 to ODOJ to settle its claims. Claimant
submits he was unaware that Campbell filed an interpleader action, and court records show he
was never served.
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As of March 2018, Campbell’s trust account was empty. When CSF Committee
Ledgerwood reached Campbell by phone, he admitted to improperly taking $17,607.18 from his
trust account. He rationalized the taking by asserting that he was never paid for bringing the
interpleader action. He did not have a fee agreement in place with his client for that work, and
it does not appear Campbell took direction from his client on the interpleader action or the
final settlement.
After learning that Campbell had resigned from the practice of law, claimant repeatedly
called Campbell. Hearing no response, he traveled to Medford to seek return of funds. After
several months, claimant obtained another phone number for Campbell and repeatedly called
him. When Campbell returned his call, he verbally agreed to pay claimant back in full, plus 9%
interest on a payment plan; while he sent claimant three checks for approximately $200 each,
all three checks he wrote to claimant bounced.
The Committee found that the claimant had established that Campbell engaged in
defalcation of the $17,607.18, but found that the claimant had made insufficient efforts to
obtain relief. CSF Rule 2.1.7 provides that in order to be eligible for reimbursement claimant
must show, “[a] good faith effort has been made by the claimant to collect the amount claimed,
to no avail.”
Further, the Committee found that claimant had failed to meet the requirements of CSF
Rule 2.1.6, which provides:
“As a result of the dishonest conduct, either: (i) the lawyer was found guilty of a
crime; (ii) a civil judgment was entered against the lawyer, which remains
unsatisfied; (iii) the claimant holds an allowed claim against the lawyer’s probate
or bankruptcy estate, which remains unsatisfied; or (iv) in the case of a claimed
loss of $5,000 or less, the lawyer was disbarred, suspended, or reprimanded in
disciplinary proceedings, or the lawyer resigned from the Bar.”
Claimant has not met any of the conditions outlined in CSF Rule 2.1.6 (i)-(iii). Because his claim
is greater than $5,000, the fact that Campbell resigned from the Bar as outlined in CSF Rule
2.1.6(iv) is insufficient. The Committee declined to waive the requirement of CSF Rule 2.1.6. for
extreme hardship, as provided in CSF Rule 2.6, in part because claimant still has outstanding
child support liens.
After receiving news of the Committee’s denial of his claim and the reason for the
denial, claimant filed suit in Jackson County Circuit Court against Campbell, seeking recovery of
the full amount at issue. On that basis, Claimant seeks review of the Committee’s denial, or in
the alternative, a stay of the board’s decision while he pursues a civil suit against Campbell.
If the BOG determines based on claimant’s additional efforts that claimant has made a
good faith effort to collect the amount claimed, it still must evaluate whether to waive the
requirement to obtain a civil judgment or other relief in CSF Rule 2.1.6. While claimant has now
filed a suit for civil relief, it is unclear whether his suit will succeed. As he notes in his appeal, he
is proceeding pro se and does not have the funds to retain counsel. To date, he has not served
Campbell.
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Staff recommends that the board grant claimant’s claim in the amount of $17,607.18 on
the basis that he has made a good faith effort to recover against Campbell, and that Campbell
admitted to improperly taking claimant’s funds. To reach this result, board would need to find
the existence of extreme hardship and waive the requirements of CSF Rule 2.1.6. The fact that
claimant has outstanding child support liens does not excuse Campbell’s defalcation.
4.

CSF Claim No. 2017-29 Gustavo Vega-Flores (Theodore C. Coran)

Claimant Gustavo Vega-Flores seeks recovery of $10,000 in legal fees he paid to
Theodore C. Coran.
CSF Committee member Raymond Young investigated the claim. The Marion County
Circuit Court appointed Coran to represent the claimant on February 14, 2015 on criminal
charges. On May 9, 2015, claimant’s family paid Coran $10,000 to represent him. Coran’s
records show that several payments were made by claimant’s family. In November of 2015,
claimant pled guilty.
Claimant asserts that he should be entitled to a return of the legal fees paid because
Coran was court appointed to represent him. A disciplinary matter is currently pending
asserting that Coran acted improperly in accepting payment from claimant after he was court
appointed to represent him.
A prior bar complaint filed by District Attorney Brad Berry in 2015 was dismissed, in
part, by disciplinary counsel in 2016. In late 2016, Coran was suspended for 120 days based on
conflicts and improperly advancing financial assistance to clients. In May 2017, claimant filed a
new complaint that was referred to disciplinary counsel for investigation based on additional
facts.
Claimant asserts that he has repeatedly asked Coran for a return of his funds. He
explains that because he is incarcerated and indigent, aside from filing a bar complaint, he has
been unable to take further steps to seek recovery of his funds.
The CSF Committee denied claimant’s claim based on a finding that there was no
evidence of dishonesty, and the alleged dishonest conduct did not result in a civil or criminal
judgment against Coran. See CSF Rules 2.1.2 and 2.1.6.
The Committee’s conclusion, however, was entirely based upon the bar’s prior dismissal
of DA Berry’s 2015 bar complaint. A new disciplinary matter alleging misconduct by Coran is
currently pending in Disciplinary Counsel’s Office. In the pending disciplinary matter, Coran has
maintained that claimant paid the $10,000 of his own accord, even though he was told that he
would receive the same level of representation as a court appointed client. In his defense,
Coran has submitted a “Memorandum of Understanding” which he alleges he drafted and
claimant signed, containing a version of facts very favorable to Coran.
The claimant’s version of facts differs from Coran’s. Claimant asserts in his appeal that
Coran “coerced” him to sign the memorandum. Records also reflect that Coran represented
himself as court appointed after he had accepted claimant’s retainer, and that he did not
inform the Court of the retainer until November 2015, months after he was retained. In sum, it
is unclear what the result of the pending disciplinary matter will be.
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Given the new disciplinary matter pending and the additional evidence submitted, it
does not appear that the dismissal of DA Berry’s 2015 bar complaint is dispositive on the
question of Coran’s dishonesty.
Because the disciplinary matter against Coran is still pending, staff recommends that the
board stay consideration of Vega-Flores’s claim until after the disciplinary proceeding has
concluded.
Attachments: Schwengels-Loe Request for BOG Review & Application for Reimbursement
Frazier Request for BOG Review & Application for Reimbursement
Frazier Letter from Counsel for Julia Wicht, Attaching Judgment
Yovan Request for BOG Review & Application for Reimbursement
Vega-Flores Request for Board Review & Application for Reimbursement
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Theodore C. Coran
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 2834
Salem, Oregon 97308
503-551-3135
tedcoran@gmail.com

September 18, 2020

Ms. Jerri Shay
General Counsel Program Coordinator
Oregon State Bar Association
Re: 2017-29 CORAN (Vega-Flores)

Ms. Shay,

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the proceeding at hand. Please make
sure that all members of the Board of Governors receive a copy of this letter. I
appreciate in advance their careful consideration of the points raised below.

I write to correct the numerous factual errors included in the document emailed to
me on September 15, 2020. While the document is not titled, based on its content
and format, I assume it represents the points of discussion that led to the
Committee’s recommendation granting Mr. Vega’s claim for reimbursement of fees
paid. I would like to address each of these factual errors. I note that in spite of the
fact that my representation of Mr. Vega has been reviewed numerous times by the
Oregon State Bar, there remain several key facts that have been misconstrued,
minimized, or outright ignored. As these mistruths have a major impact on my life, I
feel compelled to set the record straight.
I.

The document inaccurately describes the timeline of when Mr. Vega first
sought to retain me as his counsel.

The document claims, “at some point [Mr.] Vega asked me if he could retain [me]
privately so he could get better representation.” This fundamentally obscures the
moment in which Mr. Vega asked to privately retain my services. Rather than asking
at some vague moment, Mr. Vega asked to privately retain me as his counsel
immediately upon meeting me. Mr. Vega requested to privately retain me at the first
meeting we had, and consistently asked for this change, up until the date we
executed the fee agreement on May 9, 2015. That means that, consistently, for
two (2) months after my appointment as his counsel, Mr. Vega requested to retain
me as his private counsel.
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Mr. Vega initiated all of these discussions. Mr. Vega was clear in his desire and his
intent. It was clear to me, at all times, that Mr. Vega understood the nature and
impact of his request. Any belief or argument that I in any way insisted or coerced
Mr. Vega to retain my services is fundamentally false. Mr. Vega had convinced
himself that only by retaining me could he achieve the level of representation that
he wanted.

Cognizant of my duty to my client, I took pains to explain to Mr. Vega that he could
expect the same quality of service from me regardless of whether I was a courtappointed or privately-retained counsel. Mr. Vega countered with a demand for
something more. Mr. Vega indicated that he wanted retained counsel to interface
with his mother and father. While some interaction with family is always to be
expected of any indigent defender, what Mr. Vega was demanding was something
quite different and unusual. Specifically, Mr. Vega was insisting that his retained
attorney maintain a significant fiction vis a vis his parents. Specifically, Mr. Vega had
made the decision to lie to his parents and to tell them that (1) he did not possess a
gun on the incident date and (2) because of this, he did not, nor could not, have “shot
at the State Trooper.” Mr. Vega knew that this was false. Mr. Vega made clear that
he expected the attorney that he hired to maintain this position with his parents,
unless or until he told that attorney to do otherwise. During the time from
February, 2015 until my Retainment in May, 2015, I became aware of just how time
consuming and important this was becoming for Mr. Vega. During this time period,
Mr. Vega’s mother contacted me on the average of three (3) to four (4) times per
week, often spending upwards of one (1) hour discussing Mr. Vega’s case.
Fundamentally, these discussions focused on her disbelief of the State’s case—“since
my son did not even have a gun.” I could see just how much extra time maintaining
this requested position for Mr. Vega was going to take. My response to her was
never to specifically participate in Mr. Vega’s decision to lie, but instead to tell her—
over and over and over again—that she needed to talk to her son about these issues.
In the two months before my Retainment, it became clear just how difficult this
would be, how much time it would take to “guide” her in this direction, how
committed my client was to this personally with his parents, and how this could—
and ultimately did—significantly complicate the case. This was a factor in my
decision to accept Retainment.
From personal experience, I can unequivocally say that Mr. Vega was going to hire
someone—period. He consistently expressed the desire that it be me. This
relationship was created at the insistence Mr. Vega, and Mr. Vega alone.
II.

The letter fundamentally misunderstands the compensation scheme for
court-appointed attorneys under contract by the Marion County
Association of Defenders (MCAD).

The deputy district attorney who “listened in” to jail telephone calls was
fundamentally ignorant to the manner in which court-appointed attorneys under
contract by the Marion County Association of Defenders (MCAD) were compensated.
As such, his “concerns” regarding double dipping completely misconstrue reality.
Only at the end of the case, when asked by the Court as to one’s status as either
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appointed or retained counsel, would “double dipping” even have been possible. At
that point, when asked by the Court at Mr. Vega’s sentencing if I was appointed or
retained, 1 I clearly and unequivocally stated to the Court that I had been retained
and, as such, Mr. Vega had no responsibility to reimburse the State for any courtappointed fees.

The document indicates, “at some point, Coran informed the Court that he had been
privately retained and was no longer appointed.” This “point” was at the only time
relevant to the Court, and was done at sentencing. As indicated, there was no
“double dipping”—a fact that has been established and confirmed before during this
process. See e.g. Letter from Martha M. Hicks to Bradley C. Barry Re: Theodore C.
Coran (OSB) (Jan. 15, 2016).
III.

My visit to Mr. Vega on November 17, 2015, was directly related to Mr.
Vega’s statements, on the record, and in open court in September 28,
2015, in which Mr. Vega stated that he was satisfied with his
representation and an attempt to honestly record Mr. Vega’s response to
Mr. Berry’s independent complaint.

District Attorney Brad Barry filed the first Bar complaint against me in this matter in
mid-October of 2015. That complaint accused me of “double dipping” and referred
to my client’s general dissatisfaction in my representation and the status of his case.
This complaint, filed not by Mr. Vega but by Mr. Barry, was filed weeks after Mr.
Vega entered a plea of guilty on September 28, 2015.
Had any members of the Board of Governors retrieved the court record of Mr.
Vega’s September 28 court appearance, they would have heard the colloquy
between the Court and Mr. Vega, which occurred on the record and in open
court:

“At this sentencing, the Court inquired of Mr. Vega if he (1) clearly
understood what he was doing. Mr. Vega answered that he did. The Court
asked Mr. Vega if he (2) was satisfied with the representation that he had
received from his attorney, Mr. Coran. Mr. Vega answered that he was. The
Court asked Mr. Vega if (3) there was anything that Mr. Coran did or did not do
that Mr. Vega was dissatisfied with. Mr. Vega answered that there was not.
The Court asked Mr. Vega if (4) he was being threatened or coerced in any way
to enter his pleas of guilty. Mr. Vega answered that he was not. The Court
asked Mr. Vega if he was entering these pleas freely and voluntarily and if
there was anything that the Court needed to know that might be
inappropriately influencing his decision to enter these guilty pleas. Mr. Vega
said there was not. Finally, the Court asked Mr. Vega if (5) he was entering
1

I have no idea as to the practicing history of any of the members of the Board of Governors. I do not know if any of you have any
long-term experience (or short term experience, for that matter) as indigent criminal defense attorneys. It is the custom and practice
of the Bench in Marion County—an for most other counties, based on my thirty (30) plus years of experience, to inquire only at the
time of sentencing as to counsel’s appointed or retained status. The only reason I have ever been privy to as to the reason for this
inquiry by the Court, is to determine—if counsel was appointed—whether the Court will order the sentenced defendant to reimburse
the State for the “cost of his / her court appointed attorney,” The idea that court-appointed counsel is 100% free is an erroneous “fact”
that percolates this document. Much more often than not, a sentenced defendant who has any financial resources or ability will be
required by the Court to reimburse some, or all, of the cost of his or her indigent representation. Rarely, in my experience, was my
indigent representation “free.”
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these pleas of guilty because he was, in fact, guilty of the alleged crimes. Mr.
Vega answered that he was, in fact, guilty.” See Blackledge v. Allison, 431 U.S. 63,
74 (1977) (representations made by a defendant during a plea hearing “carry a strong
presumption of verity”)
This hearing—calendared as a “change of plea” hearing—occurred on September
28, 2015, two (2) plus weeks prior to the filing of the Bar complaint by DA Berry. At
the change of plea hearing, Mr. Vega gave absolutely no indication—of any kind
or level—that he was dissatisfied with my representation.
Those with experience in criminal defense would know that defendants can take
advantage of a “change of plea” hearing to publicly humiliate defense counsel, undo
all negotiations, and notify the Court that they are not satisfied with counsel and
wish to have new counsel assigned. Moreover, anyone with any experience in
criminal defense knows that defendants can, at any time, fire their counsel and
either hire new counsel or ask for the reappointment of new indigent counsel. As of
September 28, 2015, Mr. Vega had done neither. Indeed, in order to get to the
point where Mr. Vega could comfortably answer the questions put to him by the
Court on September 28, 2015, both he and I—in the presence of my investigator—
had thoroughly reviewed all the State’s evidence, all of our evidence, all of the
nuances of the plea offer, and all of the perceived strengths and weaknesses of his
case. We discussed all of this to the point where I was convinced that Mr. Vega
understood his predicament, had raised and had answered all of his questions, and
finally Mr. Vega indicated that everything that needed to be done had been done. In
other words, I was confident that he would be able to truthfully answer the question
to be propounded to him by the Court—“Are you satisfied with the representation
of your attorney?”
This was, in fact, what happened on September 28, 2015. In open court and on the
record, Mr. Vega unequivocally answered that question: “Yes.”

Thus, I was understandably concerned when, more than two (2) weeks later, I
found out about the complaint filed by third-party implying client dissatisfaction. If
this was true, at any level, then Mr. Vega’s answers to the Court on September 28,
2015—at a minimum—needed to be revisited in front of the Court. If Mr. Vega was
in any way dissatisfied, the Court needed to know this. To allow a misstatement in
open court to stand could potentially expose my client to perjury or nullify his
proffered plea, something that I could not in good conscious allow as his counsel.
This was my primary reason for going to see Mr. Vega on November 17, 2015. The
document provided states: “[Mr. Coran] later sought to protect himself by having
Vega sign a self-serving declaration, which Vega claims was coerced.” This is
categorically false.

Instead, the memorandum of understanding memorializes facts that this Board itself
concedes are true. The memorandum sought only to clarify that:
(1) it was Mr. Vega who initially and continuously sought my private
representation, not the other way around;
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(2) Mr. Vega had not mistated himself in open court on September 28, 2015
when he answered the questions put to him by the Court concerning the
quality of my representation and his complete satisfaction with it;

(3) he was responding to pressure from his mother—resulting from a lie that
Mr. Vega instructed me as his counsel not to undermine vis a vis his
possession and use of a firearm that night and what his mother incorrectly
had been led to believe—that lie at the root of the recorded jail
conversations; and

IV.

(4) that DA Brad Berry had filed the October 2015 bar complaint
unbeknownst to Mr. Vega, without either his input or consent.

The Committee, in failing to consider Mr. Vega’s September 28, 2015
statement, failing to interview the private investigator that Mr. Vega had
authorized to work on his case, and failing to contact DA Brad Barry,
fundamentally mischaracterizes the memorandum of understanding.

The Committee comes to the conclusion that my conduct in obtaining Mr. Vega’s
signature on the memorandum of understanding was “dishonest.” However, had the
Committee engaged in a thorough investigation of the matter—which would have
included contacting third-parties with direct knowledge of the circumstances—the
Committee would have learned that the memorandum of understanding simply
reiterates, in writing, information previously known and agreed upon by Mr. Vega
and myself.
The Committee acknowledges that Mr. Vega “at some point asked Mr. Coran if he
could retain him privately so he could get better representation.” The
memorandum reiterates this. The Committee should have reviewed the public
court record of September 28, 2015, as the memorandum simply re-states in detail
how and why Mr. Vega was “satisfied with his representation,” as he had clearly
stated in open court more than one (1) month prior. The Committee failed to
interview the private investigator that Mr. Vega had authorized to work on his case
and who was present during most of my jail visits with Mr. Vega and was present on
October 17, 2015. Had the Committee done so, they would have had obtained
corroborating evidence that Mr. Vega had consistently insisted that I maintain his
“story” about the gun vis a vis his mother. The Committee would have learned that
Mr. Vega’s mothers’ concern that “since the State had no evidence against you, Mr.
Coran must be doing a bad job and you should get your money back” was based on
Mr. Vega’s on-going lie and that, as such, the jail phone calls did not reflect reality.
The memorandum only sought to memorialize these facts. Finally, the Committee
did not contact DA Brad Berry directly. Had they done so, the Committee would
have learned that Mr. Berry conceived of and initiated the October, 2015 Bar
complaint wholly based on his own erroneous assumption that I was engaged in
“double-dipping,” and neither contacted Mr. Vega nor obtained his approval or
consent to file it on his behalf. Again, the memorandum only sought to memorialize
these facts.
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Instead, the Committee blindly accepted the statement from Mr. Vega that he had
been “coerced,” without ever asking Mr. Vega to explain which aspects of the
memorandum were, in his words, “coerced.”
V.

The memorandum of understanding conformed with Bar requirements
that an attorney discuss issues with their client and memorialize such
discussions in writing.

The Bar often responds to attorneys who fail to discuss issue(s) with their clients
and memorialize them in writing in the event of future complications with
sanctions. As such, the November 17, 2015 memorandum of understanding was my
attempt to memorialize my discussions with my client concerning allegation(s) that
neither of us was aware of prior to their happening or in subsequent support of.

I urge the Bar not to lose sight of the functional reason for this practice in a maze of
formalistic concerns. My memorandum of understanding may have not been done in
the most artful manner, or in the technical “form” required by the Bar, but it was an
honest attempt to clarify key issue(s) that had been thrust upon both of us by an
uninvited third party at a time when the case was nearing complete resolution.
Instead, the Committee characterizes my attempt to document my interactions with
my client on important issues as a “coerced” statement containing a “version” of
“facts” “very favorable to Mr. Coran.” Note that the Committee does not indicate
which “facts” are not facts; what other “version” might have been conjured or again,
how, why or specifically what Mr. Vega was “coerced” into signing. Instead, the
Committee relies on conclusory assumptions, unsupported by any third-party that
had knowledge of the matter at hand.
The Committee has often stated that Mr. Vega had no choice “but to sign the
document,” and that failing to do so would have caused me to “stop representing
him” right at a crucial moment in his case. This proposition is without merit. If Mr.
Vega had “resisted” my attempts to coerce him and I had followed through with the
threat to leave him “high and dry,” the Court would have (1) not proceeded any
further; (2) appointed Mr. Vega new counsel; (3) allowed Mr. Vega to withdraw his
plea previously entered on September 28, 2015; (4) strongly considered Mr. Vega’s
release and (5) essentially allowed Mr. Vega to start all over. On numerous
occasions, Mr. Vega indicated to me that he understood this dynamic, as he reported
to me on different occasions fellow cellmates who had experienced just that
dynamic.
Second, accusations of coercion assume that Mr. Vega’s private investigator, who
was privy to the conversation, would have ignored and failed to report this
behavior.

Finally, if I had terminated my relationship with Mr. Vega upon his refusal to sign
the memorandum of understanding, I would have been obligated to refund Mr. Vega
the appropriate amount of his retainer for services not rendered. If, on November
17, 2015, Mr. Vega had actually felt any dissatisfaction with my services or in any
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way coerced into a statement that he had previously acknowledged in part in open
court, he could have availed himself of this option with no adverse effect to him.

Additionally, the Committee offers no evidence as to why I would seek to “coerce”
my client into signing a document that was “self-serving” and against his interests.
The Committee offers no evidence of my “motive” to do this. The Committee seems
to suggest that the November 17th , 2015 memorandum was in response to Mr.
Vega’s May, 2017 complaint alleging dissatisfaction. Obviously, this is factually
impossible.
Instead, after this fact, Mr. Vega again stood in open court on November 24, 2015
and, under oath, in front of the sentencing judge, reaffirmed all of the answers he
gave on September 28, 2015. In fact, Mr. Vega stated, “I take full responsibility for
my actions, I was wrong, and I’m ready to take accountability and face my
consequences.” See: Sentencing Hearing, November 24, 2015; State of Oregon vs.
Gustavo Isabel Vega, Case No. 15CR04660, page 188.

Notwithstanding all of this, the Committee apparently based all of its conclusions
solely on Mr. Vega’s self-serving claim of coercion some eighteen (18) months after
the fact. The mission of the Oregon State Bar is “to serve justice and the public
interest by promoting respect for the rule of law.” Penalizing a dedicated public
servant with over 30 years of experience on the unsubstantiated claim of a
disgruntled and convicted felon hardly supports the Bar’s mission of promoting
respect for the “rule of law.”
VI.

The Committee relies on the statement of Mr. Vega which materially
misstates both Oregon Public Defense Commission regulations and basic
court-appointed billing practices.

The Committee’s report further states that “when Vega became dissatisfied with
Coran’s representation, he filed a bar complaint against Coran alleging that he was
improperly charged $10,000.00 when he was entitled to be represented by Coran
for free.” This statement fundamentally mischaracterizes both Oregon Public
Defense Commission regulations and court-appointed billing practices.

Mr. Vega did not file a bar complaint until May of 2017, some eighteen (18) months
after the close of his case on November 24, 2015. Mr. Vega’s direct appeal was
filed with the Court of Appeals on January 11, 2016 and was denied and dismissed
on January 26, 2017. Over four (4) months later, Mr. Vega filed his bar complaint.
The entire thrust of his complaint alleged that, despite his intention and desire to
hire his own attorney, he was now entitled to get this money back. Mr. Vega had
every opportunity at any junction during the pendency of his case at the trial court
level to (a) fire me and hire new counsel (b); to request, if unable to afford to hire an
attorney, to reapply for a new court-appointed attorney; (c) to clearly state at (i) his
change of plea hearing, (ii) his first sentencing hearing on November 18, 2015 or
(iii) his final sentencing hearing on November 24, 2015 a dissatisfaction with his
attorney and request a change. Mr. Vega’s failure to raise these contentions at any
time during the pendency of his case, and his decision to raise his complaint in the
first instance more than four (4) months after the denial of his direct appeal,
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suggests nothing more than opportunism on the part of an individual who was
suddenly faced with the grave consequences of his own actions.

Mr. Vega—a high school educated adult of capable mind—freely negotiated, at his
initiation, a contract for my services. I readily admit that it was an oversight on my
part to discuss with Mr. Vega, but not put into writing, our discussion of the pros
and cons of hiring me as a private counsel. However, there is no explicit bar
regulation that forbids a court appointed attorney to be retained by his court
appointed client. Instead, the Oregon Public Defense Commission explicitly states
that a court appointed attorney may subsequently be retained by that client, so long
as the attorney makes sure that he/she does not take or receive any compensation
from the State. See Oregon Public Defense Commission, Public Defense Legal Services
Contract General Terms, Rule 7.9. I have made the Bar aware of this regulation on
multiple instances, and reiterate its plain language again here.
The Committee’s statement that my court-appointment “entitled” Mr. Vega to “free
representation” would be a position strenuously objected to by any member of the
Oregon bench. Those with experience in indigent defense know that the decision
whether or not an indignant defendant has to pay for a court-appointed attorney is
wholly subject to the determination of the Court. The Bar’s public statement to the
contrary is a misrepresentation of reality in Oregon criminal trial courts.
VII.

The Committee’s finding of “dishonesty” is based neither on Oregon
State Bar regulations nor Marion County Local Trial Court Rules and
misunderstands the regulations for Oregon Public Defense Commission
Non-Routine Expenses (NRE) for indigent clients.

The Committee’s recommendation states that “[t]he CSF Committee denied
claimant’s claim based on a finding that there was no evidence of dishonesty, and
the alleged dishonest conduct did not result in a civil or criminal judgment against
Coran.” Moreover, in the settlement of Mr. Vega’s 2017 complaint, the Bar itself
found “no evidence of dishonesty.”

Despite having been cleared of such action by two separate investigator bodies, the
Committee itself bases its own finding of “dishonesty” on facts previously known
to, and dismissed by, the Bar in the course of the 2017 complaint.
First, the Committee found that I was “dishonest” because I did not “immediately
inform the Court that [I] had been retained.” Both the Bar regulations and the Local
Trial Court Rules for Marion County are silent regarding the apparent Bar
requirement to “immediately inform the court that an attorney has been retained.”
The court must be notified in a change in persona of representation, but Marion
County Local Trial Court Rules, as of 2015, had no stated requirement to notify the
Court of a change from indigent to private. For the Committee to conclude that I
was “dishonest” without pointing to a particular rule or regulation that was flouted
does not serve the Bar’s mission of “promoting respect for the rule of law.”

At the time when my private / public status was relevant to the Court —at
sentencing when the Court needed to decide whether to impose costs on Mr. Vega—
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I immediately and honestly indicated that I was being paid privately. The Court,
with this knowledge, did not—and could not—order the payment of any State funds,
thus did not require Mr. Vega to reimburse any amount. At no other time did the
Court ask me what my payment status was. At the moment that the Court inquired
into my payment status, I answered honestly; had the Court inquired earlier, I would
have answered just as honestly at that time.
The Committee also states that “[records also indicate that Coran represented
himself as court appointed after he accepted claimant’s retainer.” Without more
information, it is unclear to what the Committee is referring in this statement. The
only other interaction with state actors concerning this case involved the Oregon
Public Defense Commission. I applied for two (2) extraordinary expenses
authorizations to the OPDS on behalf of Mr. Vega: (1) the Non-Routine Expense
(NRE) for the forensic scientist who analyzed the bullet casings and in-dash video
from the State Trooper’s vehicle (an analysis that proved dispositive in resolving
this case), and (2) the NRE performed after September 28, 2015 wherein my client
was evaluated for drug use and suitability for a downward dispositional and
durational departure (an evaluation that allowed the Court to disregard the State’s
attempt to add three years to Mr. Vega’s sentence).

Both of these NREs were applied for under OPDS policy for a client who had initially
been adjudicated indigent and whose family subsequently retained counsel, but who
continued to lack funds of his own to pay for these necessary investigations. The
Committee did not contact OPDS concerning these NREs. Had they done so, they
would have discovered nothing nefarious, dishonest or even unusual of these NRE
requests. It is true that I used a form letter that began by stating that “I have been
appointed to represent Mr. Vega…,” which, in strict interpretation, was a true
statement. But, even if I had correctly stated that “I have been appointed to
represent Mr. Vega but am now retained….”, this would have in no way changed
OPDS’ decision to fund these NREs. OPDS’ policy allows that a retained attorney
may apply for state funds for his or her client, regardless of the fact that the attorney
is being paid privately, if the client nonetheless—apart from any other outside
source who may have paid the attorney’s retainer—is still indigent. I confirmed this
with Mr. Vega and his family before applying for the NREs. Both confirmed that Mr.
Vega was still indigent, hence eligible.
Despite the form introduction identifying myself as Mr. Vega’s appointed attorney,
no inappropriate appropriation of state funds (all of which went to the sole
benefit of Mr. Vega) occurred as a result of this typographical mistake.

VIII. The Committee’s finding of “dishonesty” predicated on a false
interpretation of the November 17, 2015 memorandum of understanding
has been disproven by the CSF Committee.
The Committee bases its second finding of “dishonesty” in the November 17, 2015
memorandum of understanding. As stated above, all claims of “dishonesty” based
on coercion are unfounded. See infra Parts III-V. The CSF Committee reviewed the
memorandum of understanding claim and found no evidence of impropriety.
Nonetheless, the Committee now suggests that its finding of “dishonesty” voids the
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CSF Committee’s conclusion. This is fundamentally false. The CSF Committee found
that the “fee had been earned” by Mr. Coran. The CSF Committee was aware of all of
the facts described above and rightly concluded that none of these were either true
or relevant. The CSF Committee reviewed the work that I performed and the result I
obtained for Mr. Vega and determined that I had honestly “earned the fee” Mr. Vega
bargained for.
Moreover, the Honorable J. Burdette Pratt denied Mr. Vega’s post-conviction claim
on April 13, 2020. Judge Pratt found “the testimony of Theodore Coran to be
credible” and “the testimony of Petitioner [Mr. Vega] (at PCR trial) to be not
credible.” Moreover, Judge Pratt held that notwithstanding my change from
indigent to retained representation, “Petitioner has not proven that [this action]
affected the adequacy of representation provided by Coran.” See: Gustavo Vega
Flores v. Brad Cain; Snake River Correctional Institution, 18CV47136; General
Judgment Denying Post-Conviction Relief, pages 3, 4.
***

Having recounted the inaccurate bases on which the Committee based its finding, I
nonetheless understand that the Board may just simply have a distaste for any once
appointed attorney accepting a retainer—essentially accepting more money for “the
same defense.” It is fundamentally unfair, however, for the Oregon Bar – which, to
reiterate, states as its mission “to serve justice and the public interest by promoting
respect for the rule of law” – to punish a committed public servant and indigent
defense attorney for more than thirty (30) years over what amounts to a policy
disagreement.

Should the Oregon Bar decide that it wants to issue regulations prohibiting an
indigent client from later retaining his court appointed counsel, I would ask the Bar
to consider that court-appointed defense attorneys in Marion County typically work
over one hundred cases for a fee that amounts to less than forty dollars ($40.00) per
hour. Like many defense attorneys, I did not choose this line of work for the money;
instead, I chose this career because I believed—and still do believe—in the basic
tenet of justice in our system that all people are entitled to equal protections,
regardless of their income.
And for thirty six (36) years, I was proud to do so. If allowed, I would be doing so
today. Instead, I have paid a huge price for accepting Mr. Vega’s request—which, to
reiterate, is not prohibited by any Bar rule or state regulation—to serve as his
privately retained counsel. I am no longer eligible to accept any indigent criminal
cases, in spite of the fact that I had the strong support and backing to do so from the
entire Yamhill County bench. I urge the Board to contact the Honorable Cynthia
Easterday, presiding judge of Yamhill County, to confirm the quality and desirability
of my criminal defense skills.

Finally, let me address the stipulation I entered into with the Oregon State Bar
concerning the May, 2017 complaint filed by Mr. Vega. I agreed to accept the
disciplinary counsel’s offer in order, in part, to put this case behind me. I came to
understand that disciplinary counsel was not willing to accept my position that I had
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thoroughly discussed the pros and cons of Mr. Vega’s desire to hire me privately
versus keeping me as indigent; that I would never have entered into this contract—
or any contract—if I believed my client did not understand everything involved. I
came to accept my failure to have memoralized these points in the appropriate
manner acceptable to the Bar—in writing—and that this failure was tantamount to
dispositive to disciplinary counsel. I came to understand that there was no purpose
in pointing out that Mr. Vega’s mother had received proposed retainer amounts
from other, less qualified—in my opinion—criminal defense lawyers that were two
and a half times the amount that I charged Mr. Vega. Hence, there was no point in
contesting their conclusion that—even in the face of this reality—my retainer
amount was “excessive.” Since I did not agree with the underlying precept that Mr.
Vega could not—of his own free will—choose to hire me, I realized it was pointless
to continue to argue about the “excessiveness” of my retainer fee. I was willing to
accept the stipulation because I was able to convince disciplinary counsel that I did
nothing that involved dishonesty vis a vis my representation of Mr. Vega.
Disciplinary counsel did not find or maintain that I engaged in any kind of
misrepresentation, fraud or dishonest conduct. Given the reality that disciplinary
counsel was aware of all the allegations made by Mr. Vega in May, 2017 and had
access to all of the information and “discovery” associated with these allegations—
and nonetheless cleared me of any acts of dishonesty, I am unable to understand
how the Committee came up with their conclusions of such acts.

I ask the Board to agree with its own disciplinary counsel and reject the Committee’s
assessment that I acted dishonestly in anyway that would justify the reimbursement
of Mr. Vega’s duly negotiated fee. Please allow Mr. Vega to maintain his
responsibility for his own decisions.
/s/ Theodore C. Coran
Theodore C. Coran
Attorney at Law
OSB #: 822260
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OREGON STATE BAR
Board of Governors Agenda
Meeting Date:
From:
Re:

September 25, 2020
Amber Hollister, General Counsel
CSF Claim No. 2018-16 Long (Mitchell)

Action Requested
Consider Client Security Fund Committee’s recommendation that the board grant
claimant Harold Mitchell’s claim of $12,000 in the matter of CSF Claim No. 2018-16 Long
(Mitchell).

Discussion
Claimant Mitchell hired Andrew Long in November 2016 to represent him on an appeal
of a worker’s compensation (WC) claim to the Oregon Court of Appeals. Mr. Mitchell’s prior
attorneys appealed to the Worker’s Compensation Board (WCB) and those appeals were
denied. Mr. Long accepted a $4,500 deposit for an earned on receipt written retainer
agreement and would bill at a rate of $300 per hour. Throughout the representation,
Mr. Mitchell paid Mr. Long a total of $12,000. Mr. Long filed an appeal and the Court of
Appeals affirmed the Board’s decision without an opinion.
The investigator determined that Mr. Long’s receipt of the $12,000 fee payment was
improper because Workers Compensation attorney fees must be pre-approved by the Board
prior to collection. There is no evidence that Mr. Long sought or received approval of his fee.
The Mitchell bar complaint, along with others, resulted in a disciplinary trial in June
2019. Mr. Long explained to the Disciplinary Board trial panel that his earned on receipt
agreement was approved by the WCB, but presented no proof. The Trial Panel found that Mr.
Long violated ORS 656.388(1) which makes any fee invalid unless approved by the Board.
As a result of the disciplinary hearing in June 2019, Mr. Long was disbarred. Mr. Long
has appealed to the Supreme Court. The appeal remains pending.
Mr. Long has been suspended from the practice of law since December 20, 2017 on a
BR 3.1 (interim suspension during pendency of disciplinary actions) and various administrative
suspensions.
At its September 12, 2020 meeting, the Client Security Fund Committee reviewed
Claimant Mitchell’s claim and unanimously voted to recommend that the Board reimburse him
for $12,000 in loss. The Committee determined that Mr. Long’s collection of the $12,000 in
fees without Board approval supported a finding of dishonesty. The Committee also voted to
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apply Rule 2.6’s hardship exemption to waive the requirement that Mr. Mitchell seek to collect
from Mr. Long; the Committee determined collection was unlikely.
Staff recommends that the board approve the claim, consistent with the CSF
Committee’s recommendation.
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Client Security Fund
Investigative Report
Re:
Claimant:
Lawyer:
Investigator:

2018-16
Harold Mitchell
E. Andrew Long
David A. Hytowitz
RECOMMENDATION

I recommended approval of the claim in the amount of $12000.* Original claim was
$9300 then additional checks were found and submitted to the bar increasing this claim
to $12,000.
*No award for any one claim can exceed $50,000. See CSF Rule 4.7.
CLAIM INVESTIGATION SUMMARY
Mitchell hired Long on November 16, 2016 to represent him in an appeal of a
denied workers’ compensation claim. His prior attorneys had appealed the case to
the Workers’ Compensation Board and lost at both the Administrative Law Judge
level and on appeal to the Board. Mitchell wanted to appeal further to the Oregon
Court of Appeals. While the fee agreement they signed with Long speaks in terms
of evaluating the claim and also a possible claim against Mitchell’s union, it really
was solely an appeal of the Workers’ Compensation Board decision denying the
comp claim to the Court of Appeals.
Mitchell had already been represented by Long in a civil case against his employer
for civil rights allegations and other issues by Attorney Fee Agreement dated April
6, 2016.
The fee agreement for the workers’ comp claim Mitchell signed with Long
provided for an “earned on receipt” fee upfront of $4,500 and an hourly rate of
$300 per hour. The earned on receipt money would not be deposited into the
Lawyers Trust Account. The agreement also provided for Mitchell to be
responsible for costs and expenses. It also provided that on termination the client
would be refunded the portion of the fee due that the attorney neither applied to
costs nor earned. And it also provided that based on the nature and development
of the case additional funds may be required. The Mitchell’s paid Long a total of
$12,000 on the Workers’ Compensation case.
Long eventually filed the appeal. The Court of Appeals affirmed the Board
decision by AWOP.
Eventually Long and the Mitchell’s had a parting of the ways after they had paid
Long the $12000 on the Workers Comp case and another $16801 on their other
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civil case (which is the subject of CSF claim 2018-17).
The Mitchell cases were part of the disciplinary trial held for six days, June 1218, 2019. The Trial Panel Opinion issued September 19, 2019 disbarred Long
immediately. He has appealed that Opinion and it is pending before the Oregon
Supreme Court.
Long testified that the Earned Upon Receipt Agreement he entered into with
Mitchell on the WC claim was approved by the Board but presented no proof of
same. Additionally, it is illegal to charge a workers’ compensation claimant an
hourly or other fee. All fees charged are either to be paid in addition to
compensation when successful on an appeal or if a carrier appeals, to be paid by
the carrier as assessed and set by the Board or Court. Fees based on set percentages
with maximums can be taken out of compensation when approved by the board
where the issue is the amount of compensation. The Statutes set out the
requirements and the Board has adopted detailed rules over the years, which are
reviewed every two years, for fees payable to claimant’s attorneys to keep up with
inflation (something not considered years ago). But the scheme allows for no
hourly charges or flat fee charges to be paid by the claimant. And any fee from
compensation has to be approved along with the compensation award or
settlement, is contingent and based on a percentage of increased compensation
secured.
The Trial Panel found Long violated ORS 656.388(1) which makes any fee
invalid unless approved by the Board. ORS 656.386 (1) provides: “(a) In all cases
involving denied claims where a claimant finally prevails against the denial in an
appeal to the Court of Appeals or petition for review to the Supreme Court, the
court shall allow a reasonable attorney fee to the claimant’s attorney. In such cases
involving denied claims where the claimant prevails finally in a hearing before an
Administrative Law Judge or in a review by the Workers’ Compensation Board,
then the Administrative Law Judge or board shall allow a reasonable attorney fee.
In such cases involving denied claims where an attorney is instrumental in
obtaining a rescission of the denial prior to a decision by the Administrative Law
Judge, a reasonable attorney fee shall be allowed.”
Such fees are illegal as the workers’ compensation claimants’ attorneys fees are to be
contingent and as set by the Board or in addition to compensation when a denial is over
turned or the carrier appeals an Order of the Board, either at the ALJ level or Board level
on appeal. See Oregon State Bar Books Workers Compensation section 21.1: “The
specific statutes authorizing the award of attorney fees and penalties are ORS
656.262(11), 656.268(5)(d), 656.307(6)(h), 656.308(2)(d), 656.385(1)–(2), and 656.285–
656.388. The Workers’ Compensation Board (WCB) rules governing attorney fees are
found under the Board Rules of Practice and Procedure for Contested Cases Under the
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Amber Hollister
David Hytowitz
Andrew Long; Jerri Shay
Re: CSF Claims
Thursday, September 17, 2020 2:17:34 PM

Mr. Long,
If you have information you would like me to share with the Board, please submit it by email
to Jerri Shay no later than 5:00pm next Monday, Sept 21 and it will be provided to Board
members prior to their September 25 meeting.
Amber Hollister
On Sep 17, 2020, at 2:01 PM, David Hytowitz <dhytowitz@gmail.com> wrote:


Mr. Long:
I respond to your email today.
The procedures for the CSF are in the OSB Bylaws Article 21 and provided for in
ORS 9.615-9.665. I am not in a position to advise on what appeal process you can
take, if any. As a member of the Client Security Fund Committee, assigned to
investigate and report on claims submitted, I independently review all material
submitted by all parties to the claim and assess each one independently to report
to the committee for its consideration. It is a process that has been in operation
since the fund was created by law in 1967. Approved claims by the committee in
an amount off $5000 or greater are then submitted to the OSB Board of
Governors for their consideration and approval or denial.
I suggest, if you have further questions or concerns that you contact Ms. Hollister
or Ms. Shay at the OSB. I have copied them on this email.
David A. Hytowitz
David A. Hytowitz LLC
Arbitration and Mediation
Client Security Fund Committee member
On Thu, Sep 17, 2020 at 12:39 PM Andrew Long <andrewlongpdx@gmail.com>
wrote:
Mr. Hytowitz I know this is late, so I'm not going to bother with the documentation. I had to
file my Oregon Supreme Court brief by yesterday, and I really could not afford
the time to deal with these CSF claims until that was in.
I am not sure what the process is regarding the claims that require BOG
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approval. If you can advise me, I may give my input at that level.
I think it is obscene, frankly, to be paying the Mitchells for what was actually
successful representation -- Hennigan acknowledged that they recovered on the
case I initiated, for example.
But, I recognize some of that has passed. Please let me know if there is still an
opportunity for input to make a difference.
Andrew Long
Phone/text: 503-479-8654
Email: andrewlongpdx@gmail.com
This message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain information that is
PRIVILEGED, CONFIDENTIAL and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this message is not the
intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please notify us immediately. Thank you.

On Thu, Sep 3, 2020 at 1:06 PM David Hytowitz <dhytowitz@gmail.com>
wrote:
I need to get the reports in by Tuesday. I have read the entire six day hearing
where the claims were testified to by the people making claims and yourself.
Plus copies of Billings etc per my prior email. What additional documents do
you have?
Dave Hytowitz
On Thu, Sep 3, 2020 at 12:34 PM Andrew Long
<andrewlongpdx@gmail.com> wrote:
Mr. Hytowitz Yes, I have more documentation. It will be a few days before I can dig them
out and send.
Andrew
On Mon, Aug 31, 2020, 3:29 PM David Hytowitz <dhytowitz@gmail.com>
wrote:
Mr. Long:
I have read the materials sent to me on the three cases assigned to me,
which includes the six day hearing transcript, your testimony and
argument and presentation of witnesses: Taffess, Mitchell (contract
case/ADA etc) and Mitchell (Workers' Comp case). I read the entire
transcript of the six days.  
For the cases submitted and reviewed, there are limited billings and
financial information from your office. Do you have any
additional billings for the work done, payment ledgers or receipts of funds
paid either as deposited with you or paid per a bill or agreement to deposit
additional funds? Do you have any proof of payment of any costs on
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those claims by your office such as filing fees, brief printing etc and
accounting for them by receipt and payment from your trust or other
accounts. Do you have the pleadings you filed in the three cases?
If so, please get the material to me within three days of this date.
I intend to draft my reports on the three cases so that they can be
considered at the next CSF meeting if possible.
Dave Hytowitz
David A. Hytowitz LLC
Arbitration and Mediation
503.719.9000
dhytowitz@gmail.com
On Fri, Aug 21, 2020 at 5:42 PM David Hytowitz
<dhytowitz@gmail.com> wrote:
Sir:
Thank you for your email. I have been dealing with a few issues so
have not started my review yet. I received three claims, which involve
two of your clients, as you note. I will grind through all the
paperwork sent to me and contact you if I have questions. I do not
prejudge these cases when I assess them. Though you indicate the
Taffessee case should be paid, I need to fully review the file to outline
for the committee the reasons for such a recommendation and how it
does or does not fit the criteria rules of the Fund.
Very truly yours,
Dave Hytowitz
David A. Hytowitz LLC
Arbitration and Mediation
503.719.9000
dhytowitz@gmail.com
On Thu, Aug 13, 2020 at 10:50 AM Andrew Long
<andrewlongpdx@gmail.com> wrote:
Mr. Hytowitz -I understand that you were recently assigned two CSF claims related
to my law practice. I want to let you know that I probably have
relevant information.
You will likely encounter, if you have not already, an image of me
that is entirely false (and I do mean entirely) that was intentionally
created to attack me through the OSB disciplinary process, and I am
still dealing with that.
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My general views, which are well-informed and can be explained
with documentation, are that Tafessee should be paid in full and
Mitchells should not be paid at all. There are several reasons, but the
key factors for me are that the Mitchells created a lot of their own
problems with respect to the money they spent on me and others to
evaluate claims that were largely of their own making, and, according
to the testimony of the lawyer they hired to attack me and make this
claim, they recovered money in the primary litigation I commenced
for them, not to mention several other advantages they acquired
because of my work for them. Oh, and I survived a motion to dismiss
for them on a very convoluted set of papers and facts that they
brought me.
Taffessee is different. She is a true innocent who got damaged
severely by a bad actor. I was fully prepared to see her through to full
compensation for the $5,000 she was able to pay me upfront (which
she received from a local nonprofit), but the Bar literally stopped me
from practicing mid-stream. This woman did not have a functional
home anymore because of the actions of the contractor I filed suit
against, but the suit is completely useless without an attorney to
pursue it (the woman hardly speaks English and cannot do this pro
se). The Bar stopped me, so maybe they should pay for it but it
very clearly is not the client's fault and it seems to me that a bunch of
lawyers can sort out fault later but this woman likely needs the money
very badly and should receive it as soon as possible. She has no other
money, and I do not know anyone who was willing to take it over for
free. If she can recover the $5,000, she may be able to find someone
who would do what I was trying to do for her (if is not too late) and at
least have a functional home again. I think I could have done a lot
better than that for her, but that is only one of a great many
grievances that I have against the Bar and some others and all of that
will be years or more to resolve.
For purposes of this individual, however, I would strongly endorse
giving her a full payout for the reasons stated. I will provide further
information and documentation on request.  
Also can back-up my views on the Mitchells. While I have some
empathy for them, I do not think their situation warrants a CSF
payout that is exceptional in any way and they simply don't meet the
criteria.
Thanks.
Andrew Long
Phone/text: 503-479-8654
Email: andrewlongpdx@gmail.com
This message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain
information that is PRIVILEGED, CONFIDENTIAL and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the
reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for delivering the
message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this
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communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us
immediately. Thank you.

-Dave Hytowitz
David A. Hytowitz LLC
Arbitration and Mediation
503.719.9000
dhytowitz@gmail.com

-Dave Hytowitz
David A. Hytowitz LLC
Arbitration and Mediation
503.719.9000
dhytowitz@gmail.com
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OREGON STATE BAR
Board of Governors Agenda
Meeting Date:
Memo Date:
From:
Re:
1.

September 25, 2020
September 15, 2020
Courtney C. Dippel, Disciplinary Counsel
Disciplinary/Regulatory Counsel’s Status Report

Decisions Received.
a. Supreme Court

Since the Board of Governors met in June 2020, the Supreme Court took the following
action in disciplinary matters:


Issued an order in In re Timothy MPM Pizzo, accepting this St. Helens lawyer’s
stipulation to a 9-month suspension.



Accepted the Form B resignation from Bend lawyer Margaret Parker Washburn.



Accepted the Form B resignation from Bend lawyer Mary J. Grimes.

b. Disciplinary Board
One Disciplinary Board trial panel opinion has been issued since June 2020.


In re Thomas Daniel O’Neil of Salem (60-day suspension).

In addition to this trial panel opinion, the Adjudicator approved stipulations for discipline
in: In re Stefanie Burke of Medford (reprimand), In re Leonard R. Berman of Portland (reprimand),
In re John A. Walsh of Portland (30-day suspension).
The Adjudicator approved BR 7.1 suspensions in: In re Donald E. Oliver of Redmond (two
matters).
2.

Decisions Pending.
The following matters are pending before the Supreme Court:
In re Christopher K. Skagen – (reciprocal discipline matter) disbarment;
respondent appealed; oral argument September 16, 2020
In re Andrew Long 2 – disbarment; respondent appealed; awaiting briefs
In re Brian Conry – 30-day suspension; respondent appealed; awaiting
briefs
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In re Erik Graeff – 3-year suspension; OSB appealed; awaiting briefs
In re W. Frank Elsasser – Form B pending

The following matters are under advisement before the Adjudicator of the Disciplinary
Board:
In re Foster A. Glass – BR 3.2 petition pending, hearing October 2, 2020
The following matters are under advisement before a trial panel of the Disciplinary
Board:
In re Sara Lynn Allen – sanctions memo filed September 1, 2020
3.

Trials.
The following matters are on our trial docket in coming weeks/months:
In re Richard F. Alway – September 29-30, 2020
In re Marlin D. Ard – October 13-16, 2020
In re Gary B. Bertoni – October 20-23, 2020
In re John Bassett – October 26-27, 2020
In re Melissa Blythe Jaffe – November 16-17, 2020
In re William Chika Igbokwe – December 3-4, 2020
In re Donald R. Slayton – December 8-11, 2020
In re Leonard D. DuBoff – January 11-13, 2021

4.

Diversions.
The following diversion agreements have been entered into since June 2020:
None.

5.

Admonitions.

The SPRB issued 5 letters of admonitions since June 2020. The outcome in these matters
is as follows:
-

3 lawyers have accepted their admonitions;
0 lawyers have rejected their admonition;
0 lawyers have asked for reconsiderations;
2 lawyers have time in which to accept or reject their admonition.
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New Matters.

Below is a table of complaint numbers in 2020, compared to prior years, showing both
complaints (first #) and the number of lawyers named in those complaints (second #):
MONTH
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
TOTALS

2016
30/30
38/38
28/30
26/26
27/30
38/39
41/42
28/28
25/25
39/39
26/27
25/28
371/382

2017
17/17
49/49
19/20
22/22
48/51
19/20
31/31
24/27
15/15
37/37
36/40
27/28
344/357

2018
34/34
25/25
33/33
31/32
38/39
37/37
40/42
14/14
18/19
36/36
24/24
13/14
343/349

2019
13/13
20/20
24/24
43/44
36/36
20/20
24/25
21/25
40/41
38/39
29/31
9/9
317/327

2020
23/24
24/25
11/11
12/12
21/22
16/16
17/18
16/16

140/144

As of September 1, 2020, there were 165 new matters awaiting disposition by Disciplinary
Counsel staff or the SPRB. Of these matters, 27% are less than three months old, 16% are three
to six months old, and 57% are more than six months old. Eleven of these matters were on the
August SPRB agenda.
CCD/rlh
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2019
Annual Report
Client Assistance Office
January 1, 2019 to December 31, 2019
Report to the Oregon Supreme Court
Linn D. Davis
CAO Manager
Assistant General Counsel

Daniel P. Atkinson
Assistant General Counse

Sarra M. Yamin
Assistant General Counsel

Karen Graham
Intake Coordinator

Jennifer Mount
Intake Specialist
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I. OVERVIEW
This report covers the operations of the Oregon State
Bar Client Assistance Office (CAO) from January 1, 2019,
through December 31, 2019. During that period, CAO
logged 1,971 new inquiries. Thousands more received
telephone assistance that was not formally logged.
Consistent with prior years, most inquiries came from
clients. The most common subjects involved concerns
about a lawyer’s competence, diligence, honesty or level of
communication.
CAO’s review of inquiries serves the purposes of providing
information and response to public concerns, and
permits Oregon State Bar Disciplinary Counsel to focus
investigation and prosecution resources where they are
needed. CAO resolved 1,930 logged inquiries in 2019.
(2018 1,947) About 55% (56%) were dismissed for lack
of sufficient evidence to support a referral to Disciplinary
Counsel. Over 12% (13%) were referred to Disciplinary
Counsel for further evaluation. In the remaining matters,
CAO provided information to inquirers, referred inquirers to
appropriate resources, or assisted inquirers to resolve the
concerns that had prompted an inquiry.
CAO provides inquirers with a written explanation for
dismissals and notifies inquirers of the ability to request
review by Oregon State Bar General Counsel. Most
inquirers (74%) did not request review. In 2019, over 98%
of CAO dismissals reviewed by General Counsel were
affirmed.

II. CAO OPERATION IN 2019
CAO is established as an office separate from the bar’s
Disciplinary Counsel and reports to the bar’s General
Counsel. In 2019, CAO was staffed by three full time
lawyers and two full time administrative support staff, with
one of the lawyers serving as manager. For about half
of 2019, a part time lawyer assisted CAO in addressing
backlog resulting from the 2018 departure of a staff lawyer
who moved to another state, and the need to train her
eventual replacement.
Pursuant to BR 2.5(a), to the extent resources permit, the
staff of the CAO responds to all inquiries from the public
concerning the conduct of lawyers in Oregon. CAO accepts
inquiries in writing, by telephone, email, fax, or in person.
As permitted by BR 2.5(a), CAO requires that any inquiry
that warrants a response from a lawyer must be put in
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writing (or given equivalent concrete form), in order to
accurately document the inquirer’s concerns and give the
responding lawyer adequate notice of them. CAO provides
reasonable accommodation to people who are unable
to communicate in writing and works with the bar’s ADA
Coordinator to accommodate persons with disabilities.
CAO handled a total of nearly 12,000 incoming and
outgoing telephone calls in 2019. The great majority of
telephone inquiries are not logged due to the volume of
calls and limited staff resources. Additionally, a significant
portion of those calls related to inquiries previously logged
or other bar business.
In response to telephone inquiries, lawyer and nonlawyer staff provide information to assist the public with
concerns about legal services. Most telephone-only
inquiries do not require active intervention or further
assistance from CAO after the initial response. The majority
of telephone-only inquiries involve questions regarding:
(1) standards governing lawyer conduct; (2) reasonable
client expectations; (3) means for addressing issues with
a lawyer, such as a dispute over fees or a perceived
lack of communications; (4) obligations of a lawyer upon
termination of representation; (5) the jurisdiction of the bar;
and (6) the process of initiating a bar inquiry. Inquirers
may also seek legal advice or other assistance that CAO
is unable to provide. When possible, CAO staff refers
inquirers to resources within or outside the bar that might
be able to provide additional assistance.
CAO logs all written inquiries into an electronic database
and assigns inquiry numbers. Telephone inquiries that
require CAO staff action after the call are often logged as
well. In 2019, CAO logged 1,971 (1,968) inquiries.
Pursuant to BR 2.5(b), CAO lawyers evaluate or resolve
written inquiries. In practice, that evaluation involves
collecting information and seeking a response from the
subject lawyer to those concerns which may implicate
misconduct.1 CAO provides all substantive information
submitted by a party to the other party or parties to the
inquiry, who may be asked to comment upon it. CAO may
also seek information from additional sources, such as
court records or witnesses.

1

“Misconduct” means any conduct which may subject an attorney
to discipline under the Bar Act or the rules of professional conduct
adopted by the Supreme Court. BR 1.1(s).

2
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BR 2.5(b) authorizes the following dispositions:
(1) If CAO determines that, even if true, an inquiry does
not allege misconduct, the inquiry is dismissed with
written notice to the parties;
(2) If CAO determines that there is sufficient evidence
to support a reasonable belief that misconduct may
have occurred, the inquiry is referred to Disciplinary
Counsel for further evaluation as a grievance.
Otherwise, the inquiry is dismissed with written
notice to the parties;
(3) At the request of the inquirer, CAO may contact
an attorney and attempt to assist in resolving
the inquirer’s concerns. The provision of such
assistance does not preclude a referral to
Disciplinary Counsel.
In 2019, CAO lawyers disposed of about 1,930 (1,947)
inquiries: 1,052 (1,066) were dismissed, 234 (253) referred
to Disciplinary Counsel for further consideration, and
138 (111) resolved with CAO assistance. (Table 5). The
remainder were provided information and/or referred to
other resources or agencies.
When an inquiry is referred to Disciplinary Counsel, CAO
notifies the parties in writing. A CAO lawyer also sends
Disciplinary Counsel a brief confidential memo containing
legal analysis regarding the basis for the referral.
For each dismissal on the merits, CAO provides a written
explanation to the inquirer and subject lawyer and notifies
the inquirer that, pursuant to BR 2.5(c), the dismissal of
an inquiry is subject to review by General Counsel upon
written request. General Counsel review is final.
CAO continues to speedily and accurately resolve most
inquiries. In 2019, CAO resolved over 55% (about 56%) of
logged inquiries within 30 days or less. Over 81% (almost
83%) were resolved within 180 days. (Table 6.) To help
ensure consistency and quality of review, CAO staff meets
regularly to review cases and procedures. Over 98% of
CAO dismissals were affirmed on review. The others were
referred to Disciplinary Counsel as provided by BR 2.5(c).
CAO review of inquiries serves valuable purposes. Review
ensures that public concerns about lawyers are heard and
responded to. Inquirers are able to obtain a response to
concerns about a lawyer’s conduct and respondent lawyers
are afforded a forum to respond. The dismissal of inquiries
that lack sufficient evidence of misconduct enables
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Disciplinary Counsel to focus resources on appropriate
matters.
In addition to responding to and evaluating inquiries, CAO
staff lawyers also contribute to the bar’s efforts to assist
lawyers to meet their professional responsibilities. CAO
lawyers offered hundreds of hours presenting continuing
legal education programs, serving bar sections, writing for
legal publication, and answering OSB Legal Ethics Helpline
calls.

III. CAO STATISTICAL INFORMATION
Between January 1, 2019 and December 31, 2019, CAO
kept statistics regarding the following aspects of our logged
inquiries.
Table 1: SOURCE OF COMPLAINT OR INQUIRY
Most matters originated from clients inquiring or
complaining about their own attorneys.
Source of Inquiry
Client
Opposing Party
Third Party
Opposing Counsel
Judge
OSB
Self-report
General Inquiry
(not directed at a specific lawyer)
General Client Assistance
(not seeking action against a lawyer)
Other/Unknown

Number
816
372
222
44
7
3
1

Percent
42.6%
19.4%
11.6%
2.3%
0.4%
0.2%
0.05%

129

6.7%

105
216

5.5%
11.3%

More inquiries were received electronically (928 or 48.4%)
than by mail (702 or 36.7%) or in person (38 or 1.98%).
Some telephone calls requiring follow up assistance were
logged as inquiries (218 or 11.38%).
Table 2: PRIMARY SUBJECT OF INQUIRY
Most inquirers express multiple concerns. The primary
concerns expressed involved perceived lack of adequate
competence, diligence, honesty or communication. CAO
staff engages in efforts to educate and remind lawyers
about these issues through bar publications, continuing
legal education programs, and other contacts with our
membership.
4
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Primary Subject of
Complaint or Inquiry
Number
Communication
198
Competence or Diligence
185
Quality of Services
(not involving misconduct)
178
General Information
171
Dishonesty or Misrepresentation
171
Return Client File
116
General Client Assistance
101
Fee Dispute, Excessive or Illegal Fees
72
Improper Conduct by
Criminal Prosecutor
69
Conduct Prejudicial to Justice
56
Conduct Outside of Legal Bounds
45
Client Conflict – Current
40
36
Legal Advice
Improper Withdrawal
32
Preserving/Accounting for Funds/
Property
31
Rude Behavior
28
24
Client Conflict – Former
Criminal Conduct
24
Improper Disclosure of
Confidential Information
24
Unauthorized Practice of Law
20
16
Conflict – Personal Interest
Improper Contact with Represented Party 14
Fee – Retainer Inquiry
13
Malpractice
10
Judicial Fitness
8
Lawyer Debts
5
Ex Parte Communication
5
False or Misleading Advertising
3
Firm Name or Letterhead
2
Improper Lawyer to Lawyer
2
Communication
Improperly Threatening
Criminal Prosecution
2
Conflict – Lawyer as Witness
1
Sexual Relations with a Client
1
Other/Miscellaneous
212

Percent
10.3%
9.7%
9.3%
8.9%
8.9%
6.1%
5.3%
3.8%
3.6%
2.9%
2.4%
2.1%
1.9%
1.7%
1.6%
1.5%
1.3%
1.3%
1.3%
1.0%
0.9%
0.7%
0.7%
0.5%
0.4%
0.3%
0.3%
0.2%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
11.1%

Table 3: TYPE OF MATTER GIVING RISE TO THE INQUIRY
CAO statistics show year after year that criminal law
practice is most likely to generate an inquiry, with domestic
relations the next most likely. Together, criminal law and
domestic relations matters account for almost half of all
inquiries received.
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Type of Matter
Number
Criminal
658
Domestic Relations
209
Civil Dispute
100
Litigation
82
Personal Injury
70
Probate
49
Landlord/Tenant
48
Juvenile
47
Estate Planning
39
Guardianship or Conservatorship
27
Business
26
Real Estate
25
Labor and Employment
22
Bankruptcy
21
Social Security
21
Debt Collection
19
15
Immigration
Elder Law
12
Workers Compensation
11
Arbitration
7
Land Use
6
4
Tax
Trust Account
1
Adoption
1
Paternity
1
Other or Unknown
228

Percent
37.6%
12.0%
5.7%
4.7%
4.0%
2.8%
2.7%
2.7%
2.2%
1.5%
1.5%
1.4%
1.3%
1.2%
1.2%
1.1%
0.9%
0.7%
0.6%
0.4%
0.3%
0.2%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
13.0%

Table 4: SIZE OF FIRM OF THE LAWYER SUBJECT OF COMPLAINT OR INQUIRY
The bar’s Board of Governors asked CAO to track
information that might show whether a correlation exists
between the size of a lawyer's firm and the number
of inquiries received by CAO. Inquiries about solo
practitioners show a further reduction from 72% in 2017 to
69% in 2018 and 67% in 2019. Inquiries about lawyers in
mid-size firms slightly increased from 6% in 2018 to 8.1% of
the total in 2019.
Firm Size
Solo
2–5
6–10
11–25
26+

6

Percent of Active
Oregon Members
54.3%
14.9%
8.5%
11.1%
11.1%

Number of
Inquiries
1283
251
111
155
115

Percent of
Inquiries
67.0%
13.1%
5.8%
8.1%
6.0%
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Table 5: DISPOSITION (Outcome)
Many dismissals and disciplinary referrals are also
accompanied by information referring the inquirer to other
agencies or programs that may be of assistance. Only
the primary element of the disposition is recorded.2 1,930
inquiries were disposed of in 2019. As in prior years, most
inquiries were resolved without referral to Disciplinary
Counsel
Disposition
Number
Dismissed
1052
Information Provided
412
Referred to Disciplinary Counsel
234
Resolved by CAO
138
Referred to Other Only
31
Referred to OSB Lawyer Referral
Service Only
20
Advised to Initiate Written Inquiry
18
Referred to Unlawful Practice of
Law Committee Only
9
4
Referred to Fee Arbitration Only
Referred to Client Security Fund Only
3
Referred to Professional Liability Fund Only
3
Referred to OPDS Only
3
Referred to OSB Public Records
Coordinator Only
1
Other
1

Percent
54.9%
21.5%
12.2%
7.2%
1.6%
1.1%
0.9%
0.5%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.1%
0.1%

Total: 1,930
Table 6: DISPOSITION (Time)
In cases where, after reviewing an inquiry, CAO requests
information from the inquirer or a written response from a
subject lawyer, the disposition time increases significantly.
In most instances, the inquirer or responding lawyer is
afforded 21 days to respond to any request for information
from CAO, and CAO often grants extensions when
inquirers or respondents seek additional time. Further
correspondence sometimes follows as the parties provide
or CAO collects other information that might help determine
whether a referral to Disciplinary Counsel is warranted.

2

“For instance, if an inquiry is referred to Disciplinary Counsel or
dismissed, that is the disposition recorded even if, as is often the
case, the inquirer is also referred to the OSB Fee Dispute Resolution
Program.
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Statistics for 2019 show that CAO staff promptly resolved
most inquiries. Nearly 67% of inquiries were disposed of
within 60 days. While on average CAO is fairly expedient,
disposition times are higher when matters are complex,
vigorously contested, or involve large amounts of
information. Even inquiries that are fairly straightforward
can be delayed by staffing issues or the overall volume of
matters. The average disposition time for all inquiries was
72 days.
Disposition Time
Number
Percent		 Avg. Time
			
(Days)
Same Day
223
11.6%
0
1-2 Days
79
4.1%
1
3-6 Days
145
7.5%
5
7-14 Days
283
14.6%
10
15-30 Days
335
17.4%
22
31-60 Days
231
12.0%
44
61-180 Days
275
14.6%
108
Over 6 months
357
18.5%
246

Average: 72 days

IV.		EXAMPLES OF CAO EFFORTS TO
		RESOLVE PROBLEMS
CAO staff may, with the permission of the inquirer, attempt
to resolve concerns. CAO intervention can help resolve
concerns before the threshold of misconduct is crossed,
or mitigate the harm of misconduct that has occurred.
CAO efforts to resolve problems may involve explaining
a lawyer’s ethical obligations to a client or encouraging
a lawyer to be mindful of complying with them. The most
frequent examples of CAO success involve addressing
lawyer-client communication and client property issues.
For instance, it is not uncommon for CAO to help a client
who needs a copy of their file from a former lawyer. CAO
contacts the lawyer, provides background on the lawyer’s
ethical obligations, and asks the lawyer to address the
client’s needs appropriately.
At times, CAO staff refers lawyers to the Oregon Attorney
Assistance Program, the OSB Professional Liability Fund,
the OSB Client Security Fund or other resources that can
assist to mitigate or avoid misconduct. CAO staff also

8
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seeks to early on identify and refer to Disciplinary Counsel
those instances where information from multiple inquirers
suggests a lawyer may be engaged in widespread or
grave misconduct that requires quick attention to avoid
further harm. Finally, as noted above, CAO lawyers assist
General Counsel to handle hundreds of calls each year
from lawyers seeking guidance regarding their ethical
obligations. Those ethics help calls are not included within
the inquiry statistics compiled for this report

V. CONCLUSION
CAO performs a valuable function in quickly responding to
public questions and concerns, and preserving disciplinary
resources for appropriate matters. In most cases, the CAO
program works to quickly assess whether disciplinary
investigation is warranted. CAO staff will continue to
monitor program measures and outcomes, and seek
continued improvements.
Respectfully submitted,
Linn D. Davis
CAO Manager and Assistant General Counsel
Oregon State Bar
Client Assistance Office
16037 SW Upper Boones Ferry Rd, Tigard, Oregon 97224
(503) 620-0222 or (800) 452-8260
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Linn D. Davis
CAO Manager and Assistant General Counsel
16037 SW Upper Boones Ferry Road
PO Box 231935
Tigard, Oregon 97281-1935
(503) 620-0222 or (800) 452-8260
www.osbar.org
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I. INTRODUCTION
This is the second Annual Report of the Disciplinary Board for 2019. The report
provides an overview and statistics of filings with the Disciplinary Board Clerk and
Disciplinary Board appointments. The report also provides an overview of the
adjudicatory process, including an analysis of the dispositions overseen by the
Adjudicator, with discussion of any significant developments over the last year.
II. CHANGES TO BAR RULES OF PROCEDURE
The Supreme Court adopted a number of amendments to the Bar Rules of
Procedure in May and October of 2019, to improve administration of the adjudicatory
system. BR 2.4(a) was amended to increase the number of Disciplinary Board members
in certain regions, based on increased population.
The Court adopted some rule changes to clarify or broaden the authority of the
Adjudicator. BR 2.2(b)(2) was amended to provide for enforcement of subpoenas issued
by Disciplinary Counsel prior to the filing of a formal complaint, to clarify the Adjudicator’s
authority. BR 2.4(e)(9) now provides a catch-all to ensure that the Adjudicator is able to
rule on all issues that arise before the filing of a formal complaint. In addition, BR
2.4(e)(13) allows the court to delegate duties under BR 3.2 [Petitions for Involuntary
Transfer to Inactive] to the Adjudicator.
After the first year of the Adjudicator’s appointment, the Bar recognized that
there were not sufficient provisions to temporarily assign the Adjudicator’s duties
to other Disciplinary Members in instances of illness, incapacity or death. To
address that concern, the Court amended BR 2.4(f)(4) to provide that at the
request of General Counsel for the Bar due to the unavailability of the Adjudicator,
a Regional Chair may perform the duties of the Adjudicator in the interim.
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Other minor procedural changes were also made to the rules. BR 4.4(b)(1) now
provides that an answer to an amended complaint is due within 14 days of service. The
Court adopted additional changes to Rules 8.1, 8.2, 8.8, and 8.12 affecting the
reinstatement process.
III. DISCIPLINARY BOARD CLERK OVERVIEW AND STATISTICS OF FILINGS
In 2019, the OSB Disciplinary Counsel’s Office (DCO) filed 40 formal complaints
with the Disciplinary Board Clerk pursuant to BR 4.1; this was 14 fewer than in 2018. Of
the 2019 complaints filed, ten formal complaints were filed involving lawyers in Region 5;
ten formal complaints were filed involving lawyers in Region 4; seven formal complaints
were filed involving lawyers from Region 7; five formal complaints were filed involving
lawyers Region 6; three formal complaints were filed involving lawyers from Region 1;
three formal complaints were filed involving lawyers from Region 7, and two formal
complaints were filed involving lawyers from Region 2.
The Adjudicator entered default orders in four cases pursuant to BR 5.8 for failure
to appear and defend (after a formal complaint was filed). In one case, the Adjudicator
entered a default order as a discovery sanction for failure to comply with an order granting
a motion to compel.
In 2019, DCO filed three BR 3.1 petitions for interlocutory suspension during
pendency of disciplinary proceedings with the Disciplinary Board Clerk. The Disciplinary
Board resolved one of these matters by consolidating the hearing with the trial on the
merits.
DCO filed two BR 3.5 petitions in 2019 seeking reciprocal discipline.

The

Adjudicator dismissed one, finding that the stipulated discipline from the State of Arizona
did not establish the requisite mental state required by the Oregon Rules of Professional
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Conduct. A stipulation resolved the other BR 3.5 petition. There was one BR 3.5 hearing
before a trial panel in January of 2019, involving a petition filed in 2018. The trial panel
disbarred respondent based upon imposition of the equivalent sanction in New Zealand.
DCO filed one BR 6.2(d) proceeding to revoke a respondent’s probation. A trial
panel dismissed the petition on the grounds that the term of probation had expired by the
time the case was argued and the case was moot.
There were 16 petitions for suspension for failure to respond to disciplinary
counsel/subpoenas pursuant to BR 7.1.

The Adjudicator signed nine orders of

administrative suspension. Seven of the petitions were withdrawn because respondents
complied with their obligations.
The Adjudicator received and approved 50 stipulations for discipline. Of these, 29
cases had been set for trial. DCO dismissed eight formal complaints before trial.
The Adjudicator issued ten written opinions in 2019. Four were the result of trials.
Six opinions were issued in cases where respondents were found in default.
The average length of time between the filing of a formal complaint and the hearing
date in 2019 was 313 days.
In 2019, the Supreme Court issued one opinion in a case involving attorney
discipline, In re Nisley, 365 Or 793, 453 P3d 529 (2019). The Court also approved two
stipulations for discipline.
IV. DISCIPLINARY BOARD OVERVIEW AND DEVELOPMENTS
The Court appoints members of the Disciplinary Board. The Disciplinary Board
consists of the Adjudicator, seven regional chairpersons, and six additional members for
each Board region located within the state of Oregon, except for Region 1, which has nine
additional members, Region 5, which has 23 additional members, Region 4, which has
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10 additional members, and Region 6, which has 11 additional members. The regional
chairpersons are attorneys. Each regional roster also contains two members who are not
attorneys (“public members”), except for Region 1, which contains three public members,
Region 5, which contains eight public members, and Regions 4 and 6, both of which
contain four public members.
With the exception of the Adjudicator, the Disciplinary Board members are all
volunteers.
Disciplinary Board members other than the Adjudicator serve terms of three years
and may be reappointed by the Court. Regional chairpersons serve in that capacity for
terms of one year, subject to reappointment by the Court.
Trial panels consist of the Adjudicator, one additional lawyer and one public
member, both of whom are from the region where the respondent lawyer practices. The
regional chairperson selects the second lawyer member and the public member who
serve with the Adjudicator.
The parties have ten days in which to file challenges to the panel members. Any
member may be challenged for cause. The parties each have one peremptory challenge,
which may be used against either panel member other than the Adjudicator. The
Adjudicator rules on the timeliness of challenges and on any challenges to other panel
members.

The regional chairperson rules on challenges for cause against the

Adjudicator.
In 2019 there were 31 trial panels appointed.

There were three peremptory

challenges filed out of the 62 volunteer panel member appointments. The Adjudicator
was not challenged for cause in 2019.
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The average number of days requested by the parties regarding the length of a
hearing was two.
V. EVALUATION OF SYSTEM OPERATION
The Disciplinary System Review Committee report from 2015 recommended the
creation of the Adjudicator position. “In making this recommendation, the Committee
considered several factors: the current system takes far too long; volunteer panel
members have to juggle preparation, attendance at the hearing, and drafting the opinion
with their professional obligations to clients; volunteer panel members do not all have
experience adjudicating disputes and often have to ‘reinvent the wheel’ on issues a
professional adjudicator would know how to handle; and the participation of a professional
adjudicator will help address the widely-held perception that the current system yields
inconsistent results and a spotty quality of opinions.” Report of the Discipline System
Review Committee, November 19, 2015, at p. 15
The introduction of the Adjudicator role into the disciplinary process has
successfully addressed these concerns.
All trial panel opinions have been issued on a timely basis. This continues to be
appreciated by both the Bar and respondents.
Litigants continue to express approval of the fact that there is a greater level of
procedural certainty. The trial hearings continue to follow the traditional trial model, but
with enough flexibility to ensure that respondents are able to present their defense in a
procedurally fair setting that is not artificially constrained by procedural strictures.
The system continues to be viewed favorably by Disciplinary Board Members.
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VI. CONCLUSION
The second year of operation under the Adjudicator model was successful. The
Bar, Adjudicator and Disciplinary Board members look forward to seeking opportunities
for system improvement in years to come.
Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Mark A. Turner
Mark A. Turner
Adjudicator
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OREGON STATE BAR
Board of Governors Agenda
Meeting Date:
From:
Re:

September 25, 2020
Colin Andries, Board Development Committee Chair
Appointment recommendations to various bar and bar-affiliated groups

Action Recommended
Approve the Board Development Committee’s recommendations for lawyer and public member
appointments to the following groups.

Background
During the Board Development Committee’s meeting on September 25 the committee selected
the following members for appointment consideration.
Disciplinary Board Appointment Recommendation
A new chair is needed for Region 2 of the Disciplinary Board. Judge Frank Alley (770110) is
recommended for appointment through December 31, 2020. The BOG’s recommendation will be sent to
the Supreme Court for consideration.
State Professional Responsibility Board Appointment Recommendation
SPRB appointments are made by the Supreme Court based on recommendations from the Board of
Governors. A chair and three new members are needed on the SPRB. The Board Development
Committee recommends Todd Grover (982443) as chair for a term ending December 31, 2021. Erin
Fennerty (080665) from region 2 and Lauren Walchli (065410) from region 4 are recommended for
member terms ending December 31, 2024. Thanh Tran (032468) from region 7 is recommended for a
member term ending December 31, 2022.
American Bar Association House of Delegates
One of Oregon’s seats to the ABA House of Delegates is vacant. Jovita Wang (105356) is recommended
for appointment to the delegate position with a term ending at the conclusion of the ABA 2022 Annual
Meeting.
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OREGON STATE BAR
Board of Governors Agenda
Meeting Date:
From:
Re:

September 25, 2020
Amber Hollister, General Counsel
CSF Claim No. 2018-08 Long (Taffese)

Action Requested
Consider Client Security Fund Committee’s recommendation that the board grant
claimant Aster Taffese’s claim of $5,000 in the matter of CSF Claim No. 2018-08 Long (Taffese).

Discussion
Claimant Taffese hired Andrew Long in June 2017 to file a complaint against a contractor
for work performed on her residence. Mr. Long accepted a $5,000 deposit for an earned on
receipt written retainer agreement and would bill at a rate of $300 per hour. Mr. Long filed a
complaint in Multnomah County, but that was rejected for failing to state it “not subject to
arbitration” in the caption. Mr. Long filed an amended complaint and a Rule 21 motion to
dismiss for failure to state a claim was filed by defendant. The motion was not resolved prior to
Mr. Long’s suspension. The investigator determined Mr. Long failed to tell Ms. Taffese when he
was suspended on December 20, 2017, did not return any funds from her retainer, and did not
respond to Ms. Taffese’s requests for the return of funds. Ms. Taffese stated that he learned of
Mr. Long’s suspension from the Bar as it had custody of Mr. Long’s practice and had secured
her file. Mr. Long never sent Ms. Taffese an accounting for the fees she paid him.
In Mr. Long’s email response to the CSF investigator’s inquiries, he agreed that he owes
Ms. Taffese money, but stated he did not have it to pay her.
Ms. Taffese’s bar complaint, along with others, resulted in a disciplinary trial in June
2019. At trial, Mr. Long explained that the reason he used the earned on receipt retainer
agreement with Ms. Taffese was so he could immediately use the funds and not have to put
them in a trust account. Mr. Long further explained if someone demanded their money back,
he would pay them with the other money collected similarly from other clients.
As a result of the disciplinary hearing in June 2019, Mr. Long was disbarred. Mr. Long
appealed and the appeal is pending.
Mr. Long has been suspended from the practice of law since December 20, 2017, on a
BR 3.1 (interim suspension during pendency of disciplinary actions); for five subsequent BR 7.1
suspensions (failure to respond to disciplinary counsel inquiries), and three BR 3.1 suspensions.
At its September 12, 2020 meeting, the Client Security Fund Committee reviewed
Claimant Taffese’s claim and unanimously voted to recommend that the Board reimburse her
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for $5,000 in loss. The Committee determined that Ms. Taffese obtained no substantial benefit
from Mr. Long’s representation of her. Claimant Taffese’s claim would not ordinarily be eligible
for reimbursement at this time, pursuant CSF Rule 2.1.6, because Mr. Long has not been found
guilty of a crime and Claimant Taffese has not obtained a civil judgment against him. The
Committee, however, voted to waive the requirement of CSF Rule 2.1.6 based on extreme
hardship. CSF Rule 2.6.
Staff recommends that the board approve the claim, consistent with the CSF
Committee’s recommendation.
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Client Security Fund
Investigative Report
Re:
Claimant:
Lawyer:
Investigator:

2018-08
Aster Taffese
E.A. Long
David A. Hytowitz
RECOMMENDATION

I recommended approval of the claim in the amount of $5000.*
*No award for any one claim can exceed $50,000. See CSF Rule 4.7.
CLAIM INVESTIGATION SUMMARY
On June 2, 2017, Aster Taffese retained Long to file a complaint against a contractor who did a
poor and incomplete repair job on her home after a fire. She is of Ethopian decent and
speaks/understands English poorly. Her brother in law was assisting her with explanations and
attending meetings with Long and spoke to him on her behalf on the phone. It appears that Long
did not explain matters to her well enough, as she did not understand all he was telling her
regarding his fees and the case. He took a “deposit” of $5000 under an “earned on receipt” section
of his written retainer agreement. In another section of the retainer agreement it said he was to
charge $300 per hour for time, which he said was the value of his time and billed for any excess
beyond the $5000 earned on receipt amount. Ms. Taffese was a modest means type of client
without other resources. He said the $300 rate was a discounted low income rate. The funds she
gave him were part of her settlement with her homeowners’ insurance to replace furniture lost in
the fire. The fire was started outside of her home by others with matches or fireworks, while she
was visiting a relative in Seattle and spread to her home.
Long eventually drafted and filed a complaint in Multnomah county. The first version was rejected
for failing to state it was “not subject to arbitration” in the caption. He then filed an amended
complaint. He may have met with Taffese and her brother in law some 7 times overall. After the
complaint was filed, Defendant filed a Rule 21 Motion to Dismiss for failure to state a claim. The
motion was not resolved prior to Mr. Long being suspended and there is no evidence he did
anything about it before his suspension. He failed to tell her when he was suspended on December
20, 2017 and failed to return any funds to her per the fee Agreement requiring fees “not applied to
costs or earned” to be refunded despite her requesting the funds. He did not respond to requests
for return of the funds. Taffese learned of his December 20, 2017 suspension when contacted by
the bar as it secured her file for her from Long’s office. She has never had an accounting for the
fees she paid him. She never understood the status of her case including its filing in court and
motion that was pending when he was suspended.
Long explained the reason he used the ”Earned on Receipt” retainer agreement to the Discipline
Trial Panel, which included Taffese’s case, was so he could immediately use the funds paid to him
and not have to put them in a Trust Account. If someone demanded their money back he would
pay them with other money collected similarly from other clients. He also used the Earned on
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Receipt Funds to fund other clients litigation etc. He explained to the Trial Panel that when he
started his practice in Oregon again in 2016, he was cash poor, had no ability to borrow, so he read
the Professional Responsibility Rules to determine how he could structure fee agreements to be
able to take advantage of the money given to him upfront. He felt his fee agreement met those
requirements. He also tried to avoid keeping money in his firm check account so would cash the
funds and keep them in a safe. Converting money received to cash was explained by Long as due
to his divorce and custody battle, with his spouse’s attorneys constantly looking at his finances to
claim he had money to pay support etc.
In an email he agrees he owes Ms. Taffese the money and does not have it to pay her. He agrees
the CSF should pay it. He also blames his emergency suspension by the Supreme Court pending
disciplinary hearing on his status as the reason he was cut off from funds to pay Ms. Taffese and
other clients—both because it cut off his “Ponzi like scheme” way of funding his practice as well
as stopped him from practicing. Ms. Taffese was one of a number of clients who filed bar
complaints as well as claims with the CSF. Long claimed that the clients only learned of the CSF
etc when the bar, through the Supreme Court, suspended him on an emergency basis and raided
his office with subpoena to take his files and other materials including client billings and bank
records. Ms. Taffese was a witness in the 6 day disciplinary hearing which resulted in Mr. Long
being disbarred by the trial panel as of September 19, 2019. There was in fact an earlier hearing
and disciplinary trial panel on 5 other clients beside those considered in the Trial Panel that
recommended disbarment dated September 19, 2019. The prior matter is on appeal still. The
September 19, 2019 disbarment is also still before the Supreme Court on Long’s appeal. I have
reviewed the entire transcript of the hearing, including the sections where Ms. Taffese testified as
well as Long’s testimony and argument regarding her and other clients who had CSF claims. He
claimed that he earned the funds paid to him even though he admitted he never completed the work
for which he was hired and in her case hurt her situation. In many of the cases, such as Taffese,
there are no billing or incomplete billing or other financial records. He blames his suspension
situation and a cadre of poor staff especially bookkeeping for his situation as well as his distraction
by his divorce, a legal issue with a paralegal from his office and court disputes with a landlord who
evicted him.
This lady got no real benefit from the services and is entitled to have her claim paid.
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
1.

The claim is timely. See CSF Rule 2.1.8.

2.

Claimant is the injured client. See CSF Rules 1.4 and 2.1.1.

3.

The loss was caused by the lawyer’s dishonest conduct. See CSF Rule 2.1.2. The bar trial panel
found the fees were unearned and should have been reimbursed. Long agrees she is entitled to
reimbursement.

4.

The loss is not covered by any similar fund in another state. See CSF Rule 2.1.3.

5.

The loss was not incurred by a financial institution covered by a “banker’s blanket bond”
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OREGON STATE BAR
Board of Governors Agenda
Meeting Date:
From:
Re:

September 25, 2020
Amber Hollister, General Counsel
CSF Claim No. 2019-6 Deveny (Karam)

Action Requested
Consider Client Security Fund Committee’s recommendation that the board grant
claimant Patricia Karam’s claim of $50,000 in the matter of CSF Claim No. 2019-6 Deveny
(Gandy).

Discussion
Claimant Karam hired Ms. Deveny to represent her in four separate matters. First, in
March 2009, Ms. Karam hired Deveny to represent her in a personal injury claim that occurred
in February 2009. Ms. Deveny agreed to a contingent fee agreement, in which she was to
receive one-third of any settlement. Ms. Deveny settled the first personal injury claim and
received a check from MetLife Auto & Home for $100,000. Despite a release being executed,
there is no record of Ms. Deveny transmitting any payment to Ms. Karam for this settlement
amount.
Second, Ms. Karam hired Ms. Deveny to represent her in a separate auto accident and a
Social Security Administration dispute. The second personal injury claim was resolved in
November 2011. Ms. Deveny received and deposited a check for $50,000 from Enumclaw
Insurance. Ms. Karam alleges that Ms. Deveny forged her signature on the check.
Third, Ms. Karam hired Ms. Deveny to represent her in a third claim against WinCo
Foods for a slip and fall. Ms. Deveny settled the matter and deposited a settlement check for
$17,500 in July 2012. Ms. Karam received a check for $13,125 from Ms. Deveny for the Winco
settlement.
Finally, Ms. Karam hired Ms. Deveny to represent her in an unspecified claim (likely a
motor vehicle accident claim) with State Farm Insurance as payor. Ms. Deveny settled that
matter and deposited $21,500 into her trust account in January 2016.
The total amount Ms. Deveny received in settlement proceeds and deposited was
$189,000. Ms. Deveny also made four payments for costs associated with the Karam matters
(on May 18, 2011 and May 16, 2016) totaling $4,719.72. In addition to the check for $13,125
from Ms. Deveny for the Winco settlement, Ms. Karam also received an unspecified “interim
payment” from Ms. Deveny for $1500. In sum total, Ms. Karam received a total of $14,625 in
payments, plus $4,719.72 in costs, out of the $125,999.97 she should have received from Ms.
Deveny for the four reported settled claims.
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Ms. Deveny resigned Form B, effective July 26, 2018, while numerous disciplinary cases
were pending; at this time, charges against her are pending in state and federal court alleging
theft, criminal mistreatment, wire fraud and tax evasion.
At its September 12, 2020 meeting, the Client Security Fund Committee reviewed
Claimant Karam’s claim and unanimously voted to recommend that the Board reimburse her
for $50,000 in loss. CSF Rule 4.7 states that claims from the Fund cannot exceed $50,000.
Claimant Karam’s claim would not ordinarily be eligible for reimbursement at this time,
pursuant CSF Rule 2.1.6, because Ms. Deveny has not been found guilty of a crime and Claimant
Karam has not obtained a civil judgment against her. The Committee, however, voted to waive
the requirement of CSF Rule 2.1.6 based on extreme hardship. CSF Rule 2.6.
Staff recommends that the board approve the claim, consistent with the CSF
Committee’s recommendation.
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CLIENT SECURITY FUND
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT
Re:
Claimant:
Attorney:
Investigator:

Claim #2019-6
Patricia D. Karam
Lori E. Deveny
Michael T. McGrath, OSB #013445
RECOMMENDATION

I recommend approval of the claim in the amount of $21,500. This amount is less than the
total losses suffered by the claimant, limited by CSF Rule 4.7, but the claims are also barred by CSF
Rule 2.1.8 (no claim for reimbursement may be approved if submitted more than six years after the
date of loss). The recommended approval does not consider possible contingency fee entitlements,
as explained below. This recommendation also does not include the Committee’s consideration of
CSF Rule 2.6 and authorization to approve a higher claim amount.
CLAIM INVESTIGATION SUMMARY
Ms. Karam’s claim was submitted on January 24, 2019. Resolution of the claim was delayed
in part because of an ongoing criminal investigation against Ms. Deveny. It appears that the claim
has been assigned / re-assigned to three committee members in that time period.
Ms. Karam1 provided materials to substantiate her professional relationship with Ms.
Deveny, the anticipated or known settlement of her claims with third parties, and the amounts
actually delivered by Ms. Deveny. The records in the Bar’s possession also verified certain
transactions to allow an estimate of the claimant’s losses due to Ms. Deveny’s actions.
Ms. Deveny was originally retained by the client on March 13, 2009 to represent her in a
personal injury claim that occurred in February 2009. Subsequently, Ms. Deveny apparently

The claimant authorized her daughter, Rosemarie El Youssef, to communicated with the CSF on her behalf. The
investigative reporter spoke with Ms. El Youssef and exchanged e-mails to clarify certain parts of Ms. Karam’s claim.
To the extent that “Ms. Karam” is referenced as an information source, it is very possible that the actual statement or
document was produced by her daughter.

1
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extended her representation to include a separate injury / automobile accident lawsuit and a dispute
between Ms. Karam and the Social Security Administration. It is not clear whether these latter two
matters were subject to a different retainer agreement, but there are correspondence and
transactional documents that indicate Ms. Deveny was performing work with Ms. Karam’s consent.
The initial claim was resolved by a $100,000 settlement paid by the defendants’ insurance
carrier, MetLife Auto & Home. A release of all claims was executed on November 24, 2009 and Ms.
Deveny received check #002334776 at some point thereafter (the transmittal references the date of
loss, but a copy of the actual check is not available). According to a search, it is not clear whether
Ms. Deveny deposited these funds into her office’s accounts or someplace else. There is no record
of a payment, less her contingent fee and any cost advances, in the 2009 – 2010 time frame. Ms.
Karam did not disclose the receipt of funds from Ms. Deveny or anyone else.
A second personal injury claim was resolved on or about November 15, 2011. Ms. Deveny’s
bank records identify a $50,000 deposit from Enumclaw Insurance on that date. Ms. Karam alleges
that the attorney forged her signature on the check. See May 23, 2019 Information (specifically,
Counts 8 – 11) in Multnomah County Circuit Court case #19CR33784. A third claim against Winco
Foods (what was described as a “slip and fall”) resulted in a $17,500 deposit on July 9, 2012. Finally,
there is an unspecified claim involving State Farm Insurance as payor – a $21,500 deposit was made
to Ms. Deveny’s trust account on January 26, 2016. Ms. Karam’s daughter was generally aware of all
four claims, but did not have details.
The total amount received by Ms. Deveny, between the three confirmed deposits and the
MetLife release and check, is $189,000. There is no information about any “claim” payout related to
any work Ms. Deveny performed for the client in connection with the Social Security
Administration. It may be that Ms. Deveny committed malpractice by failing to timely appeal an
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SSA administrative ruling, which may explain. There is no record that any of the other civil claims
proceeded to arbitration or trial.
Under the March 9, 2009 Retainer Agreement, Ms. Deveny was entitled to a 33 1/3%
contingent fee for settlement of claims prior to trial. Applying that rate, Ms. Karam should have
received $127,896.30 from the four reported claim settlements. However, Ms. Deveny’s Retainer
Agreement also requires the client to repay the attorney for “all costs and expenses relating to the
case, regardless of outcome.” The records suggest that Ms. Deveny made four payments for costs
between May 18, 2011 and May 16, 2016. These total $4,719.72 – the final debit was payable to
Gleaves Swearingen Trust (this is a Eugene law firm). Ms. Karam has no idea why this debit was
made or what role Gleaves Swearingen, LLP played in her litigation or claims.
Assuming those four debits are all that were made on Ms. Karam’s behalf (no itemized
statement was provided), Ms. Karam was entitled to receive $123,176.58 from the four reportedly
settled claims. Ms. Deveny’s file reveals that Ms. Karam received a check for $13,125 on September
4, 2012 (with reference to the Winco injury settlement). Ms. Deveny also sent a $1,500 check to Ms.
Karam on February 22, 2011 (per the timing, this could only relate back to the claims involving
MetLife or Enumclaw Insurance). With the $1,500 check, Ms. Deveny wrote that, “I am releasing a
portion of your proceeds (even though I am not supposed to – don’t tell) so that you can afford to
get the MRI.” The memo line of the check itself includes “Interim proceeds.”
Thus, assuming that these were the only funds released to the client, Ms. Karam received
$14,625 of the $123,176.58 expected. Her loss is $108,551.58 absent any other evidence or
explanation. Ms. Karam’s CSF application suggests that she has or had $23,000 in medical bills that
Ms. Deveny was expected to pay from the settlement proceeds. Substantiating evidence
(documents) was not included in the CSF investigative file, but may exist elsewhere.
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Application of CSF Rule 2.1.8: The only timely claim (State Farm Insurance, deposit made
on January 26, 2016) is limited to $21,500. This could be subject to Ms. Deveny’s 33 1/3%
contingency fee, assuming that (a) a retainer was executed and (b) the rate was unchanged from the
March 13, 2009 version actually signed by Ms. Deveny and Ms. Karam. If the contingency fee is
applied, Ms. Karam’s claim is reduced to $14,333.33.
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
1.

Only one claim is timely pursuant to CSF Rule 2.1.8.

2.

The claimant was the injured client.

3.

The loss was caused by the lawyer’s dishonest conduct.

4.

The loss is not covered by a similar fund in another state.

5.

The loss was not incurred by a financial institution covered by a “banker’s blanket bond” or
similar insurance or surety contract.

6.

The loss did arise from, and was because of, an established lawyer-client relationship. It
should be noted that there is no separate Retainer Agreement for this specific claim, but
there is sufficient information in the record to confirm that Ms. Deveny was performing
as attorney for the client through 2016.

7.

CSF Rule 2.1.6 includes four subparts:
(i)

Ms. Deveny has been charged, but has not yet been convicted of a crime. Her
trial in Multnomah County is tentatively scheduled to begin in February 2021.

(ii)

The claimant did not obtain a civil judgment against Ms. Deveny.

(iii)

It is unknown whether the claimant holds an “allowed claim” against Ms. Deveny’s
probate or bankruptcy estate.

(iv)
8.

Not applicable, as claimed loss exceeds $5,000.

The claimant alleges that she periodically communicated with Ms. Deveny over the years
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regarding her legal matters. There was no specific statement, either way, that such
communications did or did not occur in 2015 – 2016 in connection with the only timely
claim submission. Ms. Deveny’s client file does not include correspondence after
(approximately) 2015.
9.

The loss did arise from the lawyer’s practice of law in Oregon.

10.

CSF Rule 2.2 allows reimbursement of a “legal fee” in three circumstances:
(i)

Ms. Deveny clearly provided some legal services in 2015 – 2016 since there was a
resulting $21,500 settlement paid by State Farm Insurance. This does not support
reimbursement of a legal fee.

(ii)

Because the records and client file available to the investigator are so sparse, there
is no way to determine if Ms. Deveny’s legal services were “minimal or insignificant.”
One may argue that it is the lawyer’s burden to demonstrate the amount or quality of
the legal services provided. However, personal injury contingency fee agreements
(such as the one previously signed by the claimant and Ms. Deveny) generally do not
require any standard for which to measure the lawyer’s effectiveness beyond the
economic outcome – win and get paid, lose and get nothing.

(iii)

No judicial officer or fee arbitration panel has established that the claimant is
entitled to recover a legal fee from Ms. Deveny. This Committee may wish to
consider the lack of a formal retainer agreement or professional services contract
and the minimal information available surrounding the underlying claim, Ms.
Deveny’s efforts, and the claimant’s expectations with respect to a lawyer fee,
cost advances or reimbursements, etc.

11.

The claimant did not receive equivalent legal services from another attorney without cost.
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Application of CSF Rule 2.6: The Committee may recognize that this case involves
“extreme hardship” or “special and unusual circumstances” and if so, may approve a claim that is
otherwise not compliant with CSF Rules 2.1 – 2.5.
The magnitude of the alleged losses may rightfully be characterized as extreme or unusual.
If the Committee approves only the one timely claim submission, Ms. Karam would receive less
than the amount she must purportedly pay for medical expenses. That could constitute an extreme
hardship.
On the other hand, there has been no real explanation why Ms. Karam would continue to
work with Ms. Deveny for several years while receiving little or no payment for her claims ($14,625
in total). She did not provide this investigator with exemplars of letters, e-mails, or other
correspondence inquiring about the status of her case and any settlements – there are some included
in the materials obtained from Ms. Deveny that corroborate that some communications occurred, but
it is reasonable to ask why Ms. Karam or her family members were not more aggressive. This is
especially true when one considers that the first two claims were resolved for $150,000 and of that
amount, Ms. Karam only received $1,500 as “interim proceeds.”
Of course, Ms. Karam is not an attorney and may not be familiar with the law and her own
role and responsibility to protect herself and keep herself apprised of her legal proceedings. She
may have thought, like many lay persons, that her lawyer is supposed to protect her and is to be
trusted due to the special relationship created. Clearly, she was not the only person that Ms. Deveny
is alleged to have taken advantage of.
All points considered, if the Committee considers CSF Rule 2.6 and is inclined to approve
additional sums, I would still recommend payment not to exceed $50,000 pursuant to CSF Rule 4.7.

s/ Michael T. McGrath

DATED: September 9, 2020
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OREGON STATE BAR
Board of Governors Agenda
Meeting Date:
From:
Re:

September 25, 2020
Amber Hollister, General Counsel
CSF Claim No. 2020-2 Deveny (Saribekian)

Action Requested
Consider Client Security Fund Committee’s recommendation that the board grant
claimant Yerem Saribekian’s claim of $7,768.02 in the matter of CSF Claim No. 2020-2 Deveny
(Saribekian).

Discussion
Claimant Saribekian hired Ms. Deveny to represent him in a personal injury claim that
occurred in January 2015. It appears Ms. Deveny agreed to a contingent fee agreement, in
which she was to receive one-third of any settlement. Ms. Deveny settled the claim and
received a check from Gallagher Bassett for $10,000 in November 2016. Mr. Saribekian
received $7,000 from Ms. Deveny and cashed that check on May 11, 2017. Ms. Deveny also
received three checks from Geico Insurance for PIP payments totaling $3,638.88, and a
settlement check for $7,161.57 from Geico in November 2016 noted as uninsured motorist
coverage. Ms. Deveny paid $26.50 in case expenses and paid $289.73 to Mr. Saribekian.
The total amount of settlement checks Ms. Deveny received and deposited was
$17,161.57. Mr. Saribekian should have received 2/3 of the total $17,161.57 or $11,441.05 plus
the entire amount of the PIP checks ($3,638.88) = $15,079.93, minus the $7,000 and $289.73
checks he received minus the $26.50 case expenses, for a total of $7,763.69.
Ms. Deveny resigned Form B, effective July 26, 2018, while numerous disciplinary cases
were pending; at this time, charges against her are pending in state and federal court alleging
theft, criminal mistreatment, wire fraud and tax evasion.
At its September 12, 2020 meeting, the Client Security Fund Committee
reviewed Claimant Saribekian’s claim and unanimously voted to recommend that the Board
reimburse him for $7,763.69 in loss. Claimant Saribekian’s claim would not ordinarily be
eligible for reimbursement at this time, pursuant CSF Rule 2.1.6, because Ms. Deveny has not
been found guilty of a crime and Claimant Saribekian has not obtained a civil judgment against
her. The Committee, however, voted to waive the requirement of CSF Rule 2.1.6 based on
extreme hardship. CSF Rule 2.6.
Staff recommends that the board approve the claim, consistent with the CSF
Committee’s recommendation.
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Oregon State Bar
Meeting of the Board of Governors
Open Session Agenda Minutes
June 26, 2020
President Liani Reeves called the open session meeting to order at 1:04 p.m. on June 26, 2020. The meeting
adjourned at 5:12 p.m. Members present from the Board of Governors were Colin Andries, Adrian Brown,
Chris Costantino, Kate Denning, Eric Foster, Kamron Graham, John Grant, Bik-Na Han, Ryan Hunt, Eddie
Medina, Rob Milesnick, Joe Piucci, Kyra Rohner, and David Wade. Not present were Jenny Cooke, Joseph
Hesbrook, Michael Rondeau, and Traci Rossi. From the PLF, Nena Cook, CEO attended along with Betty Lou
Morrow, CFO, and Megan Livermore from the BOD. Staff present were Helen Hierschbiel, Amber Hollister,
Mike Williams, Susan Grabe, Kay Pulju, Catherine Petrecca, and Dani Edwards. Mae Lee Browning, Sarah
Radcliffe, and Monica Goracke attended as guests.
1. Call to Order
2. President’s Report [Liani Reeves]
A. President Reeves asked each board member to share how they are doing given the current
situation.
B.

Creation of OSB Awards ad hoc Selection Committee

President Reeves created a committee to review nominations for the bar’s annual awards and develop
recommendations for the full board. Colin Andries, Kate Denning, Kamron Graham, Adrian Brown, and
John Grant volunteered to serve on the committee. [Exhibit A]
3. CEO Report [Helen Hierschbiel]
Helen Hierschbiel presented the board with an update on operational and staffing changes in light of
budget constraints as a result of the COVID-19 impact.
4. 2020 Strategic Areas of Focus
A.

Diversity, Equity & Inclusion Discussion
1.

Diversity Advisory Council Board of Governor liaisons [Liani Reeves]

The OSB will create its next three-year Diversity Action Plan this year. Jon Puente has been retained
to assist the Diversity Advisory Council in creating the plan. BOG members will also participate on
the council to continue BOG accountability. BOG members serving on the council will include the Bar
president, president-elect, Board Development Committee chair, Board Development Committee
vice-chair, and a public member chosen by the president.
2.

Implicit Bias Self-Assessment [Liani Reeves]

Board members discussed their experience and thoughts participating in the Harvard implicit bias
tests.
3.

Follow-up discussion from November retreat

Board Development Committee members, Adrian Brown and Kamron Graham, led a discussion about
what BOG members can do to model the values of the Oregon State Bar around diversity, equity and
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inclusion. Board members watched a short video clip on the importance of taking action and then
each member shared their actions, thoughts, and goals on this topic.
5. BOG Committees
A.

Policy and Governance Committee [David Wade]
1. OSB Bylaw 2.108 BOG Member Censure or Suspension from Service
David Wade presented the Policy and Governance Committee’s motion to amend OSB Bylaw 2.108
regarding BOG Member Accountability and subsection 18.600 Applicability to SPRB. The Committee
recommendation is that action under the bylaw would require two-thirds vote of all BOG members.
David Wade also presented the Committee motion to waive the one-meeting notice requirement
and immediately adopt the proposed bylaw. [Exhibit B]

Motion:

The board voted unanimously in favor of accepting the Policy & Governance Committee’s motion to
amend OSB bylaws 2.108 and 18.600. The motion passed.

Motion:

The board voted in favor of the motion to waive the one meeting notice requirement to amend bylaw
2.108. Colin Andries, Kate Denning, Kyra Rohner, Ryan Hunt, Rob Milesnick, and John Grant opposed
the motion. Adrian Brown, Eric Foster, Kamron Graham, Bik-Na Han, Eddie Medina, Joe Piucci, and
David Wade voted in favor. The motion passed.
2.

OSB Bylaw Board Duties and Responsibilities

David Wade presented the Policy and Governance Committee’s motion to amend OSB Bylaw 2.100
regarding BOG Duties and Responsibilities. [Exhibit C]
Motion:

The board voted unanimously in favor of the Policy & Governance Committee’s motion to amend
bylaw 2.100. The motion passed.
3.

BOG Anti-Harassment Policy

David Wade presented the Policy and Governance Committee’s motion to adopt the BOG AntiHarassment Policy. [Exhibit D]
Motion:

The board voted unanimously in favor of the Policy & Governance Committee’s motion to adopt the
BOG Anti-Harassment Policy. The motion passed.
4.

OSB Event Anti-Harassment Policy

David Wade presented the Policy and Governance Committee’s motion to adopt the OSB Event AntiHarassment Policy. [Exhibit E]
Motion:

The board voted unanimously in favor of accepting the Policy & Governance Committee’s motion to
adopt the OSB Event Anti-Harassment Policy. The motion passed.
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5. OSB Support to OAAP
This topic was not discussed, as the Policy & Governance Committee had no recommendation for
the board to consider.
6.

ONLD Committee Charge Change

David Wade presented the Policy and Governance Committee’s motion to change the ONLD
Committee charges to better reflect the Oregon State Bar Mission Statement, Functions, Goals, and
Values, and to be more grammatically correct. [Exhibit F]
Motion:

The board voted unanimously in favor of accepting the Policy & Governance Committee’s motion to
change the ONLD Committee charges. The motion passed.
B.

Board Development Committee [Colin Andries]
1. Appointment of various Committees, Counsels, and Boards
Colin Andries presented the committee’s motion for appointments to several bar committees and
affiliated boards.

Motion: The board voted unanimously in favor of accepting the Board Development Committee’s motion to
approve the appointments to all groups as outlined. Adrian Brown abstained from the vote. The motion
passed. [Exhibit G]
2.

Recommendation for public member appointment

Colin Andries presented the Board Development Committee’s motion to appoint Tasha Winkler as
public member to the BOG. [Exhibit H]
Motion:

The board voted unanimously in favor of accepting the Board Development Committee’s motion to
appoint Tasha Winkler as public member to the board with the term expiring December 31, 2023. The
motion passed.
3.

BDC Activity Update

Colin Andries updated the board on the committees plans to explore opportunities the BDC can
pursue to continue the bar’s efforts to support diversity.
C.

Budget & Finance Committee [John Grant]
1. Client Security Fund Assessment
John Grant presented information regarding the current 2020 Client Security Fund fee assessment.
[Exhibit I]
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2.

Revised Forecast for 2020

Mike Williams presented information regarding the 2020 Revised Forecast. [Exhibit J]
3.

Bylaw 7.4 change for residual settlement funds

John Grant presented the Budget and Finance Committee’s motion to amend the Investment Policy
bylaw 7.4 to include the Legal Services settlement portfolio. [Exhibit K]
Motion:

The board voted unanimously in favor of waiving the one meeting notice requirement and accepting
the Budget and Finance Committee’s motion to amend bylaw 7.4. The motion passed.
D.

Public Affairs Committee [Eric Foster]
1. Legislative Update
Eric Foster gave a report on the Public Affairs Committee and the bills and amendments that are
currently pending in the legislature.
2. HOD Member Resolution re: remote court hearings
Eric Foster shared the Proposed House of Delegates agenda item submitted by Daniel Lang regarding
remote court appearances via video conferencing. [Exhibit L]
3.

PAC Activity Update

Eric Foster provided an update on the topics discussed during the PAC meeting related to current bar
action to support systemic change in the justice system. The board discussed the importance of
looking at Oregon’s legal history and consider changes to address inequities in the legal profession
and justice system in the state of Oregon.
6. Professional Liability Fund (Betty Lou Morrow)
A.

PLF Financial Statements
Betty Lou Morrow provided an update on the 2020 PLF Financial Statements and noted a recent
increase in claims. [Exhibit M]

B.

2019 Audited Financial Statement
Betty Lou Morrow gave an update on the 2019 PLF Audited Financial Statement. [Exhibit N]

C.

2019 PLF Annual Report
Betty Lou Morrow gave an update on the 2019 PLF Annual Report. [Exhibit O]
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7. OSB Committees, Sections, Councils and Divisions
A.

Legal Services Program (Judith Baker)
1.

Approve Request from Legal Aid for 2020 residual settlement Distribution

Judith Baker presented the recommendation from the Legal Services Program Committee’s that $4
Million dollars from the BP settlement funds be disbursed. [Exhibit P]
Motion: David Wade moved and Adrian Brown seconded a motion to approve the disbursement of $4 million
dollars from the BP settlement funds. The board voted unanimously in favor of the motion. The motion
passed.
2.

Approve release of Unclaimed Funds

Judith Baker presented the recommendation from the Legal Services Committee that $100,000 be
disbursed from the unclaimed funds to the legal aid providers according to the formula recommended by the
providers.. [Exhibit Q]
Motion: David Wade moved and Adrian Brown seconded a motion to approve the disbursement of $100,000 from
Unclaimed Funds to legal aid providers. The board voted unanimously in favor of the motion. The motion
passed.
B.

MCLE Committee (Amber Hollister)
1.

Amendments to MCLE Rules and Regulations re: Compliance reporting deadline

Amber Hollister presented the MCLE Committee’s recommendation to amend the MCLE Rules and
Regulations in order to clarify electronic submission requirement process and shift MCLE reporting
deadlines ahead four months. [Exhibit R]
Motion: John Grant moved and David Wade seconded a motion to approve the amendments to the MCLE Rules
and Regulations. The board voted unanimously in favor of the motion. The motion passed.
C.

Oregon New Lawyers Division (Mae Lee Browning)
1.

ONLD Report

Mae Lee Browning presented information about what the ONLD has been doing to support new lawyers
since the last BOG meeting. [Exhibit S]
8. Other Items
A.

Multnomah Bar Association Caregiver Research Consulting Proposal

Sarah Radcliff presented the Multnomah Bar Association’s request for assistance with funding analysis of
survey results relating to lawyers who have caregiving and other family-focused commitments. After
discussion Helen Hierschbiel agreed to review the bylaws to determine if BOG approval is necessary to
consider the MBA’s request given the level of funding they are seeking. [Exhibit T]
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9. Closed Sessions – CLOSED Agenda—no executive session was held
A.

Executive Session
(pursuant to ORS 192.660(2)(f) and (h) and ORS 192.690(1))
1. General Counsel Updates

10. Consent Agenda
A. Disciplinary Board
1. Proposed Code of Conduct [Exhibit U]
B. CSF Approval of Claim and CSF Appeal [Exhibit V]
C. Disciplinary Counsel’s Office Report [Exhibit W]
D. Rules of Procedure 8.1 and 8.14 Amendments [Exhibit X]
E. Approve Minutes of Prior BOG Meetings
1. Open Minutes April 17, 2020 [Exhibit Y]
2. Open Minutes May 22, 2020 [Exhibit Z]
Motion:

Kamron Graham moved and David Wade seconded a motion to approve the consent agenda. The board
voted unanimously in favor of the motion. The motion passed.
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Oregon State Bar
Meeting of the Board of Governors
Open Session Agenda Minutes
July 31, 2020
President Liani Reeves called the open session meeting to order at 4:14 p.m. on July 31, 2020. The meeting
adjourned at 4:37 p.m. Members present from the Board of Governors were Colin Andries, Adrian Brown,
Eric Foster, Kamron Graham, John Grant, Bik-Na Han, Eddie Medina, Joe Piucci, Kyra Rohner, and David
Wade. Not present were Jenny Cook, Kate Denning, Ryan Hunt, Rob Milesnick, and Michael Rondeau, Staff
present were Cassandra Dyke, Helen Hierschbiel, Amber Hollister, Karen Lee, Mike Williams, Susan Grabe,
Kay Pulju, Catherine Petrecca, and Dani Edwards.
1. Call to Order
2. Awards Committee [Ms. Reeves]
A.

2020 Award Recommendations

Liani Reeves presented the nominations for the Presidents Awards recommend by the Awards
Committee.
Motion: Approve the Awards Committee slate of recipients for the 2020 OSB awards. The board voted unanimously in
favor of the motion. The motion passed. [Exhibit A]
B.

Proposed Amendment to OSB Bylaws 4.3 and 4.8

Liani Reeves presented amendments to bylaws 4.3 and 4.8 regarding the President’s Public Service Award
and President’s Public Leadership Award to change the criteria for these two awards to remove the
requirement that the activity be done as a volunteer. [Exhibit B]
Put on September agenda for vote per one meeting requirement.
3. Selection of Special Meeting Date
August Special Meeting
1. Complaint was made to the Oregon Government Ethics Commission against BBX members for
alleged failure to appropriately notice the grounds for going into executive session. The purpose of
the special meeting would be to consider an amendment to the OSB Bylaws to specifically provide
for defense of BBX, BOG et. al. for violations of OGEC rules.
2.

Discuss legislative proposals related to BOG appointment and removal.

A doodle poll will be sent to the board for available dates and then a public notice will be given.
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OREGON STATE BAR
Board of Governors Agenda
Meeting Date:
Memo Date:
From:
Re:

July 31, 2020
July 17, 2020
BOG Awards Committee
Award and Award Language Change recommendations for 2020

Action Recommended
Approve the following slate of recipients for the 2020 OSB awards and change the criteria for
two awards to remove the requirement that the activity be done as a volunteer:
President’s Membership Service Award
Hon. Karrie McIntyre
President’s Public Service Award
Tonia L. Moro
President’s Diversity & Inclusion Award
Chad E. Paulson
Jacqueline Lizeth Alarcón
President’s Sustainability Award
Robb Schecter
President’s Technology & Innovation Award
RecordSponge Oregon
Public Leadership Award
Cassondra Sumrall
Wallace P. Carson Jr. Award for Judicial Excellence
Hon. Martha Walters
OSB Award of Merit
Cheryl F. Coon

Background
The ad hoc Awards Committee met by conference call on July 16 to review nomination
materials and develop the recommendations detailed above. Committee members are: Liani
Reeves (Chair), Colin Andries, Adrian Brown, Katherine Denning, John Grant, and Kamron
Graham. The annual Awards Luncheon will be publicly announced via a special edition of The
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Bulletin dedicated to the OSB Award Winner, the Pro Bono Challenge Winners, and the 50-year
members.
At the meeting, the Nominating Committee voted to recommend changing the
nominating criteria of two awards--The Public Service Award and the Public Leadership Award-to remove the requirement that the activity be done as a volunteer. The proposed language
change is attached.
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Proposed changes to OSB by-laws Sections 4.3 and 4.8

Section 4.3 President’s Public Service Award
The criteria for the President’s Public Service Award is as follows: the nominee must have volunteered
his or her time for the activity in which she or he was involved; the nominee must be an active member
of the Oregon State Bar; the nominee must have made a significant contribution to the public through
efforts involving pro bono services; coordination of local public service law-related events, such as those
associated with Law Day; service with community board or organizations or similar activities that benefit
the public.

Section 4.8 President’s Public Leadership Award
The criteria for the President’s Public Leadership Award are as follows: The nominee must not be an
active or inactive member of the Oregon State Bar; the nominee must have volunteered his or her time
for the activity in which she or he was involved; the nominee must have made significant contributions
in any of the areas described in the President’s Awards (Sections 4.24.4 above).
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Arizona OKs Outside Ownership of Law Firms
The state is the rst jurisdiction to scrap Rule 5.4, which has historically barred nonlawyers from
both fee sharing and from having an economic interest in a law rm.
By Dan Packel | August 28, 2020

Arizona Supreme Court. Photo: David Pinter via Wikimedia Commons
Arizona is set to become the rst jurisdiction in the United States to allow outside ownership of law rms,
after the state’s Supreme Court voted this week to eliminate rules prohibiting fee sharing.
The justices’ move follows on the e orts of a task force, led by Vice Chief Justice Ann A. Scott Timmer, that
spent the last two years identifying reforms aimed at reducing the cost of legal services.
“The court’s goal is to improve access to justice and to encourage innovation in the delivery of legal services.
The work of the task force adopted by the court will make it possible for more people to access a ordable
legal services and for more individuals and families to get legal advice and help,” Arizona Supreme Court
Chief Justice Robert Brutinel said in a statement. “These new rules will promote business innovation in
providing legal services at a ordable prices.”
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The most signi cant part of the reforms is the elimination of Rule 5.4, which has historically
barred nonlawyers from both fee sharing and from having an economic interest in a law rm. New entrants,
known as “alternative business structures,” will have to secure licenses. The change is set to go into e ect
Jan. 1, 2021.
Utah, which also acted earlier this month (https://www.law.com/americanlawyer/2020/08/14/utah-justicesgive-ok-to-regulatory-sandbox/) to liberalize the practice of law, stopped short of this step, instead opening
up a “regulatory sandbox.” That program will allow approved businesses, which can be led by nonlawyers, to
experiment with the provision of legal services. But the program is limited to the next two years, after which
the state’s Supreme Court will decide whether it should continue.
A task force in California considered similar changes to Rule 5.4. But after a ood of public comments
expressed concerns about the entry of the Big Four accounting rms and worries that lawyers would be
subsumed by the gig economy, the group settled on more limited reforms
(https://www.law.com/therecorder/2020/02/24/california-task-force-recommends-limited-fee-sharingregulatory-sandbox/), including fee sharing with nonpro ts and the creation of a “regulatory sandbox” there
too. When these scaled-back recommendations went to the State Bar of California, the organization hit
pause (https://www.law.com/therecorder/2020/03/12/state-bar-ices-proposed-regulatory-sandbox-legalreferral-rule-changes/) on the entire e ort in March, before agreeing in May to revisit the issue.
The Arizona changes also allow for a new licensure process to create “legal paraprofessionals.” Intended to
serve as the legal profession’s equivalent of “nurse practitioners” in the medical eld, these individuals would
have to meet certain standards before being allowed to provide limited legal representation to clients. This
process will also go into e ect at the start of 2021.

Read More
Chicago Bar Task Force Recs Steer Clear of Outside Ownership in Law Firms
(https://www.law.com/americanlawyer/2020/07/22/chicago-bar-task-force-recs-steer-clear-of-outsideownership-in-law- rms/)
Utah Broke the Lawyer Fee-Sharing Mold. Now Other States Watch With Interest
(https://www.law.com/legaltechnews/2020/08/25/utah-broke-the-lawyer-fee-sharing-mold-now-other-stateswatch-with-interest/)
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